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ABSTRACT

The study of belief conversion appears to have never
been part of lhe political science enlerprise per se. Vi/hile

there are many facts and evidences concerning belief, current
d-j-scussion focuses attention on beLief content, and assume or
hypothesize that this is where change will mainly occur.
An alternative point of view j-s stressed in Belief Conversion:
Iarge scale belief change is more dependent on elaborating
the relationships among beliefs than it is on changes of con-
tent. Therefore, conversion is seen primarily as a personal
psychological pro cess.

Six types of conversion are identified: individual,
nominal, spurious, political, epistemological and religious"
This cl-assification depends on two arguments: a) beliefs
may be grouped according to lheir function; and, b) beliefs
are distinguished according to the ideas, objects and symbols
to which they are attached, As internal mechanisms, beliefs
provide the format for thinking ( Cognitions), willing (Atti-
tud-es) and judging (Vatues). As an external and experiential
system, beliefs are attached to specific, role, social, col-
lective, cultural and universal referents.

Taking conversions as a whole, it is evident that there
are two broad classes: apparent and real. The real conver-
sion types of political, epistemological and religious result
from massive dissonance between two of the belief groupings.
Conversion is a resolution to thj-s dissonance. In contrast,
apparent conversions are instrumental to a subsequent solu-
tíon of dissonance" Although individual, nominal and spur-
ious conversions may appear reaL from an external perspective,
lhis recognition j-s based on misleading inferences from behav-
ior "

Each type of conversion is addressed to a distinctive



set of personal concerns, which correspond with the categor-
ies of attachment" Individual conversion centers on the
sorts of belief change which flows from efforts lo extend
the subjective self" Nominal conversions occur when a person
desires a formal or approved attribute. Spurious conversion
is an effort to ful-fiL social needs, especially those dealing
with affiliation. The political convert seeks an understand_-
ing of collective organized behaviors. Epistemological con-
version entails a person deriving a new or novel theoretical
framework. The religious convert d.esires to attain a cosmo-
logical understanding"
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Intro duc tion

The development of a modeL of conversion is the central

aim of this thesis. As an exploratory analysis within the

field of potitical studies, not all the questions concerning

conversion have been fully developed or accounted for' What

has been done is to set out a theory of belief conversion

from a political studies perspective"

While there are many theories and explanations concern-

ing beliefs, few deal with large scale reorganizaLíon" Many

current theories focus on the content of belief, and assume

or hypothesize that this is where change will occur" An

alternate point of view is stressed in this thesis: the way

in which beliefs are related to each olher is usually more

important than the substance of belief" From this assumption,

it is argued that belief conversion is more dependent on

elaborating the relationships among beliefs rather than the

content of belief. Primari-ly an internaf system, conversion

is seen as an effort on the part of the individual to expli-

cate and understand his beliefs, âfthough this may not be a

rational or conscious striving.

There are six types of conversion divided into two cate-

gorÍes: real and apparent" fn the apparent category are

individual, nominal and spurious conversions; political,

epistemological and religious types account for the real con-

version category" This division j-s based on the basíc theor-
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etical- perspective of Cognitive Dissonance theory: apparent

conversions differ from real conversions in that the individ-

ual, nominal and spurious types do not attempt to reconcile

structurally dissonant groups of bel-ief. Apparent conversions

represent a striving to solve more personal problems such as

the desire for a formal or approved attribute, types of

relationships or basj.c emotional needs" Therefore, apparent

conversion is instrumental to a further solution, but it

is not in j-tself a resolution for dissonance. Real conversion

- much more complex than apparent conversion is an effort

to reconcj-le two dissonant groups of belief, which are termed

clusters. It is expected that real conversÍons are more

thorough and enduring, permitting the person to lead a more

satisfying and, perhaps, effective life than before convers-

ion.

The term rrclusterrr is used as a descriptive device where

beliefs group together, The grouping of beliefs result from

observed correlations and from the logic of the theory to

foIIow" There are three major clusters: Cognitions, Values

and. Attitude. Each cluster may be considered to correspond

to three major activities of the mind: thinking, judging and

willing respectively" Wì.thin each cluster there are three

subsidi-ary sub-clusters" For Cognitions these are Perceptions,

Defenses and Memory" For Values these are fdeals, Codes and

Categories" For Attitude these are Self Tmage, World- Image

and needs.
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The division of conversion into six types is based on

the categories of knowledge involved" Most beliefs are

related to external objects and images, and these may be

distinguished into classes" Attachment is a term utilized

as a descriptive category detailing to what beliefs are

related. There are six descriptive categories of attachment:

specific, role, social, collective, cultural and universal"

The conversion types corresponding to these categories are

individual, nominal, spurious, polJ'tical, epistomological

and religious respectively. Conversion may be tentatively
said to occur when dissonance affects a set of attachments"



Chapter One

Functions of Belief

Each person holds a set of beliefs about the world in

which he lives. They range from simple expectations about

immediate surroundings to elaborate theories concerning the

functioning of societyo As necessary as they are for human

thought and action, beliefs can be inadequate from time to

time. Within the individual, beliefs may be unstable or

incomplete while, externally, they may be inappropriate or

ineffective, Whi-le considerations of belief reference and

criteria of effectiveness are problematic, significant var-

iations between beliefs and personal or social expectations,

accepted modes of behavior or unfulfilled desires may provide

incenti-ves to evaluate and alter them. If the alterations
to a belief set are thorough-going and yield readily apparent

changes, then u/e may speak of conversionso While ordinary

belief change involves modifications of content or applÍcat-

ion, conversion is differentiated by the extent of change

and the structural reorganizaLion which accompanies it"

As it is commonly used, the word rrbel-iefil can variously
describe certaj-n types of knowledge, emotional catalogues

or inventories of prescriptions. Beliefs are typically
understood to be a continuing body of preferences, predis-

posi-tions and behavioral antecedents bounded by temporal,

perceptual and evaLu.ative factors. Ontologically, beliefs
arise both out of our learning and experiences with society
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and are derived from it. In its common usage, the word be-

lief is a generic or summalion term, one which describes a

collective rather than a construct" The reason for this

appears to be that our attention is held by the implimentat-

ion and use of belief content by the individ-ual" Rarely are

questions about the structure, organization or format of be-

lief of interest to anyone but the market or academic resear-

cher" The study of conversion requires that we dwell on the

latter considerations,

When theorLzing about the convert, beliefs must be

analyzed with a view to the form they take as well as their

content. This permits discussion of beliefs in terms of

their functions and interactions in addition lo content"

ü/hile the specific motivations, desired objects or attach-

ments and prescriptions inherent in belief are j-mportant,

the study of belief organization gives a clearer image of

the convert and the process of conversion. It is our intent-
ion to show that conversion refers most importantly to sign-

ificant changes in belief structure and organizaLionr âs

distinct from other types of modifications, such as attitude
and opinion change, which do not require alteratj_ons of form.

Additional research intentions are to describe belief inter-
actions relevant to conversion and to provide a detailed

mo del"

Our beliefs serve a number of important functi-ons"
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I'irsl, beliefs order ou,r world so that it may be understood

in a manner consistent with our previous experiences" Beliefs,
as a private phenomenon, are preconscious and subconscious

processes by which the physical and social environments are

perceived-, interpreted and categorized" Beliefs are a major

component of cognition in that they comprise a belief meta-

physic, one which is concerned with causality, theory and

inferences from previous experiences. The goal of such a

meta-physic is to explicate as well as explain" l As such,

beliefs are not directly addressed to sense-data but rather

to the object being preceived" This distinction is an import-

ant one in that an object possesses attributed qualities,
functions and meanings separate from the sensory features

which describe ilL"2 People can find meaning and. significance

in thought and actions, permitting the discovery of general-

itj-es, the discernment of motlves and rendering social inter-
actions personally salient.

Beliefs are able to function as an i-mportant cognitive

component because they tend- to be invariant" This has been

explained in a number of ways" Behavioralists postulale

that ways of perceiving will become habituated if the actions

or thoughts flowing from them are effective and reward-ing.

0f course, much depends on the type of conditioning involved,

the re-inforcement schedule and- the 'pol^rer of the re-inforcer.
However, not all Behavioralists are agreed on these points"

Some would- argue that internal processes are of little import
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and- that behavior, being observable, is the key to under-

stand-íng human beliefs. Bandura and Vt/alters argue a dÍffer-

ent case: individuals can d,erive regulating mechanisms in
a varÍety of ways, and they are amenable to measurement, 3

The humanists, sharing much with the Gestalt thÍnkers, view

behavior as goal directed, fn theory, the individual seeks

to acLualize those potentialities already present in his or

her mental structure. Therefore, invariance of belief is a

desired state but is interfered wilh by external events. 4

Despite the above, it is unlikely that an individualts
resultant apperceptions will completely depict realíty"
The departures are many: selected or distorted perceptíon,

denial or repression, faulty attribution or inappropriate

reactÍons to a given cue or situation" In this regard,

Psychoanalysts have developed the construct of defense mech-

anism, Defense mechanisms are an inventory of solutions to

external threats and anxiety producing information which, in
a number of fashions, distort or deny reality. All involve
some element of self-deception.S Cognitive theories hold

that díscrepant and dissonant knowl-edge will be distorted or

modified to accord more closely with previous learning if it
causes emotional discomfort. However, there are differences
between individuals in terms of tolerance of dissonance,

the substance of incongruities and the preferred mod.e of
r

resolution.o Epistemologists, in contrast, have add.ressed
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themselves lo the issues of perception, the problems of

theory, bias i.n observation, and lhe difficulties of just-

ifj-cation, restructuring and hierarchy in knowledge"

The above points are important to the discussj-on of

certain types of conversion, dwelling as they do on struct-

ural and organizational concerns" Changes here would involve

modifícation to the belief meta-physic, defenses and con-

stancy" Changes to the belief meta-physic would entail that

the individuat arrive at a new uray of understanding: that is,

the person would entertain novel notions of causality, possess

a different framework for theorizing and seek to confirm his

beliefs in a ne\l/ way. Tn this sense, conversion would mean

the adoption of a nerv belief meta-physic, and since the goal

of the meta-physic is to explicate as well as explain, the

new beliefs of the convert would likely focus on different
aspects of the environment which were previously ignored.

Defense mechanisms, too, could change in their application

since they are dependent on the interpretation of situatj-on"

Events, which were formerly threatening or risky, could now

be willingl-y engaged in. Implicitly, there is a degree of

constancy from the otd belief meta-physic to the neïrr, based

on the yet to be discussed notion of belief clustering.
Although the extent of change is one of the major features

of conversion, ì.t is specific and focused.

Second, beliefs must contribute to the effective
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functioning of the individ-ual, Essentially this means that

beliefs should cohere in a relatively Iogical and consistent

fashion in terms of content and. structure, Consistent

content implies that beliefs complement, support and complete

each other. Structural logic means that the beliefs a per-

son holds are related, systematic and symmetrical" However,

while this may be desirable, Ít is by no means the actual

case "

It would be a mistake to assume that bellef structures

are singular or monolithic, a theoretical locatíon where

beliefs overlap and become related in one fashion or another"

A more plausi-ble assertion is that beliefs consist of a

number of systems" Consj-dered as a human product, the relat-

ionship between beliefs systems may not necessarily be 1og-

ical" Logic in structure implies that each system, whíle

related to other systems, has the virtue of homogeneity and

Índependence" Horvever, the available evidence indicates

that there is considerable overlap between systems.

Structurally, this means that a particular belief cannot

be neatly fitted into a single category of belief Ín many

instances. An example of this is the individ-ual who supp-

orts government funding of parochial schools. Such a

c?se encompasses both political and religious belief sets:

political because the belief deals with the al-location

of pu-blic resources, and religious because the belíef deals

wíth an explicit relJ-giou.s a-im. Therefore, the rel-ation-

ships possess some degree of psychological logíc, not
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philosophic logic,T

Consistency in content has been described as the coap-

lsmenlary, supportive nature of one belief as il relates

to another. A high amount of consistency in belief content

is likely to be the exception rather than the rlile" Vt/e

possess a number of descrlptive terms which apply to content

discontinuities: compartmental-izaLíon, isolation and exag-

geration are some of these. Although there are several

differing interpretations, there is a consensus among social
scienlists that these problems are symptomatic of a broader

individual problem and an attempt at resofution" One inter-
esting aspect of content discontinuities is that the individ-
ual is frequenlly unaware of them.B

The attempt to make conflicting beliefs consistent is
often explained to be a method of reducing or eliminating
anxiety" By the process of isolation, two beliefs are not

permitted to interact, hence, no conscious anxiety.9 White

this tactj-c does remove the symptoms, it is arguable if
belief discontinuities represent a resolution. There is
the dj-stinct possibility that there will be continuing

sub-conscious stress. Experimental evidence indicates
that this speculation may be correct" In addítion, the

research has shown that there is a good deal of interaction
between the various leveLs of aTvareness. This suggests that
although the person may be unaware of discontinuities, he
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wiLl still attempt some lype of resolution sub-consciou"ly.l0

However, content discontinuities may not necessarily be the

problem that cognitive theorists hypothesize it to be" The

sociology of knowledge point of view is that the reality
withj-n which people function j-s largely of their own con-

struction" Given situational variability, multiple "sign-
ificant others" and multJ-ple aud.iences, it is entirely likely
that people possess several realitì-es, some of which are

harmonious and. some not.1 I ft would therefore be apparent

that discontÍnuities are, in fact, alternate belief systems

selected according to the momentarily preferred reality.
This evokes an interesting image of conversion.

Considering the convert in view of the above gives

rise to a number of speculations. Conversion could poss-

ibly be the selection of a harmonious cl-ass of realities
wi-th their attendant structures and contents of belief.

This would mean the person would choose to jettison

competing realJ-tíes, perhaps publicly and ritually. Yet,

this prompts some questioning. If reality is primarily
a subjective reconstruction, it is difficult to hypothesize

transferences of ideology, values or theory to the convert

from the source without some sort of transformation occur-

ring" AlternativeLy, difficulties are encountered when

considering the effect of the individual change on the

consensual reality of the group, if one is present.
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Robert Lane writes that it would be difficult to conceive of

continu-ing ideoloBy: symbols or authority within the multiple

consensual realities between people because of the inherent

ì.nstabilíty of meanir.g"12 Ho*uu"", the paradÍgm should not

be rejected out of hand. It would seem that many of our

meanings change, both over the span of our lives and within
society, and are therefore unstable by definition. In add-

itionr we appear to select meanings for a gÍven object as it
suits the situation. The selection and use of meaning is
essentially a personal empirical matter, and people are not

likely to pay much regard to theory"

The comments above provide some basis for ascertaining

the effectiveness of beliefs, and some conjectures about

the convert. Many people, it seefis, experience psychic

conflict in one form or another. One of the most dÍscomfort-

ing ol these conflicts is where beliefs are related struct-
urally but content, although similar, is isolated" There

are several sorutions. The individual may choose to reject
one lcelief in favour of others. He may seek to re-interpret
his belief from a dj-fferent perspective. The person may

arrive at a novel evaluation of the object of belief or
explicate different aspects of it. While these examples

do not exhaust the alternatives for resolution of conflicts,
they indicate two generar v/ays in which dissonance may be

d-ealt with. First: âs described- above, the indivÍd_ual may

derive a ne\M belief meta-physic. This may be a sígnificant
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part of conversion. Second-, a person may develop a slronger"

sysiem of disbelief. It is not to be implied hou¡ever, that

these lwo classes of resolution are mu-tually exclusive"

One criierion of ihe effectiveness of beliefs j-s the ability
to accommodate neriu perceptions with a minimum of conflict.

The third point is that we generally hold our bel_iefs

to be true, Tn this instance, truth is not to be equated

with an absolute standard- of correctness. Truth, rather,
appears to be a derived opinion on the good quality of

our beliefs" It therefore seems probable that evaluations

of correctness are mostly personal affairs, aL least to the

extent that we have the option of accepting or rejecting
a given belief, given the opportunity or a challenge" This

ì's not to suggest that we do not accept the evaluations of
other individuals or society. such a statement contradicts

our knowledge that the majority of beliefs and their
presumed worth come from society and social groups. The

question of truth in bel-iefs is an important one for the

convert and, perhaps, is instrumental in the process of
conversion"

The source of our beliefs provides one basis for the

presumption and. attribution of correctness" The acquisition
of beliefs in early life occu-rs throu-gh informal agencies

of so cial:irzaLion, namel;, parents and, in fer¡¡er instances,

their friends and acquaintances. In late childhood and
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adolescence more formal agencies, su,ch as schools, churches

and institutions imparl lhe majority of beliefs and. value

orientations" Part of peoplers conviclion concerning the

truth of beliefs is that an au.thoritative source is usu.ally

viewed favourably. The agent is imagined to be trustworthy,

benevolent and helpful. Further, to the child-, a.ll author-

ities appear personally signifj-cant in that the agent is
va.lued as an individ-ual rather than as a role functionary.lJ
Although social-ization to authority significantly changes

childrenrs primitive images, three important lessons are

retained. First, the individual learns that there are

authorities above and separate from him. By being above

and separate, claims by an agent concerning beliefs are

imagined to possess a greater degree of legitimacy than

would otherwise be the case, Second, the indivj-dual learns

that it is not necessary for truth to originate in a per-

sonal claim. Bel-iefs may be found to be trustworthy

because they are codified, constiluted- or institutionalj-zed.
Third-, socialization to authority permits the person to

develop criteria of credibility; that is, he has a set of

stand.ards by which he may evaluate the "orr""".14

The individual who converts must convert to an ident-
i-fiable class of objects and attachments, and- preferably

they should be sanctìoned. Many of our beliefs, being

d-erived from society, are so sanctioned and are considered-

to be valid, if not altogether correct" More specific
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beliefs, such as those d.ealing with political or religiou.s

orientations, enjoy more 1Ímited-, though not necessarily

weaker, support" The sanctioning of beliefs involves a

nu-mber of points"

A system of beliefs will appear to be more truthful
and correct if the actions it precipitates provides some

type of gratificatlon either externally, in the form of

rewardr oF internally, by way of positive affect. However,

gratification need not be immediate" The expectation of
future reward may be sufficient to confirm the correctness

of belief, Tn religious or political conversion, it may

be that the promise of fu,ture reward ensures the support

of the presently institutionalized. beliefs. However, this
involves the dimension of faith, which will_ be discussed

l-ater"

There is a negative aspect to sanctions. Should_ a

beli-ef unacceptable to society be pursued, it is entirely
likely that the individual will be deprived of gratification,

or denied it, The state has at its d-isposal a variety of
agencies to deal with unacceptable behavior, depending on

whether the person is deemed to have pathological- problems

or criminal dispositions. The group, too, can apply nega-

tive sanctions, although not u.sually formal ones. Beliefs,
then, have an element of inferential trulh in that the

goals to which we are oríentated give us something to be
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desired, be it a thing, a relationship or an event"

The correctness of ou.r beliefs is implied urhen other

people hold them as well" Aside from such issues as shared

agents and sanctions, the commonality of belief partially
describes the solidarily of friendships, grou.ps and collect-
ives" The sharing of belief provides an experiential base

for affirmÍng truth by virtue of the common agreements,

expectations and orientations which operate between people,

fn some instances, agreement is formal because it is instit-
utionalized by way of professional groups or fraternal

organizations. Statements dealing with the correctness of

our beliefs can be made by referring to their manifestations:

systems of ro1es, provisions for reward and punishment or

a constituted body of theory" Tt has been suggested thal
the individual will envision himself as part of a larger

system of belj-e f "1'

Between friends and spouses, the sharing of belief is
not as likely to be as welÌ articulated as in a group, but

it is probable that agreements will be much more extensive.

By being non-conslituted, agreements between intimates can

be concluded quickly and easily. Many agreements can be

made non-verbal1y ¡ or even below awareness, which gives

rise bo a fairly complex system of expectancies, A primi--

tive distinction betu¡een agreements and expecta.ncies is

that while agreemenls are directed towards objects and
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courses of action, expectancy describes modes of behavior

and the character of relationships between people" There-

fore, the presu,med truth of shared beliefs rests on more

than declarations of solidarity: ib can be implÍed by such

tangible objects as creeds, constitutions or influential
actors, or it can be inferued from the common orientations
between people"

The notion that something must be true Íf other people

believe it is of considerable import to the study of the

convert. For the convert, the perception of truth is
strong, regardless of whether or not a given belief is
factually correct. Knowing a set of' beliefs to be true,
and knowing that other people acknowled-ge them to be true

acts as an anchor for the spirit of a previously disaffected,
disappointed and disorientated political convert. To be

in possession of a belief accepted as true rris to have a

net of familiarity spread over the whole of eternity.
There are no surprises and no unknowns.',16 This system

of shared constitution and expectancy of beliefs can be

very powerful in application. A person can be transformed

into a believer by a show of Greater than Man ioeology"

Beliefs can be packaged. and shared out as well as shared

between individuals.

Expectancies and agreements. reach into cleeper ¿ind- more

significant areas of concern, Agreements are, on one level,
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empirical affairs to the extent that people can agree expli-
citlyr âs a matter of contract, for example" As well, expect-

ations anC orierrtations may be interpreted to be implicit
agreements" Whether explicit or implicit, agreements of

this type are testable by the individual to varying degrees

by the common goals or directlons of actions instigated,
and the fa-shion in which they are carried out" Hov,rever,

deriving a. measure of presumed truth is, at best, a norninal

confirmation or, at worst, a spurious oneu The fact that
people agree on a large number of beliefs can be deemed. to

be a correlation, but no more than that becau,se we lack ex-

planation.

It may be suggested that beliefs a.re a location, in the

abstract, where objects, and metaphors, myths and symbols

intersect. Thought has been characterized as metaphorÍcal

and that I'metaphor pervades language, for the unknown, the

uncleare and the remote are apprehended by oners perceptions

of identities with the familj-ar. Metaphor, therefore, de-

fines the pattern of perception to v,¡hich people respond..il 17

The ability to agree, then, can be plausibly considered to
be the ability to familiarize objects, id.eas and ídentities.
Tndividually, familiarizaLion of an ideology, for example,

could focus on the possibilities of a better life, opportun-

ity or advancement, rather than programmes of action" Groups,

meanwhile, may strive to cast their notions in familiar and

evocative slogans or i-mages. Agreements and attribution
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of truth may therefore be due to skiLlful elicitation of

non-rational and personally satisfying symbols and images"

Thi,s is a characteristic of some mass rnovement organizers.

Metaphors and symbols may be ernbedded in catharsis,

which binds a belief to an object. Myth can be explained

to be the externalizaLion of inner impulses and tensions"

Murray Edelman suggests that there are three factors at work

involving myths, metaphors and symbols. First, the truth
of a belief is not only implied when individuats can Ídent-
ify with other believers, but also can point out non-believerso

The identification of non-believers extencls past perceptions

of out-group, They are also given the image of being agress-

ive, ignorant: Flotting or sub-human" Second, myth can

serve as an explanation which all_ows people to organize

their perceptions along the lines dictated by it. Should

a myth originate with an authority figure, it wil_t appear

that much more correct, for reasons indicated above, Third,

myth gives to the believer an articulated direction of
action, one that the individual may not have been able to
develop himself" Plans of action are particulariry effect-
ive if accompanied by a suggested state of crisis; that is,
if certain things are not done, then punishment will come

to the group or a disadvantageous state of affairs will
arise" Myth, then, facilitates communication and provides
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srlpport. Edelman further suggests that an individual can

come to lean heavily on myths, using lhem lo qu-iet their
insecurities and thus creating an uncriti-cal follower. 1 B

These ideas of familiarization and myths, metaphors

and symbols bear directty on the points we wish to make.

A body of theory, a plan of action or a promise of better
things to come will be effective if the person can extern-
aLíze his fears and anxieties through them and then find
prescriptions to deal with them" Taking religÍous conver-

sion as an example: the convert can understand, a chaotic
environment once he learns to attribute evil, learn new

\,uays of living through the metaphors in parables and feel
a personal sense of redemptj_on by identifying with the

symbol of a savior" rn short, the convert learns to famil-
iarj-ze himself, his world and his future and the fears

that accompany them" As well, he can identify with others,
who are 1ike1y to express much the same things in much the

same manner.

These notes on familiarization could invorve a larger
population than our as yet unidentified group of converts"
Perceptions of truth can be strong when involving new symbols

and myths because they are likely to be fairly consistent
with those already held by lhe person. rt appears that
people are aware of a good number of symbols, but relatively
few are personally meaningfu-l or important. In a limited
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serlse, familiarizaLion can be a process by which significance

is a.ttached to previously held symbols, images ancl myths.

This returns us to an earlier comment, that conversion

could be the construction of a harmoniou.s reality via famil-

iar but nevrly legitimized symbols and myths. It was also

noted that there Tuere some difficulties to be encountered

with this approach, but lhese problems are theoretical in

nature, not psychological. The process of familiartzaLion

can account for the incomplete or distorted transference

of ideol-ogy. Tf transf erences rÀrere complete, the art of

winning converts could well be less successful" It l\ras

further suggested that in a system of multiple consensual

real-ities meanings would be unstabler yet it has been

indicated that meaning could primarily be personal and as

a result, instability is to be expected. It may therefore

be suggested that truth in belief is an experienced one

rather than an objective one" For the convertr or anyone

who strongly desires to believe, truth is where you want

to find it. For the political convert, truth can be found

in the triumph of will over society; for the epistemological

convert, truth can be found in the logic and symmetry of a

theoretical system; or for the religious convert, truth
can be found in. intense transcendent experiences"

Finding lruth where one d,esires lo find it is very
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convenient being that some truth claims possess the singu.Iar

quality of not being testable, verifiable or falsifiable"
A variety of reasons may be cited. Among them are thal
some beliefs are not stated- as testable propositions, some

cannot be verified until a set of hypothetical and desired

circumstances occurr or some cannot be falsified" because

they are vacuous, This last case, that beliefs can be

vacuous, allows the individu-al to believe in something

without believing, In other words, there is form but no

function relative to the specific belie1"19 In this regard,

Al-astair McKinnon cites the example of the individu.al who

believes that rlGod ls Lover', while not knowing what God.

or love are"

The truth of our beLief therefore appears to be tang-

ential; that is, truth is an aspect of belief dealing with

things other than correctness, logic or inclusiveness"

Rather, truth is a matter of sharing, mylhs, faith or illus-

ions of brotherhood. R" D. Laing argues much the same poinl"

Beliefs serve to confirm the individual by permitting him

to acl upon his environment and. observe reactions,20 Thus

it wou.ld seem that belief is an instrument for the person

to use j-n locating himself in culture, roles and environment,

Our identity and beliefs are inferentially true if we are

acknowledged-, understood and influence our situation"
People, it would- appear, require endorsement and if end"orse-

ment is unsatisfactory in one Iocation, they will seek j-t
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in another.

Although the above may be applied to several types of

conversion, it should be noted tha-t there are exceptional

cases" One of these cases is where an individ-ual converts

to a new logical system" Concerns about sharing, myths or

sanctions are likely to be peripheral, if relevant at all.
An epistemological conversion, as it is termed here, is
directly concerned with belief as an organizing structure

and the types of changes which occur. Ascertaì-ning the

truth of a logical system will likely be derived- from

such considerations as the explanatory pot\rer of a given

theory, its symmetry and internal consistency. A d"ifferent

case is where a person ís only weakly attached to his belief
set and is thereby disinterested in its truth" A few sugg-

ested consequences, though not exhaustive, is that the

person could require few external, referents, leading to the

creation of individual symbols and interpretations. The

person could follow an out-moded or inappropriate ideology

or pre-ideology" He could be apathic and withdraw from

society, being unable or unwilling to locale himself in it.
Alternatively, a person could be attached to a great number

of beliefs. It is difficult to describe this type of
individual, however he could be indecisive, faddish orr
perhaps, frustrated. It is possible that this person

would. be conventional, conforming and obed.ient,
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The fourth point is that beliefs are attached. to objects,
ideas and personalities external to the individuar" we may

suppose that there are two dimensions associated. with attach-
mente strength and generality" A weak attachment to some-

thing would mean that the individuaL wou1d not likely hold

an object lo be personally salient, and wourd express this
as indifference" rt is strong attachment which rightly
deserves our attention, however; for example, that sort
of atlachment that an individual has for his children or

rover. such an attachment can be so strong that a person

will perceive litt1e distincti-on belween himsetf and the

object. The individual courd view a highly prized object
as an extension of himself"2l The generality of attachment

varies greatly as well" The attachment one has for a spouse

is very speci-fic, extensive and focused, A more generar,

though weaker, atLachment couLd include pubric fì_gures and

institutions, and finaltyr we may be attached to archetypes.
Archetypes may be considered to be seemingly rear but non-

tangible figures; Christ, Buddha and, to children, Santa

claus. Archetypai identities do not seem to be restricted_
to historicaf or mythical people. rn recent years we have

seen public figures elevated to larger than human proportions,
as witnessed in lhe 'rcult of personality'i problems which

both the ussR and china have experienced" some people

claim to identify with a 'i christian experience' or to have

0ceanic feeling, feelings described as intense and personally

J-mportant, yet they appear devoid of content. Still, the
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people who have experienced these feelings attribute lhem

to an externaf agent"

As it applies to the converl, the value of discerning

the nature of attachment is obvious. Conversion is hypothes-

ized to be a partial matter of changing attachments or accent-

uating different ones" A convert may develop strong attach-
ments where none existed before, especially in the case of
political or religious conversion. This prompts the spec-

ulation that a strong attachment to reli-gj-ous or political-
symbols and personafities can represent a surrogate for more

íntimate ones, such as an intense friendship, or as a way of
avoiding them" rt may also be said that commitments of this
sort are less conditional and have a lesser chance of result-
ing in disappointment. rt is possible that conversÍon may be

a form of excuse making¡ âh effort to undermine or deny the

expectations of others by substituting a different set. The

reasons can vary: animosity, the establishing of identity, or
a generally low level of external attachments when high levels
are expected by others. Tt could be said that religious or
political euphoria is a characteristic of, and, is coincident
with the individual creation of novel, personal symbols and

images,

The generality of attachment depends on the exlent to

which an object is tangible to the individual. On one

hand, a spouse is tangible to the greatest possible degree,

assuming either a positive or negative relationship, and is
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thereby a specific and immediate attachment. 0n the other

hand, countless objects appear most general of all and seem

amenable to almost any interpretation to which the person

Ís inclined. There remains a middle ground however, between

specific and universal attachments, if we may be permitted

to cafl them that.

Cultural, social and occupational attachments are

insubstantial, yet tangible" The definition of tangÍble

has been changed somewhat for the purposes hereo A workable

interpretation could be that tangible is described by those

properties which facilitates the location of objects, ideas

and Ídentities in geographic, social and philosophic time

and spa-ce by the individual. Things need not be material
to be perceived as real.

Between specific and universal attachments are the

general attachments, which comprise the bulk of the ones

people have. Because institutions and identj_ties are sub-

ject to varying personal interpretations, it is fruitful
to view socj-al objects in terms of their system of relation-
shíps to the individual, rather than as things" Essentially
this means that whiLe churches, governments and corporations

ave subject to considerable variations of interpretatÍon
by people, such wide variance does not appear to apply to
notions as organization, bureaucracy and authority. Our

interest is in their location in the personal psychological
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field rather than in their actual or constituted location"

I'or the purposes of st.ud-ying the convert, it may be

usefuf to conceive of four categories of general attachment.

Although these categories are not mutually exclusive nor

exhaustive, they are sufficient. ff general attachments

are to be placed between specific and universal attachments,

this transition to diffuseness must be inherent in the

continuum. Therefore, ranging from less diffuse to more

diffuse there are the categories of role attachments,

social attachments, collective attachments and cultural-

attachments. Further, each type of attachment possesses

two modes, str'ucture dependent and situation dependent,

Because our interest is primarily in behavior, expressions

of attachments dependent on situation are more important.

The roles which people fulfil-l- have a variety of sources"

Some of our roles are dependent on set attributes; only a

male can be a father and husband-, for example. Other roles

are to some extent self-determj,ned, as in the case of occup-

alional choice; hower¡er, that choice can be limj-ted in a

number of ways by family expectations, peer grou"p influence

or ability" Other notions of role see it as a function

of production and a.ction, meaning that role is defined as

a component of a larger social system loosely defined to
include cgrporations, recreatiolat or fraternal groups or

informal- organizations. The key concept here is that roles
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are possible onl-y u¡ithin some type of relationship or

organizatlon, and that there is some purpose and rationale

i-n occupying it" Vt/e may suggest that a role within an org-

anization is a structural one" This means that there are

formal-, explicit expectati-ons concerning the duties, respon-

sibilities and- courses of action associated with a role.
As a structured role r we therefore find that the role of
father includes the duties of disciplining children, being

a l\rage-earner and making major decisions. However, there

is considerable variance between structured roles and actual
role performance, hence the need for the notion of role
situation.

Role situation d,escrj_bes the dymani_cs of a relationship
that an indj-vidual has with the prevailing conditions,
other actors or organizational limits. Research has dis-
covered that people are unlikely to egree on the precise

needs and duties of a role even when formaLized by contract, 22

This implies the functioning of the process of familiarizat-
ion, including individual perceptions of needed change,

informal agreements between people occr-rpying sÍmilar roles
and organtzational limitso It therefore appears unwise

to consider role apart from idiosyncratic factors. Beliefs,
then, are attached to both structural and situatj_onal

objects involved with the performance of a role" Fu,rther,

attachments are likery to be immediate, substantial and,

in many cases, tangible"
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Social attachments partially describe the modes of
relationships that an indivi d"ual has with other people.

0n a simple leveL, individuals are cognizant that lhere are

acceptable and unacceptable expressions of affect, desires
and personal interests; in other words, people possess at
least a rudimentary awareness of social expectations" on a
slightty higher revel, people are usually aware of social
conventions, expectations and civitities. 0n the highest
1evel, it seems clear that social attachments describe a

broad set of behaviors. Hencer socj-al attachments are not
just a question of propriety, but includes notions concern-

ing legitimacy and worth.

while social- attachments appear to be simirar lo wider

cultural norìns, there seem to be a few decisive divÍsions.
First, social classes are distinctÍve in the conventions

and expectations they have" we know that working class people

have a significantly different conception of power as compared

to the middle class, and the ways in whj_ch it should be used. 23

second, there may be considerable variations from region
to region" \A/hat is acceptable in one part of the country
could be unseemly in another. Third, social attachments

appear to deal mostly with instrumentatity. Rather than

being a guide to goals or desired things, social attachments

help to inform the person about how a selected_ end shoul_d

be achj-eved." The variance can be great: j-t is legitimate
for a middle class boy to become a corporate rawyer, and
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it is as legitimate for a boy from Harlem to become a pimp

or loanshark.

While social attachments deal with instrumentality
primarily, this does not mean that attachment to objects

are excluded" fn some cases, aLLachment may be quite strong

and the object sought after; hence, the middle classesr

strong identification with house ownership, for example.

We al-so find that social attachments can be negatÍve,

meaning that people attempt to ignore or disparage aspects

of the environment" Socj_al objects are important points

of identificatj-on in groups and sub-cultures. Although

organÍzations may be placed higher in the attachment

continuum, there is an element of social attachment in
political and religious groups in that people interact
on a personal level as well as an organizational one"

Our structured social attachments may validly be con-

sidered to be values, which are momentarily defj-ned to be

propositions which inform the individual about taste,
legitimacy and behavior. However, it lvas indicated above

that a situation change can mod"ify our structured sociar-

attachments, There are numerous llrays in which this may

occur" A person may possess two or more conflÍcting
sets of attachments. A set of attachments may differ
from stronger cultural or collective demands and expectancies"

Attachrnents may become inappropriate due to changing situat-
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ions" vrlithin a set of abtachments, there may be contrad_ict-

ory points of idenlification, 'rhere may be inconsistencj_es

of interpretation between individuals. some sets of attach-
ments may only be weakly held_ and. thereby incapable of
orientatÍng behavior" rn these instances, and many more,

the situation rather than structured. attachments will likely
direct action. ft is possible that ind,ividuals will tempor-

arÍly modify their values, disregard them or create some

type of defense. The person may convince himself that values

are applicable only in certain circumstances, d.etach one

value from a set of values or re-interpret their utili 
"uLion" 
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collecti-ve altachments describe our identification
with agencies and personalities of authority, These range

from 1ocal civi_c governments to national and, perhaps,

international, institutions" structured. attachmenbs are

readily avairable, even to the point that peopre wirl receive
formal instruction detairing how one should be attached"

Vúe therefore find that one of the functions of a public
school system is to aid in the potitical socialization of
the statesr minor cj-tizens " porj-tical so ciari zaLion, from

the point of r¡iew of the state, means that people will become

attached" to such concepts and system norms as duty, patriot-
ism and participation" Other focuses of political instruction
inclu.de developing individu-al interest in the prevairing
poli-tical system, integrating people inlo the system ¡ ercolrr-

agi-ng political competence, and- discouraging distrust and-
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cynicism. I{owever, the effectiveness of provi ding people

with points of attachment, with the supposition LhaL one

will believe favourably, is suspect. 2,

The objects of ou-r collective attachments are bobh

extensive and detailed, They j-nclude Legislative bodies,

national flags and a monarch or head of state" Other objects

are symbolic, as in the case of national heroes or pledges

of allegiance. Some objects may be of great emotional

significance to the individual while at the same tj-me he

may not understandr or care lo understand, the contenl of
that object. Democracy may be an example of this: every-

body likes it, few seem to know what it is" It would seem

that many of our attachments are simplified and broken

down into components, permitting catharsis between the

individual and a set of singularities. In many waysr we

are returned to the notion of metaphors and manufactured

symbols, sometimes negalive. Democracy, then, is not a

set of procedures dealing with the orderly functioning

of government; it is, rather, baseball, apple pie and mom.

Individual attachment to collective objects need not

be directed exclusively towards the state, nor is this
meant to be i-mplied, Although the transmj_ssion of state

symbols to the individual are important on account of
citizenship being primarily a nominar attribute, colrective
attachments are also important to aLmost any large group or
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mass movement; however, the state can j-nstigate mass move-

ments as Woodrow Vtlilson did. Here we encounter a fine

distinction: if an attempt to integrate individuals into
a group is sanctioned, then we refer to socíalÍzation; if
the attempt is not sanctioned by the state, then we refer
to it as propaganda. The mechanisms of fostering attachments

appear to be similar, with the possible exception of the

effort involved. We change the names however, ci_vic classes

become cell meetings, Fledges of allegiance become slogans,

and the natÍon becomes the working class, all right thinking
people or a great race. Despite the name changes, the

functions remain the same, to foster and strengthen attach-
ments favourable to the mass.

Some mass movements depend on the creation of negative

attachments to a greater degree than positive ones. While

the state may wish citizens to accept that they have trnever

had it so goodrr, mass movements must identify ills, point
out presumed scoundrels, and hold out a remedial plan of
action. Mass movements which can instill a hate and siege

mentality in its members will likety be more successfuf

than one which cannot. This may be done by suggesting that
out-groups are the enbodÍment of evil itself,

The effects on the attachments one has towards author-
itatively designated objects can be dj-minished or modifíed

depending on the ind-ividual situation. A literate persone
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it is said, is relatively immu-ne to propaganda, He thrives

on argument and debate, and resents a cessation of ration-
-fali-ty. ¿o The very poor and the wretched are likewise not

usually sympathetic to the teachings of mass movements.

It is suggested that a person must experience relative
instability in order to be influenced..2T As mentioned,

initial socialization may not be effective" Keniston has

shown that student protesters expressed what they were

taught, although not in the accustomed manner, much to the

dismay of system authoritiu"SB ft has also been indicated

that the teaching of system values may not take hold because

they are inconsistent with experien"".29 Such a person may

be the ideal target for a mass movement since there is a

void whi-ch can be filled, It seems reasonable that situat-
ional attachments can have a significant impact.

Cultural attachments are a set of widely shared

referents, primarily normative" They are.' therefore, a

general set of statements and assumptions from which collect-
ive and social standards may be derived. The social want

to be a home owner is derived from the cultural norm that
property ownership is a need and is essential for individual
well-being, for example. In the West, our culture may be

labeled as a liberal one, a culture which stresses individ-
ual achievement, cj-vil liberties and rerative freedom from

external lnterference" fn all, it may be suggested that

culture comprises a moral commonwealth.
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Culture provides people with general referents concern-

ing the world ín which they live" Because they are general

statements, cultural referents do not apply to questíons

involving the individual specJ-fically, such as those dealing

with hostÍ1ity, openness or trust" Rather, they concern

issues dealing with the predictabitity of the material world,

entitlements and ownership of the environment, and the per-

missi-ble limits of action. In Western culture, the world

is typícally viewed as a hostile place needing to be conquered,

and having accomplished that, men may freely expropriate

what they will. lVe cannot expect nature to provide man

with what he needs and wants, it must be taken in competi-

tion. We may notice that the benevolent aspects of nature

have been detached and located elsewhere, sometimes Ín the

figure of a god. By viewing the environment with suspicion,

man in western culture has tended to distance hÍmself from

it. The resuLtant problems of pollution, consumerism,

waste and others have been documented well.

Culture gives people a heritage, both a past and pres-

ent with which to identify. The most common of this is a

language, and the ability to use it presumably separates

man from animal, A few points suggest themselves"

It has already been supposed that human thouEht is
metaphorical 

"
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Mental activities, driven to langu-age as the only
mediu-m for their manifestation, each d-raw their
metaphors from a d.ifferent bodity sense, and their
plausibility depends upon an innate affÍnity between
certain mentaL and certain sensory data. Thus, o o o o

thinking has been thought of in terms of seeing,
and since thinking is the most fundamental and

the most radical of mental activities, it is qu-ite
true that vision has tended to serve as the model

of percepti-on in general and thus as the measure of
the other senses " 30

A language then, is somewhat limited, dependent as it

is on objects to supply a comparative item, and the senses

to provide a physical analogy" Proceeding from presumed

common sense, different people agree to endow objects with

common names, whether implicitly or explicitly"

", "this commonness is not only the decisive factor for
intersubjective communication - the same object being
perceived by different persons and common to them -
but it also serves to identify a datum that appears
altogether differently to each of the five senseso.. 31

If these comments are true, it woul-d also be that lang-

uage is limited by our ability to translate data into sense

symbols: or a personal biological understanding. It may

also be suggested that personal perceptive processes and

abilities have a tendency to invarj-ance when viewed from

a cultural perspective" Since language and thinking are

dependent on the metaphorical interpretation of objects,

and are translated into, and mediated by, sense terms,

the following points are j-ndicated"
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First, change and development virithin a- cu-lture would,

seem dependent on the availabitity of new and novel objects,

and the ability to utilize those objects in sense terms"

Perhaps the best example in Vi/estern cu.ltu.re is the effect
television has had. The good aspects include the broad.ening

of ind.ividual experience and introducing people to ner¡l or

developing trends in their culture. The use of television
is a good example, it is an accepted intersubjective medium

whj-ch provides both pictorial symbols and language.

The second point is that possibly the distinction bet-

iÃreen the individual and his culture, mass movement or group

is an artificial one. Rather, it may be more fruitful to

arglte that there is a continuum from the person to the

collective', si-nce each relies on the other for both the

input and expression of culture. This may be termed as a
manifold of subjectivities, since many objects and inter-
pretations of data are hetd in commono

Third, our thinking is bound" to }anguage, in fact, it
is impossj-ble to conceive of speechless thought" Since this
is so: for the most part thinking is culture bound" The

only apparent contradiction to this is the case of pure

abstract thought. A second, though less likely exception

is the use of sub-cülture language, slang or jargon which

ties the person to an alternative lo the mainstream culture.
fn the final analysis, we not only view the world, in cultural
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terms but ourselves as well"

Fourth, the metaphorical nature of language helps to
make the invj-sibte or intangible visible and understandable "

Thu-s lhe possession of a ranguage permits us to pursue

thou8hts deaLing with the insubstantial, be they scientj-fic
or artistic. There are problems with this, however" A

metaphorical device can frequently take the place of a

construct, contaminating reason and speculation. sometimes

these metaphors positi-vely distract from worthwhile inquiry.
Hans Blumenberg has made an inleresting study of how sea

and ocean metaphors have been used by thinkers over the

centuries to substitute for hard evidence, and as a way to

avoid explanation. A favourite metaphor uses icebergs;
explanation is impossible because all the properties are

buríed and kept from scientific analysis, and- we are only
permitted to see a small portion of the object in question, 32

The problem is that an object, when translated into sense

data and metaphor can yield false or misleading heuristics.

The heritage that culture provid.es includes much more

than language. There are arts, sciences and continuing
practices, which include su-ch activities as family and

marital conventions, treatment of the dead and mechanisms

for determining authori-ty. while our interest is not in
the way these things are carried out, components of culture
give the individual an emotional bond between himself and.
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the culture" We therefore find that marriage, for example,

is not only agreeable because ii attaches one person to

another, but the notion of marriage is ilself typÍcally
viewed as favourable. Id-enlification, Freud explaíns, is
the original form of bonding, and may become a su.bstj,tute

for object attachments" Later in life, identification is
the l-ocation of d-isplaced libidinat .n""fr"33 If identifi-
cation is unavoidable, then one characterization of culture
could be that it is an affective community in add_ition to

a moral one.

We may speculate that culture gives people a sense of
individual continuity" It may be noted that from culturers
point of view, the major events in a personrs life are

birth, fertility and death. These events have been invested

with mythology and ceremony; each stage, it would appear,

has its own particular rites of passage. We, personally,

are a continuation of our fore-fathers in not only a biolog-
ical sense, but it also sometimes assumed that we carry on

family characteristics" These in turn are sometimes assumed

to be passed on to children, therefore, if the father is a

doctor, the son should demonstrate similar inherited abilit-
ieso This individual analogue of culture also finds express-

ion in the idea that the personality is somehow separate

from the body, and that it survives physical death" Thus

death is mad,e respectable by various cultural mechanisms:

dying for oners way of life is considered glorious, and the
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corpse is beautified, That culture is ad.dressed to the

problems of individual survival and mortality is suggestive.

WhiIe our structured- cultural altachments are quite
extensive, it is evident that situational factors can have

considerable impact, both personally and sociatly, On a

large scale, culture may be influenced by migration patterns,
climate, economy or geography, giving rise lo regi_onal

cultures. sub-cultures may develop out of some real or
imagined attribute shared by a segment of society" In
recent times: age has been invested with a sort of special
quality and during the 1960's, several sub-cultures became

discernable. shared cultural differences may develop out

of nominal, though real, attributes such as those associ-ated

with socio-economic status" rt is therefore difficult to
hypothesize culture as being homogeneous and. invariant"

situational factors may arso have an impact on personal

curtural attachments. They may be modified by other forces
or mediating variables such as rores, the expectations of
others or individual circumstances" Many individuals are

multicultural by virtue of immigration or strong family trad.-

itions" rt may be in these cases that the person will
possess competing attachments. some people may willfully
disregard- some objects of attachment, or have them negated,

by new learning. ft may sometimes be that a person is
onty weakty accullur:rzedo either having a great or small
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number of attachments. 0n the other hand, it is entirely
possible that a person could hold few cultural atiachments,

but very intensely"

It was suggested above that culture is a broad pattern

from which more specific attachments are derived, In view

of this, it appears likely that our cultural attachments

are one or two steps ar¡ray from apparent belief. Our ¿Lttach-

ment to most aspects of culture is likely to be diffuse
and vague from the perspective of the individual, This

means that some types of conversion are very difficult for
the person.

Beliefs, by defini-tion, are directed towards objects

which extend beyond the individual" Beliefs do not occur

in a void nor are they purely internal. Conversion, then,

involves acquiring new attachmentsr or accentuating ones

which were weakly held prior to conversion" It i_s not

meant to be implied- that conversion results from shifting
a few isolated beliefs, although this adequately descrÍbes

attitude or opinion change. Rather, conversion is the

shifting of attachments from one dominant class of objects

to another. This is rightfully conversion because it
entails, among other things, changes in language use,

changes or additions to meaningful symbols and images,

changes in moral and behavioral orientations and changes

i-n group membership,
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The typology of attachments provides two usefu-l tools"
First, it permits the d-evelopment of a typology of convers-

ion" A shift of emphasis from one dominant class of attach-
ment to another yields a distinctive type of convert,

obviously, since each class describes differing structural
and situational content, symbols and meanings. Second,

the typology of attachments is useful in sorting groups

and mass movements into categories by analyzing the

structure and relationships of thought being promoted in
addition to the specific ideas and theory.

As a final note, it must be emphasized that it is
extremely unlikely that an individual will be attached

so strongly to one class of objects that it lvill exclude

other classes. r,l/hether converted or not , people are attached
to all classes of objects, some more strongly and. some more

weakly" lve are therefore speaking of mod-al attachments

and the apparent dominance of some objects. Nor is it
always the case that conversion is a shift from one class
to another. rt may be possible that a person could convert
to two classes of attachment or collapse two classes into
a single set of belief. sometimes this may result in a

manifest contradiction: the fund"amental protestant who

supports high military spending is an example of this"
As will be shown, these contradictions are in content,
but not in the structure of belief or in the psychological

needs fulfilled.
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The final major point to be made is that people are

not static j-n their beliefs, Beliefs change, typically

becoming more elaborate and d-etailed-. Psychologists view

this a"s quíte natural due to individuals becoming, among

other factors, more competent in their skiIls, more soci-a1ly

apt: developing cognitive abilities and widening ranges

of experience" Throughout the literature, the dominant

emphasÍs has been that belief change is essentially at

matter of basic identification becoming more sophisticated,

and that childhood orientations are important determinants

of adult belief. Hence, belief change is sometimes hypo-

thesized as regulated and changes whj-ch do occur serve to

reinforce previous learning.

In recent times, there have been two dominant theories

dealing with the acquisition of beliefs and the possible

directions of change in adult life. The Primacy Principle
hypothesizes that orientations are learned in childhood,

that this learning shapes subsequent learning, and that
later learnÍng is likely to be little more than minor

additions and modifications. The theoryrs major point is
that childhood learning endures" However, research by

Searing, Wright and Rabinowitz has shown that the evidence

does not support the above statementsJ4Vr/hile they accept

lhat childhhod learning does influence adult belief change,

they also feel that this influence has been over-estimated_.

Seari-ng et aL further state that a zeitgeist factor may
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sometimes be a more important source of belief change"

The Structuring Principle is similar to the Primacy

Principle in that it is hypothesized that early learning

guides the later acquisitlon of beliefs, and presumably,

the likely direction of l-ater belief change" The lheory

holds that "oooorientations acquired durlng childhood

structure the later learning of specific issue belie fs"i' 35

Further, it is suggested that the earlier an orientatj-on

is internalized, the greater the structu-ring pou/er of that

orientation. If we r,vere to proceed. from the Structuring

Principle, it would appear that conversion would be a less

likely event than we have supposed.. However, research by

Searing, Scharlz and Lind indicates that there are problems

with the model, and their findì-ngs bear directly on the

questions here. First , it does not appear that the age

at which an orientation is learned is strongly related to

its structuríng power" Second, Searing et al state that
orj-entations are generally unrelated to immediate issues

or problems experienced by people. Their research indicates

that many of the attitudes held by people cannot be traced

back to childhood learning" This is precisely one of the

points we wish to make about the convert: converts are of
recent origin, in relative termse

It would be incorrect to suggest that there are born

converts or that there are indj-viduals who, for one reason
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or another ' a.Te innately predisposed to convert" ThÍs

means that while childhood antecedents are relevant, it

is problematic whether or not they are a significant dímen-

sion in the process of conversion. This j-s particu,larily

so in the case of the Epistemological converl. The point

of view taken here is that while childhood learning is an

important factor, it is by no means the decisj-ve oneu

Although there is comparatively little Literature

dealing with belief change, with the exception of philo-

sophical and religious tracts, there is considerable work

dealing with attitude change" A recent count has índicated

that there are thirty-four distinguishable theories of
7^attitude change" -" It is not our purpose to report on them

here, but most stress that attitude change generaLly arises

out of adult situations, problems and influences, and that

attitude change is a distinct adult resolution gu-ided by

the immediate and necessary situational- concerns.

There are two major theoretical streams in attitude

change research" The first is a group of theories which

may be subsumed under the general heading of consj-stency

theories, This category includes the Balance theory,

theories of cognitive and affective consistency and Con-

gruity theory, among others" All share some basic points

of agreement; namely, disagreement between attitudes,
-"-il "^ ¡ --
'.:'l|,'.-j:Þ

t"d'f.ïÈ;.$

{/g¡4RiflS

beliefs, knowledge or desires can produce stress"
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this stress will induce the individu.al to seek some type

of resolution, and that there are many ways in which this

may be done. There are, however, some methodological

dif ficulties with these theori-es "

The second general category of attitude change theories

are termed nonconsistency theories. This includes learn-

ing theories, communj-cation theories and experience theor-

ies" Many of these stress a behavioral point of view and

are somewhat critical of consistency theory for separating

action from attitudes. Many of these theories suggest

that gain is a significant aspect of attitude change" Not

all attitude change theories can be categorized, such as

functional, conflict and judgment theories, because of

their distinctive nature" In spite of the number of models

available to the researcher, consistency theories of atti-

tude change have clearly been dominant. 37

One of the primary research aims is to generalize

consistency theory to a more general conception of belief.
This task has already been partially accomplished" To the

benefit of research here, there has been considerable

disagreement on how attitudes should be d-efined" One

acceptable solution has been to use the word to describe

almost any piece of kn9wle$ge" Tt is not ì_nfrequent that

beliefs and attitudes are collapsed. into one analytical

(
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category" Another description proffered is that beliefs,

attitud-es and opinions comprise a hierarchy, and that all

levels of belief are amenable to similar analysis. This,

however, is unacceptable. Also unacceptable are many

other notions concerning attitude change as it involves

the convertr âs wi-ll be shown j-n the following chapter"

In sum, we have attempted to show that beliefs have

five major aspects: beliefs are an organi-zing principle,

beliefs have structure, beliefs are credible, beliefs are

attached and beliefs change, The model of conversion to

be proposed dwells on these five cardinal points"
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Chapter Two

Organization of Belief

The study of the convert is somewhat confounded by the

lack of a cl-ear agreement on what a belief is and how they

are organízed" Researchers in the field are not sure them-

selves at what point the discussion should start and where

it should leave off " One expert li.as suggested that the dis-
cussion should take the format of presenting all- the points
about belief at the same time since a linear pre.sentation

will often confuse rather than enlÍghten.1 In spíte of
this, a primitive definition may be attempted"

\A/e may begin by stating that the word'rbelief" is both

misleading and inadequate for the research purposes here,

In Chapter One, several reasons for this lvere given: that it
is too broad in its common usage; that the word is applied

to prescriptions, preferences or morals which, properly

speaking, are not personal but derived; and that the word

is often applied to things whj-ch may not truly be beliefs.
Tt has been suggested that beriefs dear with such thj_ngs as

credibility, affect and evaluation, and may, in fact, be

devoid of content. H. H. Price niakes a strong case for
the separation of berief and knowredge, that beliefs deal

with knowledge but possess none of their ou/n. fn this
case, the content of beliefs are not morals, values or
aesthetics, but rather, our evaluationse trust and attach-

2
ments "
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The beliefs that a person holds differ along several

dimensions" They are not homogeneous in terms of structure,
relatedness or the types of knowledge with which they deal"

Tf beliefs are assumed to be homogeneous, then we are obliged

to think of beliefs differing only in terms of slrength or

specificity, but not in quality" Vt/e would therefore be

forced to speak of beliefs in terms of their hierarchical
arrangement, orders of belief or the primacy of some beliefs
over others" Vt/hile this is not re jected, exception is in
that some considerations are excluded.

tr'or the study of the convert, it is posited that there

are three categories of belief" First, people possess

beliefs dealing with objects, which are called Attitudes.
Second, people have beliefs dealing with proposi_tions,

which we lypically refer to as Values, Third, individuals
have beliefs dealing with facts, These are termed cognitions.

Tn order to be useful, the words attitude and cognition are

somewhat redefined and reworked" Each category of belief
fonn distinctive clusters and each are different and

distj-nctive in the ways they work.

Attitude and Attitudes

Attitude has been widely and intensively studied for
for some time by researchers from a number of disciplines.

Being essentially an empirical enterprise, researchers have
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general-ly attempted to measure key psychologica-l and. social
psychological variables as they pertai n to their respective

fields. One of the major assumptions behind the scales
j-s that the way people relate to objects, attachments and

other identities is more important than the content of
those beliefs.

It should be immediately noted that there is a d_istinct-

ion between Attitude and attÍtudes" Attitude is a construct

which embraces descriptions, concepts and- measures" Attitude
is primarily affective and, therefore, subjeclive by defin-
ition; however, this does not i-mply that Attitude is synony-

mous with emotion" Emotions, in as far as trive understand

them, are usually responses to specific events while Attitude
is an overarching affective tendency. In other words, Atti-
tude is not in itself emotion, but is instead a history of
past emotionaf responses.

Attitude, from the point of
ized system of beliefs" They are

points, which in turn means that

a number of sub-systems, although

person to person, and. from theory

system there will be at least two

view of theory, is an organ-

organized around reference

Attitud-e is comprised of
the number will vary from

to theory. Withj-n each

i-nterrelaled beliefs "J

Attitud e

a continuing

and attitu.des are generally enduring, having

existence over time. Although attitude and
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attitudes change as an individual matures and ages, these

changes are likely to be small and i-ncremental. Further,

the probability of change is usualLy hypothesized to decrease

as the individual reaches later life" Unless some significant
event or series of events causes attitudes to change radi,cally,
we should expect the stability and prediclability of attÍtudes
in the mature person. However, this does not mean that att-
itudes are static; they can remain relatively stable and

develop" The individual may become more discriminaling in

the applicatj-on of an attituder or be more able to compromise

wj-thout undermining the attitu-de"

In comparison to the specific nature of emotions,

Attitude is a general tendency which gui-de affeclive responses"

In this sense, Attitude deals with the possi-bilities of

response, unlike emotion, which is addressed to the prevail-
ing condítions. Therefore, Attitude can be considered

probablistic and relatively determinant.

Attitude may be characterized as vague, to the extent

that it is a general class of belief, and hence, may possess

no content of its orffn. Attitude is a tendency and not pre-

cepts or prescriptions" Further, Attitude appears to be not

readily defined by the individual" \,Ã/hile people may have

difficulty defining the conceptual basis of their Attitude,

it is not suggested that there is any lack of logic in that

Attitude grows ou-t of experience, ones which are increasingly
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circumvented through socialization, expectation and the

assu.mption of roles" It is u-nli-kely that Attitude is the

result of accident@ -

Attitud-es, alternatively, cannot be described as vague,

aLthough they may be on an ind-ividual basis" Attitu.d.es

are involved wÍth the issues surrounding an ind-ividual's

world and may be as real and intimate as any friend. They

may be addressed to very specific issue such as religious
belief or political commitment. Because of this, some

researchers have seen fit to introduce the notion of ego-
t,involvement"- Since attitudes are likely to be issue

orientated and are sometimes strongly held, Ít is mistaken

to propose that attitudes are evaluatj-ve because of L.he

low possibility of a neutral appraisal.

Being strongly held, Attitude and attitudes can and do

guide behavior" The strength of an attitude is typically
apparent in a number of ways, the frequency of use, in its
relative prominence when occurring with another attitude,
or resistance to extinction" I{owever, while there is
little difficulty in determining the power of an attitude,
r,ve experience problems when attenpting to identify the

relative parameters of a given one. The problems of limits
are similar to, but not id-entical with, the issues of defini-
tion. It appears that specific attitudes are subordinate

to the general or more inclusive ones" Shou.ld change occur,
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it seems probable that a specific one wj'll shift toward.s

the general one" 0f course, there will be a nu_mber of
med-iating factors, but ou_r concern here takes into account

su-ch aspects as the overlap of attitu.des, congru_ence and

function"

Atti,tude may be considered a sort of personal history,
resulting from accumulating experience" More precisely,
attitudes are a habitual inventory of affective responses

with a tendency towards invariance. As an individual ages,

I,ve may expect attitudes to become more focused and rimited.
This is due to accepted or socially desirable attitudes
being reinforced through approval or their apparent effect-
iveness, while inappropriate and incorrect ones disappear

through infrequency of use, withdrawal of approval or out-
right punishment. Hence, attitudes become more specific
and bounded in their range. This curvilÍneararÍty with
age is manifested in surer and more assertive behaviors

and statements" At the same time, this does not imply any

increase of definiti.on.

Although amenable lo measurement based on verbar tech-
nj-ques, attitudes are primarily non-verbar. The experience

of feeling an attitude, or being aluare of it, and translating
it into Language does not appear completely valid." In
addition, awareness of our attitudes depend-s on the symbols

and language we internalize" To be highly a\.t/are of our
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altitudes would mean that a person would- be very competent

i-n image and language use, which i.s often not the case.

It is suggested that competence would entail a rich and

elaborate vocabulary: âr extensive inventory of codes and

considerable creativity" This implies that, for a number

of people, attitudes are mostly private and are transfer-
able to the public domain in an incomplete and inaccurate

fashion"

One possible confirmation of this is that attitudes
tend to be imparted to the individu-al by examples, models

or fables rather than by specific injunction" This raises

the secondary implication tha.t society itsetf may not be

fully able to promote those attitu.des and values which it
deems desirable" While it may be that there is agreement

on the sort of things to be taught, subtle word and image

changes may impart completely different messages. It is
possible that ambiguities may be intentional on occasion,

as in the case where a particularily dogmatic person uses

buzz-words, catch phrases or cflches, This yields not

only restricted attitudes, but also restricted symbols,

which could lead to a decrease of competence. Such liinited
attitudes could- only be manifested physically and transferred
forcefully, although not necessarily violently"

It may be proposed that there are two ways of classify-

ing attitudes, vertically and horizontally" Vertical
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attitudes are af fective pieces of knor,rrledge which are

referenced lo a central concept, those dealing with abtj_-

tud"es about the self , about the world- and, about things we

wlsh to have" These attitudes have been labeled Self Tmage,

1Ã/orld Image and Needs respectively. The horizontal class-

ification of attitudes deal with o,ualities which cut across

the vertical cLu-sters" This includ.es su,ch measures as

strength, generality, commilment and definition. 0f the

two, vertical attitudes are the more importanl.

self rmage attiludes are a continuing body of feelings
about the self" This includes the dimensions of personal

satisfaction and self-esteem. These dimensions involve
a good deal of ego-involvement in that some of the attitudes
occurring in this cluster may be concerned with the protection
of self image. Keeping in mind that since many of our atti-
tudes are not readily verbalized, some which are not conscj_on-

able should also be includ-ed" Two of these are locus of
control and competence. setf rmage attitudes are probabLy

the most important set of beliefs that a person can have

being that they are directly concerned with identity" Tf

a person feels doubt, alienatj-on or powerlessness, this is
where it occurso

World Image attitudes descrÍbe the relationship betureen

the individual and his world. This sub-cluster of Attitude
includ.es the dimensions of conformity, centricity and d-og-
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matism. The world referred to ranges from the immediate

family to the one fou-nd in d-aily newspapers" The qrlestions

to be asked- deal with what people think of others generally,

how the socÍal realm is perceived- and personally understood,

and the types of activiti-es pursued. If Self Image is pict-

ured as dealing with psychological variables, then Vi/ortd

Image may be imagined to deal with social-psychological

variables.

The importance of this sub-cLuster of attitude is evi-

dent. Aside from discovering how a person feels about his

world, the interrelationship between World hnage and Self

Image helps to establish the directÍon of some types of

conversion" If a person has a poor self image but a positive

view of his environment, we expect that the individual ruould

opt to convert to an ideology u¡hich stresses the group in
the hopes that he would receive approval and companionship.

Alternatively, if a person is positive about himself but

cynical and distrustful of the world, he would likely con-

vert to an ideology which stresses the role of superior

individuals and the need for action, given that conversj-on

is a viable resolution.

Attitude can be viewed as a dísposition towards objects,
and like other forms of behaviors they are motivated. A

number of terms describe motivation, such as needs, drives

and wants, Needsr âs a su-mmation term, are a third, but

conceptually distinct, sub-cluster of Attitude. They des-
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crÍbe a number of dimensions ranging from food and shelter

requirements to want for luxury items. Needs have sometimes

been viewed as having an apparent bioLogÍcal basis. This

includes the higher needs such as belongingness, freedom or

creative expression. It is these higher needs which are pre-

sumed to set humans above other animals in that they can only

be fulfitled within some sort of social system. This intro-

d.uces the distinction between animal and biological require-

ments, and higher human wants" The boundary appears vague

and artificiat at times, but it has persisted in the liter-

ature nevertheless.5 The apparent contradiction between the

notions that atl needs are natural and biological while , al

the sarne time, some needs are differentiated as strictly

having a social origin has been reflected Ín some early

liberal political theories, Rousseauts in particular,

Wantse more centraf to the study of the convert, appear

to be learned. Since they are ontological, iffe expect that

there will be variation from person to person, \[/ants are

also contingent on the society in which one lives: \¡/e can

only truly want those things we are av/are of and can be supp-

lied. ft may be that wants are only possible in a technolog-

ical society since in a primiti-ve one desired objects can be

fabricated" \À/ants are the most readily conscj-onabl-e of all

needs, especially in the West where wants are manipulated by

advertizers, peer groups and other close individuals.

Sometimes includ.ed in the category of needs is the
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d-istinctly psychological notion of drive" It is a term

used to describe motivation, If this is so¡ then the idea

of drive is understood in the following manner for this

thesis" Drive appears to be a state whj-ch ís connected

to psychological events" This means that the concept of

drive ís only useful when referring to something else

because it possesses no independent content. Drive is

conjunctive. It arises out of an imbalance between two

conflÍcting beliefs or set of beliefs" Because of this,

drive is considered to be a descriptive feature rather than

a distinct variable. Nevertheless, it is treated as such

for ease and brevity.

Values

Although considerabl-e attention has been given to

values by religious thinkers, philosophers and anthropolog-

ists, it is only recently that they have come under empiri-

cal investigation. Early work on values yielded the Allport-

Vernon Study of Values scale (1931) and an influential study

by Spranger (1928). fn spite of the high quality of some

of the work, the study of val-ues has encountered some diff-

culties, Much of the early work dealt with the problems

of the workplace, occupational choice and aptitude testing.
The assumptions behind the scales and measures posited that

values could be considered as personal goals and Ínterests
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but infrequently were they thought to be a complex of ethics,

imperatives and motj-ves" This is partly because of Sprangerrs

work which suggested that there arelrtypesil of men who could_

be identified by their interests. 6

There are, then, distinct problems with some of the

early work" Sprangerrs work is somewhat similar to Sheldonrs,

which j-s no longer seriously regarded. 7 tr'Írst, by equating

values with personal interests and occupational choice, it
is implicitly assumed that values must be expressed in
productive activity and, behavior.*- This implies that values

are apparent to the individual - whi-ch we dispute. tr'urther,

the relating of values to production introduces cultural
bias. Second, if values are primarily a matter of personal

interest, then we are obliged to accept that values are not

especially socially i-mportant - which we also dÍspute.

There is no widespread consensus on how to define,
describe and limit the concept of value even today. This

Iack of rigor has made the study of values largely the

preserve of philosophers and anthropologists. Psychologists

have been reluctant to research values partially because
llr a.rv¡rvJ o o c

.."desire to define their discipline as a part of the
larger enterprise of scientific research, with i.ts
emphasis on rigorous objective methods. Patterning
themselves after physicists, differentiating themselves

x - HowêVêr, this is a partial tenet to be found in Marxist
theory.
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from philosophers, many psychologists consider value
judgments to be outside the bound-aries of an empirical
discipline" They seem to have confused making value
judgments, which is incompatibLe with scientific
objectivity, with studying how other people make them

---a phenomenon as amenable to psychologÍcal study,
in principler âs any other forms of human learning and

choice,., Related to this is a more reasonable view:
that because values vlere based on irrational or Ínex-
pressible feelings, they are not accessible to avail-
able psychometric techniques. B

In addition, ethically, values should not be manipulated

in an experimental setting. Because of this, the results,
which are based on survey techniques, are held suspect by

segments of the social science community.

The greatest problem has been lhe f aj-lure to develop

an acceptable theory of value. 0ne reason

mean those

why is thal value

things we va.lue,is difficult to define. Tt may

ilarities wì-th Attitude, negating the

A further question is whether values

however, with such affective content values would have sim-

evaluation: if there is a connection

conceptual distincti-on"

have anything to do with

then we must look to

cognitions for part of the ansr¡/er. One theoretical school

maintains that values cannot be propositions or statements

because of their exclamatory expression, r,vhich inrplies emot-
.orono/ It can also be found that value is clefined with

viev,¡ to fulfilling theoretic¿Ll requirements. There is
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nothing wrong rÃ¡ith this, of course, but it shorvs that defin-

itions can a.rise out of the heritage of a discipline. The

result of this is that the word va,lue ca.n be a construct,

a synonym for attitudes and beliefs, an a.ttribute in the

sense lhat we value something or a type of mental- occurrence

as when we evalu,ate something.

Problems of a simila.r nature are encountered when we

attempt to identify values. Tf values are real, then dis-
cussion must take into account substance, nature, sources and

purposes. If a- researcher rffere to quíz a subject about

values, the likely responses would include va.gue statements

about morality, religion or daily conduct. As vague as

values appear to be, they remain statements and propositions

concerning the limits of behavior, standards of taste and

methods of accomplishing tasks"

While values may be propositj-onal in nature, thÍs does

not mean that they must take a propositional form. Vt/e may

merely state a value as a fact. A person can think, rrYou

should not stealrr, which can be i-nterpreted as a value fact
rather than a value proposition of the form, "Tf you steal,
then you will be punished'r , f'or some people, it appears

that a value fact is a proposition with the riIf.""then'r

omitted. ft would therefore seem that values and knowledge

are nol interchangeable" \[/hat is i-mplied Ís that values are

not given chunks of knowledge, but an active system.
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Values, then, are evaluation mechanisms with their

attendant facts which provide standards, limì.ts and criteria

for human action. These imperatives are not simply a matter

of ensuring that a person acts properly or pursues good-

works: inhibitions have important survival v¡orth. Valu-es

usually prevent us from indulging in potentially destruct-

ive behavior towards ourselves and otherso

Values are generally public becau.se that is where they

usually originate" Because values are shared-, there is a

tendency tor¡¡ards invari-ance, but only a. tendency, People

have the option of modifying val-u.esr or rejecting them. It
is in the re jection or a.cceptance of val-ues that their worth

becomes soci-a1ly signifi-cant: society can punish transgressors

and individuals may pu,rsue values collectively. Their worth

is confirmed in other lvays, values v¡hich are Ímperfectly

understood or not sufficiently heeded can lead to negative

consequences o

Val-ues do more than cì.istinguish desired ends from

undesired- ones" They provide a basis for evaluati_ng an

action and. its possible result. When we are taught that

the saying, I'The ends justify the meansrr is a bankrupt

one, values help to determine which courses of action are

permissible a.nd desirable and which are not. Therefore,

values ."-" instrumental a.nd- provide a framework for formal

decision making.
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Va.lues, in describing limits and desirable behaviors,

can be consid"ered ideals. By definition, an ideal arises

out of an assumed comparison and cannot exist only with the

individual, but must be shared with others. ThÍs means

that the individual is attached by values to society and

other people, as was discussed in the previous chapter"

Tt is in this regard that it becomes possible to speak of
community, as distinct from nation. The notion of agency

a-lso becomes important here.

Agencies which maintain, transmit and change values

are numerous" They include formal ones such as schools,

churches and governments, and informal agencies such as

parents, peers and frj-ends" Formal and public agents

tend to impart specific injunclions and principles while

informal agents usually transmit more general val-ues.

using the previous example, a public agent would teach that
a person should not steal because it is wrong" rn contrast,

an informal agent would suggest that not stealing j-s part
of being liked. The formal agent tends to stress the

sanction aspect of values while the informal agent tends

to impart the interpersonal aspects of values.

We may speculate on why there seems

between formal and informal agents" Tt c

to be

an be

a difference

assumed that
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formal valu-e agents are part of the process of socialization

to authority. Thus, agents are interested in imparting

those values which, if adequately learned, lead to an individ-

ual being supportive of collective norms, goals and orientat-
ions. Informal agents, usually peers, seem lo impart values

as a part of socialization to organization" The word organ-

ization is used in a broad sense to mean cooperation,

belongingness and affiliation. These are social values

as compared to col-lective values as taught by formal agents"

It appears that parents should be treated as a separate

case, if only for the reason that individual-s have so much

to do with them. The values taught by parents cover all-

categories of value, ranging from personal behaviors to

polÍtics and religion.

Whether formal or informal, the word value is a well

chosen one for it describes what we value" They tell us

those things, ideas and identities ure should hold to be

worthy as well as informing us about the intrinisic worth

of the value itself, It i-s apparent that there is a sign-

ificant teleological conponent in value and it is often

described in this Írârtnero

Earlier, it was argued that if we \,vere to question

a person about his valu,es, the likely responses woul-d

deal with ideals, personal goals or ethics. ff we,were

to probe a littl-e deeper, it would be found that such
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considerations as right, worth or good would arise" Yet,

each of these v¡ords implies completely d.ifferent things.

Right Ímplies standard-s of a sort: âs well as crj_teria for
establíshing those thi-ngs which are not-ri-ght" Prizing
implies that there is affective content making it similar
to an attitude, but Ít i-s stitL interpreted as a value Ín
the lÍterature.10 The impreciseness of ou-r language serves

to confound analysis" Right can be interpreted to be

something that is correct or it can denote an entitlement:

it is not infrequent that the two concepts will be combined

in the value structure. A person who is attached to the

value concerning freedom will view it as both correct and

owed to him because freedom is a "right'Î" There is a

d.Ístinctive tautological element here, and may be why we

have problems understanding values. In addition, many of
the value words can be understood only in a certain context,

Tn view of lhese problems, our strategy is to break the

concept of value into four areas of concern: the field of
values, definitj-on and meaning, evaluation and judgment,

and the format of values"

The field- of values deals with two points: what are to
be included as values and where they are located rerative
to the other clusters. As indicated above, the category of
value excludes those betiefs whÍch are concerned with

feeling and perceptual organization. Tnstead, values com-

prise an active evaluative and judgmental process and. as
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such, appear to occur subsequent to perception. At this

location it is the final belief cluster before behavior.

Values mediate attitudes and cognitions, usually, and if not,

it is likely that either an attitude or cognition is partic-

ularily strong or that values are relatively weak. This

seems to ma.ke practical sense: the courls frequently seek

to rrcorrectrr people by sentencing them to a place where

weak values can be bolstered, thereby reducing the prob-

ability of su-bsequent repetition of a crime. Practical

sense is inadequale though.

A good description of the field of values is suggested

by John Dewey. Dewey theorizes that values occur ímmediately

before behavior. This implies that values provide a select-

ion-rejection dimension which limits behavior. The form-

ation of criteria and judgment are in the background" As

a result of the judgmental process want and desire are trans-

formed into a prized or cared-for object. l i It is important

to keep in minct that this ca,ring-for or prizing is not an

emotion or affective object of attachment: something becomes

prized because it is perceived to possess worth" There app-

ears to be some similarity between Deweyrs concept and Freudrs

theory of sublimation.

In any discussion of values, and evaluation and judg-

ment in particular, there are distinctive terms of reference

and analytical categoríes. Many categoríes have evolved, it
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is said, by common consent from the time of Pla.to.12 The

judgmental process involves the question of how values are

to be known, and it is proposed that there are specific

valu.e categories associated with them, They are:

1) Telic: referring to ultimate means and end-s.

2) EthicaL: deali-ng with good and evil.
3) Aesthetic: defining beauty and ugliness.
4) Bpistemological: outlining how tr:uth is to be known.
5) Economic: dealing with d"efinitions of both prefer-

ences and the preferabLe in the realm of
social exchange . 13

These five dimensions describe the how of values rather
than the values themselves, Nevertheless, they are necessary

for the evaluation process. It is difficult to establish

exactly the content of each value category since each

person will- have his otun notions about how and what things

are to be evaluated, what is to be included, and the ways

in which resuLts will be arrj_ved at. However, the value

categories are useful from a theoretical point of view since

they provide a conceptual base from which to work. The

reasons for this will be discussed in Chapter Three.

\À/hiLe the value categories are useful to both individuals
and researchers, by themselves they are sterile. If values

are to be effective, they must correlate with and mediate

behavior. ft is suggested that there are four dimensions

associated with this and colfectively they are to be known

as Value Code. Value Code describes those dimensions
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which direct action" With this category of values, l¡re are

interested in the parlicular choices, dj_ctu-ms and infl_uences

associated with a value structure" These values are useful
to the extent that they can be expressed in a shared arena.

Value Code wiLl be our most important valu.e category. The

Value Code is as follows:

1) l4oraLs: specific statements as to what behaviors,
ideas and orienlations are legitimate and
those which are nol.

2) Choice: specific preferences dealing with those
things whích are to be desired and those
which are not.

3) Generality: the extent to which we apply what we

know and to what degree.
4) Commitment: the extent to which we accept what lve

know. 1 4

As a finar sub-cluster of value we include a holistic
scale. This is because when people describe other people

they tend to do so in global terms, cltaracterizing them as

honest, religious or competent. The first attempt at
developíng a holistic measure of personality in terms of
values was undertaken by Allport, vernon and Lindzey in 1931"

They assessed the relative importance of six basic personality
variables: theoretical, economic, aesthetic, social, political
and religious.

Holism has been enjoying increased popularity among

thinkers who dispute that a correlation of measures carr
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yield an accurate global image" Vrlhile holism ha_s given u.s

some fruitful knowledge, particu-lari ly in the health sciences,

its worth to the social sciences has rema.ined in doubt, with
the notable exception of anthropology. One of the reasons

for this is that the social sciences, inasfar as they are

sciences, requì,re precise, rigorous and relatively pure

variables, definitions and concepts. Hence, a global

measure is desirable but that alone is not sufficient"
As a final note, although the Allport scale is similar to

the categories of attachment ou.tlined in the first chapter,

the two should not be confused or equated with each other.

The worth of a holistic measure is that it all-ows us

to identify metavalues, The identification of the type of
idear that a person hold-s of himself on a broad lever is
useful in that a self-defined underlyÍng unity can be dis-
cerned" This measure is termed value rdeal- and consists

of the following dimensions:

1 ) The theoretical man most values the discovery
of truth. He is empirical, crj_tical and rational,
aiming to order and syslemize his knowledge"

2) The economic man most values that which is useful.
He is interested in practícal affairs, especially
those of business, judging things by their tangible
utility 

"

3) The aesthetic man most vafues beauty and, harmony"
He is concerned with grace and symmetry, finding
ful-fillment in artistic experiences.
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4) The social man most values altruistic and" philan-
thropic -l-ove" He is kind, sympathetic, u-nselfish,
valuing other men as ends in themselves"

5) The politicaL man most values power and influence.
He seeks leadership, enjoying competition and-

struggle.

6) The religious man most values unity" He seeks
communion with the cosmos, mystically relating to
its wholeness " 1,

Each set of measures comprise a distinctive Value

su-b-clusler, and are useful because they indicate how a

person views himself and his values, how things are to be

valued, and how val-ues influence the individual by way of
injunction, precept or ethj-c. The rueasures are not without
problems, however, but thís shall be discussed in Chapter

tr'our.

It has been a point of departure for this thesis that
learning is a continuing process, and that this need not

be a direct matter of augmenting cogniti_ons, attitudes or

knowledge. The business of acquiring nelv and novef combin-

ations of value can occasionally be a purely internal
affair, and this may be construed as learning" It is a

matter of speculation whether this precedes or fol_lows

actual conversion. rt may even be that conversion involving
values is a totally personal event, with the role of the

group restricted to sanction and support.
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CoAni-tions

Our lives as human actors depend on perceiving, compre-

hending and categorizing that which occurs around us.

Cognitions provide the antecedents of behavior, values

and attitudes" They are the first link between the outer

world and the other components. fncluded as cognitions are

many of those things which tuere referred to in the discussion

of bel-iefs as an organizíng principle.

There appear to be three main functions futfilled by

cognitions. They are perception, memory and defense. These

functions, as far as they can be understood, range from

sub-conscious to conscious, with no clear points of division"
Tn many cases, the presence of a particular function can

only be inferred. Nevertheless, their existence is suffic-
ient for our purposeso

There appears to be some dispute concernÍng how cognit-
ion occursr âs evidenced by the number and variety of theorÍes
available to the researcher" This problem extends to the

point of speculati-ng that the external world, although it
provides us with sense-data¡ mây not be necessary for cog-

nition. This, it is supposed, can be Ínterpreted as faith.
Regardless of this issue, cognitions requj_re an object on

which to focus,
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The phrase, I'object of thought'r, frây be u-sed in two

different ways. First, the object may be something direct,
what r¡/e think " I{ou/ever, dif f erently interpreted, the

object of our cognitions may be whal we think about. If the

second case is coruect, and there can be reason to accept

this, then it woufd mean that it is entirely possible for
cognitions to be logical constructions"l6 This point entails
a few considerations" The most important one is that our

cognitions need not be true or correct. Tf the first case

were correct then the previous comment would not be applic-
able, but we are aware that people may often entertain
thoughts which are distinctly false, This raises the notion
that conversionse too, can be personal constructions.

Tt would first appear that if cognitions are logical
constructions, then individual thought processes and theír
results would be incomparable, and not amenable to systematic

analysiso It is suggested that this is not so. As mentioned,

people think in languager therefore causing cognitions to be

in the terms of the language used. since rve share a rang-

uage it seems probable that most of us think much along

the same lines. This is not to suppose that society takes

great effort to indoctrinate people, althought thÍs can

happen, but instead, ways of thinking are learned as part of
the socialization processo ff, therefore, cognitions are

reconstructi-ons of reality, then it would appear that
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these reconstructions can be shared- as well. By extension,

if reconstru.ctions are shared, then it is possible, if not

like1y, that ideas without data or confirmatÍon can be

passed on readÍly, as in the instance of religious article,

rt seems that from the above argument lhat a, researcher

can make cognitJ-on to be anything he wishes it to be" If
one \Àrere seeking a definition of cognitions, it could be i
profitable to suggest that they are publicly derived

cultural biases. This bias j_s important as it implies

several things. Bias not only describes the way we tend

towards certain understandings, but al-so implies that this
tendency is strong. 0f course, there are other issu-es here:

discrimination between events and classes of events, notions

of causality or what may be considered knowledge

Our pu.rpose here is not to discuss philosophy or

speculative psychology, but two things should be pointed

out. First, i-nstead of asking about cognitions and learning
directly, we should rightly ask about those things and

influences which are likety to inhibit them. The evidence

is strong to suggest that people do not use their full
capacity. second, cognitions are continu-ous for most people,

but il may be that lhis is not so for the convert. rn one

type of conversion, there is a good possibitity that percept-
ions, defenses and., in an isolated_ case, memory wil_t be

affe c ted "
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It may be pu.t forward thal the reason cognitions are

continu-ou-s is that the inhibition of learning permits it.
Tf all events, ideas and experiences were to be incorporated

into cognitions, it could be that there would be no stabr-e

base for the personality" This nolion has been stated. by

a nu-mber of writers" Those things which contribute to the

inhibitÍon of learning and perception, assuming physical

and psychologi-ca1 health, are referred to under the general

heading of defense" Defenses are typically viewed as

negative, involving as they do an element of self-deception"
But there is a positive aspect to defense and attentu_ation

of perception: they prevent us from being overwhel-med with
lrfactsri. while this screening of information is regrettable
on one lever, it also means that our present knowledge is
not likely to be disturbed by possibly irrelevant d.ata.

The above discussion assumes that cognitions are akin

to learning. Learning, however, implies that knowredge is
relaÍned, for if nothing is remembered, nothing is fearned.

Memory, then, is the major component of cognition. Vl/ithout

it, the idea of cognlti-ons would make no sense at arr. The

reason for this is that we think and reason Ìargely with
remembered facts and experiences. Even orJr self-conception
is dependent on our awareness of our continuation from

moment to moment"17

One important aspect of memory is thal it gives people
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a concept of time" VLIe are able to rel-ate the past to the

fu.tu.re in a way that no animal can" It can be noted that

ou.r al,vareness of time is usually based on physical analogues"

If a person is asked what time it is, he will typically
refer to a time-piece" But what in fact is happening is
that the individual is describi-ng the entropy of the main-

spring or battery of his watch. In spite of this reliance

on physical analogues, people do seem to have a direct
awareness of time, This is evidenced by the fact that people

can make a temporal connection between events" It seems

certain that the perception of time is strictly a subjective

affair, but confirmed by external phenomen¿ such as the

apparent movement of the sun and the passing of the seasons"

The issue to which we wish to address ourselves is the

subjective experience of time, and the possible radical
change of experience about the time of conversion. Only

research can give the ans\üer.

The problem of variable subjective time appears rerated
to the problem of variable remembering. rn connection with
remembering is the equally important issue of forgetting.
0f the catalogued types of forgetting, the most relevant
is motivated forgetting" This form of forgetting is connected

with our defense mechanisms, and in this instance, forgetting
is likely to be the result of repression. Defense mechanisms

may also help determine what is remembered.. An example of

this could be the possible reaction formation after religious
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conversion: all pre-conversion behaviors are viewed as

sinful despite .the merit of those behaviors at the time of

commission. Equally possible is motivated remembering.

However, this could be a method of justifying or rational-
izíng behaviors of the conr¡ert by referring to previous
rlevilrr ones,

It is expected that there will be interesting research

finC.ings in connection with both remembering and. forgetting,
Two tantalizing questions are if, first, defenses alter
memories as much as experience, and second, the place of
ne\¡/ memory cues as they relate to what is remembered.

These questj-ons are prompted by the idea that memory may

be quÍte stable, but is util-ized differently after conversion.

As a final note, it should be made clear that no attempt

wirl be made to further discuss cognitions or accompanying

measures. This is primarily because such a task js beyond

the scope and level of this thesis. 0f the six types of
conversion to be described in the next chapter, only one

inr,'olves examining cognitions. However, even for this type

of convert, only a general psychological discussion is
necessary "

Tlte Structure of the Clusters

The primary research hypothesis of ihis thesis is that
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conversion can essentÍally be a restructuring of an índivicj_-

u-alrs beliefs, tr'urther, conversion need not mean thal a

person must acquire new beliefs"

The hypothesized. stru-cture of beliefs is non-hierarch-
ical" This means that no one cluster can be considered

more important than any other Ín the stable personality.
The effective functioning of al} clusters is necessarye

within and without" It is when functioning ceases to be

effectÍve that the possibility of conversion arises.

As may be seen in Diagram One, data is first perceived

and appropriately dealt with. Apperception need not be

passed on to the Attitude cluster. This is the case with
most of the information impinging on the individual, it is
generally ignored or held as a short term memory. Little
of what we perceive is important enough ùo remember.

Providing that the entering data is of suffÍcient
power or rerevance, it is then possibre for Ít to be acted

upon by the more active components of the cognitive struct1;.reo

rt is at this place that the defenses become effectÍve, to

screen out or distort unwanted or unpleasant information.
0n the other hand, incoming information may be compared to
previous experiences and merely remembered or passed. on to
where affective content will be added,
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Attitude consists of three sub-clusters, as indicated
above" Each sub-cluster is addressed to a particular set

of occurrences: those which deal wilh ourselves and our

view of ourselves, those which concern the world and how

\¡/e feel about it, and our needs, wants and desires" These

sub-cl-usters are grouped for theoretical purposes, although

the measures included in the sub-cLusters are statistically
related, quì-te strongly in some cases.

Once a piece of j_nformation has been perceived and has

had affect added, it is then passed onto the value cluster.
The Value cluster is hierarchically arranged, with Value

Ideal being dominant. It is in the Value cluster that the

legitimacy of an acL, idea or event is determined in more

formal terms. Although it is likely that a person can

express an opinion on the correctness of an act as a matter

of attitude, it is val-ues which properly eval_uate an action

according to some fairly invariant criterion" For comparative

purposes, it can be said that the value sub-cluster is simirar
to I'reudrs notion of Superego"

One of the major questions to be asked is why so few

individuals in fact undergo a significant restructuring of
their belief systems. Tn one respect, this question is a

spurious one: in many instances, our recognition of conversi_on

is dependent on self-designation or socj_al-designation.
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Vi/e may therefore say that, for some people, conversion is
an interpreted event instead of a psychological one. This

recognition can involve a nu-mber of things, such as group

membership, changes in behavior or differences in perspective,

but in the end, these things are only indicative of conversion

and should not be considered as part of conversion itself.

It is apparent that a definition of conversion involves
a good deal of exclusion. Precisely what lr/e wish to exclude

are those restructurings which do not aríse out of a drive to

re-align dissonance or inconsistencies between clusters"
Also to be excluded are those events which are expected lo
occur. whether or not these events occur because they are

expectedr or if they occur naturally and are anticipated, is
not at issue. rn a similar fashion, change and restructurings
which accompany development or maturati-on are excluded. To

be workable and interesting, conversion must be interpreted
to be different than simple change.

Tt has been suggested that conversion does not occur

based on inconsistences or contradictions between clusters
only, but that lhere must be some type of motivation. This

means that conversions do not happen spontaneously or of their
ou/n accord. Ileither does this mean that enduring conversion

can be induced, such as the types encountered at revival
meetings or intense political rallies" Because a drive state
is required, the imagined conversíons that people may some-
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times feel aL I'peak momentsil are dj-squ.alified. Tn ad-dition

to being u-nstable and not d-urable, these types of rrconversions"

are not likely to have any definilive course: they may be

considered to be catharsis, but conversions of this type are

not addressed to, nor does it involver âny psychological

need. Therefore, our point is thís: conversion Ínvolves both

a drive state, and a speclfiable direction determined by the

particular nature of the contradictions held by the individ"-

ual.

It remains to clarify the notion of drive state. Accord-

ing to Elliot Aronson,

Dissonance is a negative drive state which occurs when-
ever an individual sj-multaneously holds two cognitions
(ideas, beliefs, opinions) which are dissonant if,
considering lhese two cognitions alone, the opposj_te
o f one f ollows f rom the o ther. Si_nce the o c curence
of dissonance is presumed to be unpleasant, individuals
strive to reduce it by adding rrconsonantrr cognitions
or by changing one or both cognitions to make them
fit together better. .. 1 B

This passage suggests that conversion is an active pro-

cess of problem solving. ft also indicates that conversion

involves motivation, which appear to be absent from other
methods of resolution to massive dissonance, in particular,
withdrawal. It also shows that conversi-on is more complicated

than belief change, it may be accomplished by augmenting

present belief with new and considerabLy more complex beliefs.
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By suggesting that there may be a necessary drive state,
it is not to be implied that this rrcauserr is conscious or
intentÍonal, although there may be a conscious drive state
associated with some types of conversion, as v¡i1l be explained

later. Therefore, it would be incorrect to maintain that
there Ís a will to convert¡ or that conversion, ín the main,

is something that a person can rrmakerr himself do, clearly,
conversion shourd. be viev,¡ed as an active, motivated. and

mostly subconscious process by which dissonance is reduced,

elininated or accommodated"
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Chapter Three
A Typology of Conversion

Having suggested- a framework and- a motive for convers-

ion, it remains to indicate the possible directions that

this may take. It is hypothesized that there are six class-

es of conversion, including real and what is termed apparent

conversionsE These types are related to the clusters and

sub-clusters outlined in the previous chapter, and the

types of attachments discussed in Chapter One. The real

conversions are religious conversions, epistomological

conversions and politj-cal conversionso Individual, nominal

and spurious conversions form the apparent category.

It must be made clear at the outset that these labels

possess their own definitions and are not comparable to the

common uses of the words. To express that differently,
because a conversion is called a rrpolitical'r conversion does

not necessarily entail changes in political behaviors, voting

habits or ideofogyo In short, the distinctions between the

varj-ous types of conversion are the objects of attachment

involved, the clusters being changed and the matters with
which a conversion deals.

fndividual Conversion

Individual conversion is inclu.ded in the typology

primarily for theoretical and comparative purposesu As has
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been stressed above, indi-viduaL conversions are not u-sually

deemed to be real conversions. The reasons are twofold:

first, individual conversion involves only one clusler

ralher than the required two for true conversion, and second,

as an ancillary, they are not socially recognized as such.

Yet, Ít is reasonable to maintain that such things as marr-

iage may result j-n some restructuring, particularily needs

as an aspect of the belief system. Tndividual conversion

can be explained to be a very strong, but very focused

extension of the self. Hence, within this category there

could be included major personal events such as the birth

of children, the acquisition of property (especially a

primary residence) or the gaining of an object of great

symbolic value.

The reason lhat i-ndividual conversion has theoretÍcal

relevance is that it involves both objects of attachment and

the Need sub-cluster of Attitude. It wilL be recalled that

conversion is a matter of shifts of emphasis among objects

of attachments, a restructuring within a sub-cluster¡ or

both. These things can be expected to occur in conjunction

with major life events, however, there may be some dispute

as to what constj-tutes a major life event"

The types of changes which occur for the individual

convert are straight forward in comparison with the other

classes of conversion. Within the Need sub-clusterr we can
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expect a shift of emphas-is from one component of the sub-

cluster to another, depending on situation" In our freq-

uently cited example, marriage, it is likely that the focus

will usually shift from needs to wants. Needs are those

things which are sometimes interpreted to be necessary for

human life¡ âs compared to existence, and include bj-ological

and social fulfiltments. Wants, in contrast, appear to be

derived and learned, and seem to be directed towards items

and objects which can be supplied by an economic system.

Hencer we presume that marriage would partially fulfilt

sex, attachment and affiliation needs, and given the state

of contemporary marriages, the two available íncomes permits

people to desire, realistically, material wants beyond those

required for everyday living"

There are'- however, some problems with thís interpret-

ation" Our Need structure includes needs, wants and drives,

aLL functioning at the same time. Our problem is that Need

is heavíly influenced by society, peers and culture. In a

practical sense, it is difficult to imagine that the three

components are not contaminated by either the other components

or by social interpretations of what needs should be"

fn spite of the above: we can be somewhat more sure of

the effects of change on the nature of attachment. In con-

versions of this sortr we can expect that the individualrs
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attachments wiII be both focused and strong. The attach-

ment that a person has for his child, for example, is spec-

ific on a number of points: the identification of the child

as an actual extension of the seLfr âs an object that he is
entirely responsible for and perhaps thereby leading to a

form of perceived property ownership, or the child can be

an object which may be mol-ded according to an image of the

good. Even in the context of contemporary views on parenting,

in which the child is seen as a more independent entity
a person than previously, parental identification may

still be considered to be a partial- matter of self identifi-
cation" It may be that ou"r self image is somewhat dependent

on other people, but because those close to us are seen to

be more credibler we are more likely to accept thej-r inter-
pretations" It appears that people close to us help to af-
firm our identity and our influence on the world" This

would seem to be particularily so in the case of children:
u/e are able to externalize our thoughts, needs and principles

to a great extent and take satisfaction in seeing this effect-
ed in another person.

While the relationships which arise out of individual
conversion are strong and focused, it is evident that there

must be some element of reciprocality, whether circular or

elliptical" If in marriagel orre person is to undergo a

successfu-l conversion there must be some modicum of the same

from the partner. But this does nol imply that these relat-
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i-onships must be balanced or mu-tual. Vt/e would therefore

find that while such things as commitment and emotional

bond-íng are considered important to the relationship as a

relationship, thei-r importance to the conversion process

is in the endorsement they imply. As a question of endorse-

ment, it would seem that neither the quality or the quantity

of attachment are the sole issue. In a limited way, indiv-

idual conversion by a person may be viewed as a compact.

Until this point, individuaf conversion has been assoc-

iated with the acquisition of objects and significant relat-

ionships. Tnterestingly, it would not appear that loss or

withdrawal will result in a corresponding conversion: if

anything, it may be conjectured that the result of loss or

withdrawal could be a deepened and strengthened attachment"

This is not surprising since individual conversion is mostly

a matter of ego extension, and peopLe and thi-ngs provide a

focus for catharsis. In comparative terms, people and things

do not appear to possess any great intrinsic worth when

measured against their value as an external emotional arti-
fact "

From the point of view of conversion, other people and

things as artifacts appear to be distinct from such issues

as identification or externalization, although certainly

these elements are implicitly present. fnstead, it would"

seem that people as artifacts could represent a displacement
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of the convert's identity. 0n the most obvious level, this

may resuLt in idealization of the other person (¡ottr positive

and negatíve): the detachment of that other person from the

consensual reality of society in general in the mind of the

convert: oï the attribution of qualities which the other

person does not possess" 0n a deeper level, however, people

as artifacts, in the mind of the convert, can be an alter-

nate location for oners own identity. This then ís not

simply a question of externalization or identification, but

is an imagined unity" Therefore, when it is stated that

l-oss does not result in re-conversion, and when it is said

that individual conversions are bidirectional, it means that

these things necessarily occur in the mind of the convert

because, in psychological terms, the other person is also

himseJ-f', ,Hence, when a loved one dies, they appear not to

be truly dead because u/e continue to live.

At first glance, rL could appear that individual con-

versions are similar to real conversions in that a strong

change in the need structure seems to effect the cognitive

structure as well-. However, while it is apparent that a

strong feeling for another person or external object may

indeed influence our perception, this influence is generally

limited to that object or person only. This is unlike real
conversions where all or most perceptions are influenced.

It is the specific nature of individual conversions which

does not permit us to consider them to be rrrealrr conversions.
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Nominal Conversion

Imaginary Profile of Nominal Conversion -
Gallagher McDerryrs family immigrated to Canada

when hi-s father, a mining engineer, rivas of fered a job
aL the INCO mine in Thompsone Manitoba" Gallagherrs
fatherrs reasons for leaving Northern Ireland were
twofold: as a Catholic good jobs v/ere difficult to
Bet, and he found the myths concerning Canada attract-
ive. Although the father had a universÍty degree,
it was expected that the chj-ldren would remain true
to their Catholic, socialist and working class trad-
itions.

Gallagher never really questioned these things,
such as naturally votÍng NDP (or Labour, as his father
still called them), until he came south to attend
university, This was unlike many of hís friends,
who had gone to work in the mines directly after
high school. Like his father, Gallagher elected to
study engi-neering. Although he was quite lonely aL
first, he fell in with a small group of people he had
met at an Engineering Beer Bash. He felt somewhat

out of place at first, for these people compri-sed the
Rj-ver Heights Tuxedo crowd of the i-ncoming class"
He had never hung around with the rich kids in Thomp-
son"

After a while, Gallagher found that if he agreed
with what his nerv found friends said, 'rI 1j_ke the PCrsrr

for example, he fit into the group a little better"
fnto his second year, he fit so well that two of his
friends asked him if he would like to share an apart-
ment, This lvas certainly better than Resj_dence.

As time went otrr he began to agree on more and more

things wj-th his friends. But on the big thÍngs, he

could not bring himself to fully believe, He still
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voted NDP,

Gatlagher was certain about one thing, he did not
want to go back to T'hompson and work for INCO as his
father did: big city life suj-ted him" He decided that
what he really rnranted was to establish a consulting
practice. After a few years, he was able to do so

with a- couple of friends, one of whom he had lived
with during university.

Tn 1976, after three dismal years, he came to
reaLize that contacts influential ones were the
grease of business. He resolved to join the liVínnipeg

CIub. Hov/ever, a person just doesn! t join, he must

be sponsored. For that you need proven sterling
qualities.

To d-isplay these qualities, he decided to become a
conspicuous PC. In the 1977 election, Gallagher
campaigned heavi-ly for Alastair: Windsor. He also
became cosy with some of lhe party higher-ups. After
the election, and a purge of the civil service, Galla-
gher found that his application for membership in the
Winni-peg Club had been approved" As well, the govern-
ment had fired all their engineers which meant that
Gallagherrs business received a lot of juicy contracts.

Gallagher now lives in Tuxedo and argues with his
father frequently " And he lived somewhat happily
until the next election.

Nominal conversion involves changes of formal i-dentifi-

cation, such as church affiliation or political party ties.
However, changes of this sort cannot be considered as real

conversion and are therefore labeled as apparent conversion.
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One of the main reasons is that nominal conversion is viewed

as instrumental. In itself, nominal conversion does not

represent a solution to dissonance directly, instead, it

is a means to a goal' As su.ch, nominal conversj-on may be

regarded as one solutj-on in a set of solutions.

We can begin to describe nominal conversion as a situa-

tion in which a person wants something but his ability to

acquire it is somehow denied or diminished until he possesses

some specified attribute or attributes. In some instances,

these attributes may only be poorly specified, a situation

where an in-group will merely sâyr rrHers not our kindrr"

Conversion, then, is simply a mechanism whereby the person

can possess the formal- designation or attribute which in

turn allows him to pursue a further goal.

Tt woul-d be incorrect to posit the motive for such

conversions to be greed. tr'or the individual, conversion can

be a matter of common sense, taking advantage of an opport-

unity or self betterment. Hence, it is difficult to separate

the motj-ves and intents invofved. For Gallagher, the formal

conversion of political- affiliation is tied with a corres-

ponding subjective class conversion" 0n the other hand,

the changing of formal political party ties dj-d not involve

any ideologi-cal changes for Gallagher, and therefore cannot

be labeled as a political convert.
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The second major reason why nomj-nal conversion can

only be considered an apparent conversion is that it

only involves one sub-cluster, instead to the two required

for real conversion" But in common with the other types of

conversion, the nominal variety does possess the requisite
o,ualities of dissonance and, by definition, a drive state.

But these are only necessary conditions, not sufficient

ones. Therefore, while some of the conditions for convers-

ì-on are present, by themselves they are unable to effect
conversion.

To explain why conversion should ever occur, it is
necessary to identify the role of a catalyst" A catalyst,
as the term implies, is an event or occurrence which triggers
the beginning of the conversion process. Although individuals
may have dissonance and, by definition, a drive state, some-

thing must start the process. Tn the instance where disson-

ance ís conscious, merely being aware that there is a solution

may be sufficient. Catalysts are therefore described empir-

ically, and may only be identified in this manner.

Tn nominal conversion, there may well exist a catalyst,
but in the absence of a second sub-cluster, the process of

conversion cannot be initated" In Gallagher's case, the

awareness of business connections can be considered as a
catalyst, and indeed give rise to a resolution to hÍs diss-

onant knowledge, but no conversion is possible. Gallagherrs
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conversion lvas strictly formal and,

important to him because there were

subjective changes.

would appear, not that

corresponding direct

i!II,

no

Because nominal conversion does not involve any direct

subjective changes, it may be hypothesized that there will

be few belíef changes overall. Hence, nominal conversion

does admit to the possibility of belief change, but as a

result of other factors of which exposure would appear to

be the ascendant one. Hotffever, it is maintained that the

changes which do occur will fit into the existing belief

structure" It may even be suggested that a I'conversionrl

may serve to strengthen existing beliefs. Having a set of

'rattributesri which one does not normally possess would seem

to indicate that the person would have a well developed sense

of discrimination between hi-s personal beliefs and his

public beliefs.

Each type of conversion is identified with sets of att-

achments and beliefs" Tt should not be imagined that the

category of nominal conversion is a pl-ace in which to dispose

of difficuft or troublesome cases" Nominal conversion is
associated with the Value Ideal sub-cluster and with role

attachments" It will be recalled that Value Ideal is a

holistic concept which attempts to describe an individual's

overarching view of himself in terms of those things he

values. Six categories \Ãrere described" Role attachments
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lvere mentioned in Chapter One, and- they dealt with the sort

of things people actu-ally d-o in reference to nominally pro-

ductive behaviors" Primarily, role concerns occupation,

posÍtion within the household or functions within groups"

Therefore¡ âs a sub-category of nominal conversion,

role conversion should be distinguished. Again, role con-

version must be regarded as an apparent conversíon, and it
is expected that it is exceedingly rare, But role conversion

is distinct from simple nominal conversion in that there

appears to be subjective changes involved. An example of
a role convert is the busínessman who becomes a minister

or the housewife who establishes a career after raising a

family. These things would mean changes of function,

interests and, perhaps, friends.

The reasons why this type of conversion should be rare

are twofold. The first is theoretical. It has already been

specified that Value Tdeal categories are not exclusive,

and that it is likely that a personts self-concept could

bridge several categories. The problem here is that lhe

strength of the various Value Ideal categories are relative
to each other. The best measu.res which can be made only
yield ordinal data. This means that when it theorized that
conversion involves moving from a strong Value Ideal to a

formerly weak onee it cannot be established what these

levels of strength meano
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The second reason why role conversion is unlikely to

occur is that it is not typically a vÍable resolution to

problems faced by the indivj-dual. A dissatisfied mother

can hardly dispose of her children without incurring greater

problems, nor can a worker change careers unless he possesses

or acquires different skills. Hence, although conversion

may be desired, Lt is an improbable option. This inabitity

to acLuaLize an impulse to resolve can be expressed. in such

behaviors as alcoholi-sm, absenteeism or aggressíon"

Although an infrequent occurrence, role conversion does

happen. There appear to be three dissonant arrangements

which would give rj-se to an apparent role conversion: con-

tradictions within the Value Tdeal sub-cluster, contradict-

ions among role attachments, and., most likely, a contradict-

ion between Value Tdeal and role attachment" These three

ci-rcumstances could provid.e the necessary drive state.

Several sources of role conversion can be imagined. A per-

son could feel deep disenchantment with the role he fulfills,
either because it does not accord with his Va1ue Ideal or

because the role situation has changed. Performance of a

role may be the vehicle i-n which the discrepancy between

Value Tdeal and- actualized values are brought to light"
Conversion may be prompted by a person being forced to ass-

ume a role, or be forced to choose between roles. An example

of this would be the person who is required to go to Tuar,

but at the same time is deeply religious" fn either case,
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he must betray a set of beliefs, religious or patriotic"

Role conversion shares with other nomi-nal conversions

the attribu.tes of being instrumental and only involving one

sub-cluster. But in role conversion, we would be mistaken

to think that it is only this" A shift of emphasis within
the Value Ideal sub-cluster would clearly precede any sort

of career or role change, As well, there is a subjective

change which cannot be said to resul-t from conversion since,

it too, seems to precede it. In this light, the instrument-

ality of role conversion becomes somewhat obscured. Never

the less, it is detectable. ft would appear that the only

time that this is not so is when a person is placed in a

forced choice situation,

For the most part, nominal conversion is something

shal-Iow, although it can have the appearance of a great act

to observers. By its nature, nominal conversion is public

because by it we wish to gain something from somebody else.

Tt would be unfair to describe this as calculating since,

for the person, it is a method of self-fulfillment,

Spurious Conversion

Tmaginary Profile of Spurious Conversion -
Sarah Ruth Aronson was born in 1947 and has lived

most of her life in Long Beach, California. As a

first child, her parents have tended to harbour fairly
high expectations for her. They expected that she
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vrould- be popu-lar, get a good education and marry a- nice
Jewi-sh boy, preferably a doctor or a lawyer"

Her father, Arnold-, was a moderately successful busi-
nessman who had a- clothing wholesaLe concern in downtown

Los Angeles. In anyoners memory, he I¡Ias the first
person in his line to have achieved any degree of succ-
esso Arnie was proud of this because he had come from

a ITew York working class family. Being a businessman

rvas infiniteLy better than being a taxi driver, as his
father had been"

Arnie had some definite ideas about child rearing.
Tt should be onÌy natural that Sarah be a Democrat, âs

he was. Although she went to a private Hebrew school,
he felt that it was i-mportant that she develop a secular
consciousness" Arnie wanted his children to be liberal
and charitable. Perhaps Arniers view of the greatest
virtue rvas that people should be active and participate
in the community"

Arniers wife echoed many of these ideals, but in a

quieter and more retiring fashion. She conceived of
herself as a housewife and homemaker above all else,
and assumed that thì-ngs woul-d be pretty much the same

for Sarah" Maxiners main outside interests revolved
around the Long Beach Hadassah"

Ruth's life can be called predictable. She attend-ed
a private school, took ballet l-essons ( for grace and
poise) and went to charm school ( for more grace and
poise)" As expected by her parents, she did very well
in school. She was both intellegent and assertive"
\¡/hile this was a blessing of sorts (her par:ents were
quite proud), it also gave her a reputation of being
a líttle arrogant and intimidating. This problem was
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compounded somewhat by her physical size.

As a teenager, Sarah was not as popular with the
boys as her parents wished. 'rDid I pay good money so

you could sit around the house on Saturday nights?r'
said Arnie, referring to the ballet and charm school-

lessons" By the time Sarah had graduated from high
school (with honours), her parents lÃrere making veiled
hints that grandchildren were expected from her, and

if this Ïvere to occur, she should be less bookish,
more social minded and more out going.

These arguments with her parents bored Sarah" She

did not particularily like the boys she knew: they
urere usually unintelligent, sex minded and jockish"
And the ones who had anything on the ball were usually
wimps. But what annoyed Sarah the most was the way her
parents had planned and organized her life according
to their ideas"

She decided that what was needed was to put a few
mj-les between her and her parents. Ttvo hundred miles
sounded about right, and in 1966 she began attendi-ng
the University of California at Berkley. Notv this was

something! Many things intrigued her: the Golden Gate

Bridge, the lure of old San Francisco and, of course,
the usual assortment of nuts and weirdos"

Life at Berkley was a growing experience of sorts"
ft was there that she smoked her first marijuanao She

f ound that the rrhippiesrr Tvere cute and quaint, but a

little carefess in their personal habits. She enjoyed
her classes, particu.larily sociology and political
science. The l-atter was entertaining for her as the
lecture slot included a group of self proclaimed rev-
olutionaries" The professor, of course, would frequently
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become frazzLed because of the revolu
ruptíons" They did, however, manage

points. ALthou-gh Sarah did not of ten
they said, she was attracted by their
rigor i-n forwarding an argument,

tionariesr i-nter-
to score a few

agree wíth what
idealism and

Perhaps what attracted her to the revolutionaries
\fias the fact that they were accepting of her, They
did not appear to hold her intelligence against her,
nor dÍd they give her any hassle about her height and
chunkiness. While these people u/ere not her idea of
friend material, they were better than none at all.

More and more, she found herself drawn Ínto theír
orbit, This'dismayed her parents, who were shocked
that their daughter would hang out with such a disrep-
utable cr'owd. 0f course, arguments ensued from her
association with these people and she found that she
was pushed towards their politics as a matter of self
defense, but not belief.

Sarah found tha.t the social aspects of New Left
politics were rewarding: a sense of commnnity, a direct-
j.on of action and a belongingness, feelings which had
not been felt as intensely before she a"rrived at Berkley.
She felt a sense of personeil growth: a developing soc-
ial consciousness, the exploration of alternative life-
styles and a satisfying sex life.

For all of this, she never really adopted New Left
politics, although she did adopt some of their ideas.
After: she gr:aduated from the University of California,
she moved back to Long Beach and. became active in NOI,A/,

Since then, Sarahrs life has been on an even keel" She

is maruied (no children) and is currently involved i-n
getting ERA adopted.
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If individual conversion is a matter of ego extension,

and nominal conversion dea}s with security and productive

needs, it may be said that the spurious convert seeks affil-

iation and belongingness. Yet in common with the first two

types of conversion, spurj-ous conversion falls into the

apparent category" This i-nterpretation is based on the

notlon that spurious conversion does not aim to restructure

a sub-cluster in the v/ays indicated earLier. In this regard,

spurious conversion is similar to nominal conversion: the

reduction of dissonance does deal with fulfilling existing

demands of the particular sub-cluster and attachments. Tt

does not, however, deal wj-th changes withi-n the sub-cluster.

Spurious conversion is associated with the Self Tmage

sub-cluster and social attachments. The Self Image sub-

cluster includes several- dimensions, all revolving around

how people feel about themselves. Some of them are personal

satisfaction, self esteem and competence. Social attachments

were described earlier to be those which inform the indivi-dual

about the character of relationships, the objects to which

people shoul-d be attached, the ways in which these attach-

ments should come about, and the ways in which people, things

and ideas should be related to.

Tn general, \re may say that spurious conversion arises

out of esteem needs" A person may convert in ord-er that they

be accepted and loved, to be Seen aS compelent¡ oI to receive
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appreciation and praise" Alternatively, conversion ma.y be

a ï/ay to alLeviate feelings of guilt, powerlessness or
1alienation. ' Hence, spurioirs conversj.on arises from intensely

personal sources" Conversion itself does nol necessarlly

entail the adoption of the ideals or symbols of the group

to which the person is converting. This therefore gives

ri-se to a novel notion of commitment.

Commitment, if loose use of the word is permitted,

appears to take the form of externalizing usually inexpress-

ible feelings" For some people, evaluations of self worth

are often measured by material or objectíve standards, but

this poses a. problem where there exists no legitimate material

criteria for alternative defÍnitions of self wortho Hence,

conversion dwells on action rather than adjustment¡ otr

commitment to the self"

Given the above, the role ancL notion of group becomes

distinctive, as does the notion of conversion. A spurious

conversion may lead- a person to seek a group to join" Alth-

ough the individual may adopt and actively profess the

beliefs or ideology of the group, it is unlikely that the

ideology of the group will be valued unless it is a-n aspect

of existing beliefs. Tt is the group itself which will be

valued because it represents a forum for the expression of

Self Image. The group wiII be valu.ed independently from its

explicit aims and intentions"
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Keniston's stud-y of committed youth during trVietman

Summeril supports the above. He found that middle-class

students who becamerrradicalsrroften did so because of

affitiation and esteem needs" It lvas also found that this

lvas applicable to femal-es more so than for males" There

may be a number of reasons for this: Iromen have traditionally
had fewer avenÌres of soci-al contact and. self-expression,

they identj-fied rrmiddle class valuesil as one possible source

of diminished social expertise. Social expectations were

faulted, wherein women are seen to be outgoing and making

friends easily"

One point of interest in Kenistonrs work is the ident-
j-fication of I'middle class valuesrr as a source of discontent-

ment. As was used at the time, the term implied disparage-

ment and insult. Some people found it insulting that a

personal Value Ideal should accord to a perceived social

interpretation. Yet, this problem was compounded by the

way in which the 'rradicalsrr were reared" Keniston found

that the rrradicalsrr often had enriched childhoods, including

affectionate and loving parents, above average schooling and

well developed social skills. In the view of the parents,

theír children had advantages which should have been put to

use through traditional avenues. The I'radicalsil were out-

raged at the idea that their líves should be determined by

person other than themselves, and that purely nominal advant-

ages should imply priviLege. Hence, the issue resided in the
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contradiction between sociaL demands and the Ínability to

relate to those monetary and social values.

\[rhat occurred was a transfer of perceived sources of

fulfillment away from parents and family to another realm,

the group. The i-nability to relate to parental values and

the apparent adoption of other values served as a \,l/ay to

express Self Image needs.

Keniston also discovered that commitment to the group

u/as typically quite strong, regardless of the reasons for
joining. However, commitment to the group was not likely
to be stable or enduring, and the demise of the New Left

may be cited as evidence" This indicates that, for this
type of conversion, a special definition of group must be

developed. Intervieu/ees rarely speak of the group, but

instead, of causes and movements. Yet, the group occupies

a central and theoretj-cal position.

It would seem that to the spurious convert, the group

is unimportant as an organization of leaders and followers or

an ideologi-cal force. Tt is, rather, a reference point from

which a person can share activities, thoughts and apparent

beliefs" If this is sor then the cohesive force of these

groups was not the apparent platform of action, but the

subliminal and conscious needs of the individu.als in the

groupo We can find that this is in keeping with the groups
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of that era: an insult to one person \¡/as an insult to all,
that belongingness was best felt du-ring crisis anC highly

active events, and that comradery was more important than a

platform" Jerry Rubin maintains that this was one of the

points of Yippiedom.

However, the matter goes deeper than this. Keniston

discovered that the boundary between what is consÍdered,

private and what j-s considered shared became indistinct
within the groups he was studying, This is not to say that
individuals were subject to the group totallyr or the oppo-

site, but that there appeared to be a blending of identities"
Hence, the acceptance that a person would feel would be hol-

istic. Given this, it is not surprising that group members

were very self-confident, expressi_ve and defensive.

Tn contrast, the above may partially explain the contr-
ary feelings of non-acceptance and alienation wlthin their
familles and former peer groups. Although the rrradicalsil

had a keen awareness of their personal history, family back-

ground and experiences, they found that family and former

friends would only accept them if a set of mi-ddle class

values ïvere fulfilled.2 Aside from the al-ready mentioned

hostility to these presumptions, the radicals could not find
the same sort of acceptance with their famil-ies as with their
group. Acceptance within the family became dependent on

a set of perceived nominal and unnecessary attributes.
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Hence, the best that could be hoped for was a selective

acceptance. This implied a repudiation and lack of endorse-

ment for the radicals as people, regardless of their polit-
ical aims.

In some cases, the need for acceptance may be excessively

high" If needs are sufficiently high, a person could disre-

gard many social norms in order to fulfil those needs. The

need to be accepted as competent, knowledgeable and superior

could possibLy l-ead to membership in the Western Guard: ân

organi-zation which stresses those qualities. That a majority

of people fj-nd this grolìp pernicious does not seem to deter

individuals seeking to join.

That people may experience an apparent conversion be-

cause of self image problems does not necessarily imply that

the result will be negative. These needs can equally result
in positive outcomes. Studies on status consistency show

that a person will change attitudes, friends or religions
to that of an aspired cl-ass or group to win acceptance.

Thi-s sort of change may often be viewed favourably.

Where self image needs are not met, it is possíble

that alienation may result" There appears to be two extremes.

First, there iÍay be wj_thdrawal from the social realm, with
a person dwelling strictly in the self. This may be express-

ed through violent behavior, alcoholism or even suicide.
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At the other extreme, a person could desire to clo away with

society altogether, either by forming an a.lternative: âs in
the case of the commu"nes which enjoyed popularity during the

1960ts, or by overthrowing it. In one sense, the individual
has already done away with society by submerging his identity
in lhe group oneo fn this caser we would find such phenomena

as leader worshi-p, hostility towards external objects and

symbols, and authoritarianism,J

Spurious conversion, then, invoLves four points. First,
esteem and acceptance needs tend to be strong. For some

indj-viduals, it is possible that these needs are sub-consc-

ious. We should expect that prior to conversion that the

individual would attribute his negative feelings to the

insensitivity of others, their self-centeredness orr as some

thought during the 1960's, economic and cul-tural norms. ft
would be improbable that the convert would view these problems

and interpretations as originating with himself" Second,

spurious conversion necessarily involves others with the

high probability that these olher individuals form a group.

For conversions of this type, the concept of grou.p is mod-if-

ied" The modification involves both the blurring of the

boundary between what is private and what is group, and an

emphasis on action and belonging rather than programmes.

Third, it wou-ld appear that alienation is a significant
dimension" we may also expect that the convert could werl

feel a good deal of powerlessness, personal dissatisfaction
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and other negalive feelings" Finally, although commitmenl

to the grou-p is generally high, it is not end-uring" For

example, it has been suggested that the New Left has become

subject to a process of "bourgeousification'r. Thi.s may be

more true than some people suspect. If in fact the cement

of some New Left groups ï\rere subconscious self image needs,

then it is not surprising that these groups would tend to
disintegrate once the needs of its members were met else-

where. Tn the case of the }lew Left, it is suspected that

the process of falling away from the group could be quick

and forceful once the person had entered the workforce or

married.

Pol-itical Conversion

Tmaginary Profile of Pol-itical Conversion -

Elvis Beauregarde Stonewa}l was born ín 193, to
parents who, at the time, were becoming relatively
successful. Elvisrs father orruned and operated a gas
station beside US Highway 31, servicing traffÍc
travelling between Montgomery and Birmingham, Alabama"

Life for Elvis had the spirit of predictabÍlity:
he lived much the same as any other small town, middle
class American boy" His performance ín school was
average, which translates to mean he was barely passing;
but then, he did not need any more reading, 'ritÍng or
rrithmeticing beyond- what was needed in a gas station.
Elvis was a Southern Baptist, a good enough one in his
fatherrs eyes but not good enough in his motherrs.
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In 1943, Elvis u/as told late one night, (just before
bedtime in fact), that his father was to go away for
a long time. Although he did not really understand,
he did know that his father was to go scrap with some-

body called Hitler" Elvis had some idea of what a \,var

lvas because he had seen the newsreels at the Saturday
movie matinees, and because he had seen his motherrs
ration cards. Still, he did not see why his father
had to Bo. Elvisr father never did come back, and
when he asked his mother where his father had gone,
the only answer he got was "to gloryrr.

Until Elvis had finished school, his mother had
pretty wel-l managed to keep the gas station running
with the help of a couple of hired hands. By the time
Elvis was sixteen, it was thought that he had all the
schooling anyone really needed. I'Grade nine has done

me good, boy", people would say" So in 1951 , he began
to work fulltime at the station and when he had learned
the ropes of running a smal-l business, he took it overo

Although Elvis had to assume responsibility at an

early age for supporting his mother, he did not grow

up any faster (or slower) than other young men his age.
He, like his friends, pursued the usual range of activ-
ities: tomcatting with the black girls, drinking in a

country barn and running a little under-the-counter
business from the gas slation" The police i-gnored
a lot of this (they got free oil changes), but Efvis'
mother thought he was courting sure damnation. "You
fear the Lord, boy" she would say.

By 1917, Magnollia, the girl almost next door, had
blossomed and firmed up, much to Elvisl delight. While
they had known each other all their lives, their relat-
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ionship had run hot and cold for some years" In 1917,
things r,4iere hotting up again" Magnollla had a lot
going for her: she was pretty, but not really beau.tiful,
she \Mas a virgin and she had been away to secretarial
college, so that meant she r,vas sort of smart. After
the usual course of events, a proposal of marriage was

made and accepted.

Elvis and Magnol-lia were married in 19rB and Iife
again settled into its typical rut. This idyllic life
was only interrupted with the occasional addition of
children" There \,\rere four by 1963" While four child-
ren meant hard work, they t\rere a joy to Elvis. He

very much appreciated the place of family.

Elvis tvas becoming very much a pillar of Clanton
society. He u/as popular (most everyone bought their
gas from him) r pretty well off and a good family man.
He was a registered Democrat and a defender of good 01

traditional values, being a good o1' boy himself.

Between 1963 and 1968, Elvist world began to surely
and inevitably fall in" He was outraged at the kill-
ing of President Kennedy. Tt was bad enough that the
Russians had set up shop in Cuba, but to stomp around
the home of the brave was inconceivable. What was
conceived was another child in early 1964. Another
child was beginning to strain the budget a little,
especially in view of the mortgage payments on the new,
larger house,

There \Mas more: although he d.i

he knew that they had a place in
stay there, He could even name a
but there rvas, it seemed to him,

d not hate the Negroes,
society and they should
couple whom he liked,

a natural order to
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things. So he was understandably annoyed when those
strangers in M/ashington saj-d his kids had to go to
school with the darkies. He took comfort that Governor
l,[allace was going to bat for decent people. He had
heard about the riots in Little Rock, but was surprised
when it happened in Selma" That was only a few miles
away. It was obvious that Martin Luther Ki-ng was a
revolutionary,

By 1968, things had come to a head for Elvis: hippies,
anti-war demonstrations, inflation, uppity blacks (as
they called themselves) r women going against their
natural incl-inations and wanting to work after they
married, and disrespectful children" In spite of this,
El-vis still believed in AmerJ-ca, a place where tradit-
ional values would prevail. God, family and hard work
would set people straight, Therefore in 1968, for the
first time in his life, he voted Republican and for
Nixon" He believed that the rrsilent majorityrr needed
de fending.

Elvis had occasion to think things over when it
lvas discovered that the new Interstate highway would be
passing Clanton a few miles to the east. Construction
went quickly and it was opened a year later. 0f course,
the big oil companies had snapped up the best sites
which meant that he could not very well relocate.
Since most of the traffic bypassed the town, Elvisl
gas station began to do poorly. By 1970, he had to
close for good"

It hurt his pride to have to work for somebody else.
He had always had independence" Not no\rú. But j-t was

not that easy. Where a Grade nine education had been
adequate before v/as notrv a LiabiLity. Magnollia had
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to go back to work and that hurt" ft seemed to him
that he had been deliberately driven ou.t of business
by the big oil companies in New York" 0f course, he

lost hj-s house to the mortgage company and he had to
move into a small apartment. At 3r, he regarded him-
self as ruined.

As Elvis saw it, his success uras an ob ject of envy
and was therefore taken away by "bíg moneyrr His kids
iüere forced to go to school with Negroes because some

liberal, shiftless bureaucrat in WashÍnton said so.
A heartl-ess computer in New York had taken away his
property, the very cornerstone of society" Everywhere
he looked, the simple values of his world \,vere being
taken a\Ãray by Eastern liberals, blacks and Jewish
bankers 

"

America could not recapture the proper values of life
wi-thout direct action. The constitution could not be

depended on to protect decent, God-fearing white people.
The final turning of the key that last day at the gas

station was a symbol for him: America could only be saved
from without, not from within" And so Elvis did some-

thing he thought he would never do: he joined the Ku

Klux Klan, who he once regarded as nuts, and prepared
for ï¡ar "

Political conversion has as its theme the search for
certainty. lt deals with the events, ideas, symbols and

agents of the public realm and lheir attachment to col-lective
behaviors, institutions and ideologies" Beyond this, the

notion of 'lpoliticalrr i-nvolves the perceptions of power

within soclety, how it is exercised and for whose benefit.
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Politica1 conversion invoLves the WorÌd Image sub-

cluster of Attitude and the Valu-e Code sub-cluster of Values.

This distinguishes political conversion from apparent con-

versions in that two su-b-clusters are involved. But polit-
ical conversion involves the additional collective attach-

ments, so that conversion is both an external and internal
matter" \,[/e therefore find that the image which emerges

is complex and detailed. This complexity is compounded

because there are cognitive considerations to be dealt with.

It will be recal-led that the World Image sub-cl_uster

attempts to describe how a person relates to his environ-

ment" The construct is based on such measures as conformity

and dogmatism" One of the importanl points about the World

Image sub-cluster is that it partially describes expectanc-

ies about the environment. This does not mean that future

affective responses can be accuralely charted, but it does

imply that people have an inventory of feeling with connected

memories. This may be termed to be anticipatory emotion

when dealing with the here and now, keeping in mind that
Attitude is essentially an organization of affect.

value code is a construct consisting of four dimensions:

morals, generality, choice and commitment. 0f the four,
morals is the most important. Morals are specific state-
ments and principles as to what behaviors, ideas and orient-
ations are legitimate and those which are not. Therefore,
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the dimension of morafs includes authoritative notions about

ethics, propriety and behaviors concerning both the self and

others" Less formal and- abstract than morals is choice,

choice is described as preferences dealing with those things
which are to be desired and those which are not. fn contrast
to morals, choice evaluates options in terms of their good-

ness or badness while morals deal with coruectness. Although

it would appear that there is a si-gnificant subjective element

associated with choice, an alternative argument may be made

to the effect that our notions of goodness and badness are

shared and therefore are socially interpreted for uso A

casual observation is that the difference between good and

bad is one of the first concepts acquired by children. The

last two dimensions are generality, and commitment. Generality
desc.ribes the extent to which we apply what we know. commit-

ment describes the extent to which people accept what they

know"

The above dimensions, like all beliefs, are attached.
For political conversion, the beliefs in question are attached
to those things described earlier as colrective. For conven-

ience, it is assumed that the rrcofl-ective'r in question is the

state, but it can also be applied to other political units
in which politics may be saÍd to occur. Hence, collective
attachments may occrlr on a regional or even civic level. A

slightly different interpretation leads to the collective
as class or sub-culture, although this can be deemed unimport-
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ant to the argu.ment aL hand.

Concerning coLLectives however, one important assump-

tion is made and it is a cardinaL one: it is assumed that
collectíves are stable" Tn most cases this assumption is
fulfilled as defined below. But it is J-mportant to stress

that conversion arises out of individual processes, and. that
it Ís not a change of ideology due to socÍal, economic or
political disarray. Political conversion becomes a possibil-
ity when dÍsarray is perceived but not objectively present.

The assumption of stabitity involves several things.
First, although change is possible, if not likely, changes that
occur are generally predictable and understandable. Atthough

an indÍvidua]- may not agree with some of the changes within
the institutions to which he is attached, they are at least
sensible to him. second, the stability perceived in a polit-
ical system may be supposed to rest in a large degree on

ideology. while there may be disgreements with the sorts
of solutions effected, they wilr be perceived to fall within
acceptabre rimits in terms of personal cotlective behavior.
Third, by stability, it is suggested that this wil_l be a consen-

sual one, not enforced. Enforced stability can result in
profound changes of belief among collective members but this
is difficult to describe as conversion" It iq, however,

often difficult to establish a criterion of forced and con-

sensual stability" Àlegative qualities may be attributed
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on the basis of unacceptabLe disagreement" tr'ou-rth, Ít is
assumed that there is diversity of opinion and ideology.

Tn part, this is based on the liVestern belief that there

should be choices avai-lable in the political arena, and

partially, there must be alternative opinions of which a

potential political convert may be cognízanL" Finalty, it
is assumed that there is meaningful political communication

between people" Tt may not be necessary for a potential
convert to be part of the politi-cal debates of the day;

however, it is required that he be exposed to them. Polit-
ical conversion involves choosing, whether or not he is
aware that a choice has been made"

rf collective stability is assumed, and this is generarry

sor then the perception of instability or the perception of
an undesirable stability can provide the key to understanding

political conversion. rn the first instance, the emphasis

is on the wortd rmage sub-cluster; that is, the environment

is not found to be as dependable as it once was and there-
fore, the way rve feel about things are often found to be

inaccurate or ineffective. A potential convert may frequent-
ly feel betrayed or disappointed because events would appear

nonsensical to him. He wouLd perceive a breakdown of ord.er,

The important point is that this lack of order is perceived

and felt, Therefore, the Vl/orld rmage understanding of order

is subjective. The potential convertrs interpretation Ís
an exclamative type of understanding wherein he says rrThere
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is no orderrr, with Little further elaboratj-on.

In the second instance, the emphasis is on the Value

Cod.e sub-cluster. Here the potential for conversion lies
in the deep distike of collectively attached events in the

social environment. They may be deemed to be incorrect,
wrong and bad" 'According to the criteria of the value code,

the events could well represent a disregard of law, people

pursuing incorrect activities or indulging in immoral behav-

iors' A potential convert wilr evaluate the external rearm

and find it wanting.

In either event, in order for conversion to occur, the

world rmage sub-cluster and the val-ue code sub-cluster must

diverge relative to one another. Either one may move or both

may. Dissonance between only one sub-cluster and the extern-
al worrd may result j-n change, but not in real conversion.

ltr/here there is dissonance between world Image and the envir-
onment, such things as withdrawal, disillusionment or accept-
ance of disorder may occur. 0n the other hand., the person

may attempt in some smatl way to encourage a restoration of
order by voting for conservative candidates for public office.
Tn a similar fashionr âtr individual may attempt to increase

the order of his private rife. \,Ä/here there is dissonance

between the world and the value code sub-cluster, a person

may view what occurs as not legitimate or moral" The result
of this could be an attempt to make society good or better
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in a varÍety of ways. If a person felt that he could effect

some sort of change, it is possible that he coutd pursue

some type of aggressive poli-tical behavior" However, the

possibility of this seems low.4 Again, wíthdrawal is a

possibility, but to what extent is difficult to predict"

Vi/here World Tmage and Value Code remain consonant with

each other but both d.iverge from experience, conversion

cannot be expected, It is expected this type of individual
would be particularily immune from conversion. Dissonance

between the environment and complimentary sub-clusters would,

in all likelihood, result in a self-confident, assured person

who ascribes unpleasantry to the public realm. He would

consider his own belief set to be correct and proper, and

therefore, by definition, problems would be external.

True political conversion involves one of the two

followÍng combinations" First, conversion may be prompted

by World Image diverging from Value Codes, but not from

experience. Second, conversion may be prompted by Value

Codes diverging from World Tmage, but not from experÍence.

To clarify: in order for conversion to occur, one sub-cluster,
X for convenience, must diverge from sub-cluster Y and exper-

ience. Sub-cluster Y remains consonant with experience.

\A/here sub-clusters X and Y are consonant with each other and

experience, obviously no conversion is possible" Vtlhere X

and Y are completely dissonant with each other and experíence,
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by definition such a person is mentally ill. A last combin-

ation, where X and Y are consonant with each other but not

with experience was described in the last paragraph,

When it is stated that dissonance arises from one su_b-

cluster diverging from anolher, it is assumed that the dis-
sonance created is relatively great. A small amount of
dÍssonance can be expected in even the heal-thiest person

as a result of some divergence of the sub-clusters, but

the resulting dissonance is not likely to be bothersome

to the person. The expectation of perfect correspondence

and consonance between sub-clusters, even in the normal

personality, is not supported.

Typically, one would expect a World Image attituder or

set of attÍtudes, to correspond with Value Code elements.

For example, if a person ruere to be characterÍzed as trust-
ing and accepting of others¡ we should expect that these

attitudes correspond with val-ues stating that people should

care for one another or that people should be gÍven the bene-

fit of the doubto A different case would be the individ.ual-

who felt that people should conform and obey. We coutd

expect the person would have strong positive values concern-

ing authority and leadership, In fact, a number of typolog-

ies have been developed to describe this relationship.5

However, while this example is good for Íllustrative
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usee it cannot be expected that the connection between World

rmage and value cod.e to be as clear cLrt" Tt has been stated

that it is highly improbable that any one belief can stand

alone and be unrelated to any other, It may be possible

that two consistent beliefs mediate two inconsistent, indir-
eclly related beliefs. While it is probable that to be ac-

cepting of others is consistent with loving your neighbour,

díssonance may arise out of the attitude that accepting

others means that you should not attempt to change them or
be patronizing¡ which confticts with lhe value that one

should be charitable and helpful. Tt may be seen that these

second values and attitudes follow from other attitudes and

values within thej-r respective sub-clusters,

rt is this which permits the stressing of structural
concerns over content" Given that the above example could

cause conversion, it may be noted that in no case will con-

tent change as an immediate result" fnstead, given the

situation, a person could resorve his dilemma in a number

of ways in order to bring the sub-crusters back into line,

There are severar methods by which this may be accom-

plished including denial, bolstering, transcendence

and differentiation" Denial, j-n fact t mày be one of the

most important concepts dealing with conversíon as Ít con-

cerns which modes of resolution have been rejected. The

reasons why cerlain solutions to dissonance have been rejected
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will vary from person to person" The solu-tion lo dissonance

does not lie in a single mode or direction for a given per-

son, rather, it is suggested that we may look to a class of
conversions and resolutions associated with each type of
convert, Attendant on this concept of a class of resolutions
is the consideration that there can be a class of denials.

Bolstering is defined to mean that rrnelu elements on the

same level- as the original attributes are introduced ad hoc

to support one side or another side of the ambivalent inform-
/

ation.t'o Bolstering can be used. in two u/ays for poli-tj-cal
conversion: to strengthen value code or to strengthen world

rmage and to subsequently help shift the weaker sub-cluster
towards the stronger. For Ervis stonewall, bolstering stren-
gthened his World Tma,ge, leading him to believe that "big
moneyrr interests were taking things over. Therefore, world

Tma.ge was strengthened and Value Code came to correspond..

The second mode of resolving dissonance, differentiation,
is where rrone element, hitherto taken as homogeneous, Ís
d.if ferentiated j-nto several elements with distinct meaning.,,7

The degree of differentiation is not specified. However, it
is assumed that this will vary from person to person. In
the imaginary profile, differentiation was at work when

Elvis began to make finer distinctions among his imagined

foes. Bolstering appears to be a mechanism with wi-de applic-
abílity, and it could be equally used to separate values
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into component elements" In either case, it seems that
differentiation involves some degree of justificalion and

rationalization in the process of conversion.

Transcendence, the last type of resolution, is where

rrhigher level constructs are introduced which provide an

accounl of the more manifest imbalanced traits.',8 With

this type of resolution, Elvis was able to reconcile his
values concerning the American political system, which

were essentially positive, and his attitudes about the

environment as he found it, which were negative, by form-

ulati-ng a conspiracy theory to explain his misfortune.

As a short digression, it should be noted that the

four modes of resolution described here are not furly agreed

upon" One criticism is that the typology of resolutions
cited here does not go far enough, either in discriminations
within types or in combinations of types. ft is also sugg-

ested that the typology of resolutíons does not account for
more sophisticated modes of resol-utj-ons wherein a person

may introduce knowledge not contained in present beliefs,
reinterpret rather than merely resolve dil-emmas r or that
there are a number of possible directj-ons of resolution
within a type" These points are wel-l taken, but it must

be indicated that lhey could introduce undesÍrable complex-

ity to an exploratory paper such as thÍs. Hence, the simp-

lest case has been choosen for use.
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The discussion on dissonance and possÍble methods of

resolution has dealt with single beli-efs for the sake of

simplicity. However, in that a person can experience dis-

sonance by holding two conflicting beliefs, there is reason

to think that the same can occur between classes of belief,
the sub-clusters. Tt has been stated that the clusters and

sub-clusters are formed on definite criteria and thal this
organization is not arbitrary. The clusters possess their
own underlying logicr âs well as locations, functions and

relations. In addition, it has been stressed throughout

that dissonance can arise out of the structure and logic
of belÍefs but not necessarily out of the content of belief.
ThÍs therefore rises three central questions. tr'irst, what

in fact is dissonance between sub-clusters? Second, if a

person is striving for consonance, with what will he be

consonant? Third, of the possible resolutions to severe

dissonance, under what conditions will conversion become

the favoured mode?

In regard to the first question, several points can be

made, The major one, it would appear, is that complete

homogeneity within a sub-cluster cannot be assumed. 0ne

of the rationales for grouping the measures is the degree

of correlation they are expected to exhibit between each

other, But correlati-on does not mean that the scales

and measures which are included absolutely overlap. If
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they did, obviously, there wou.ld be a need for only one

measure for each su-b-cluster. This means that when Ít is

asked what j.s dÍssonance between sub-clusters, the fact is

some elements of a sub-cluster may be more dissonant with

its opposite number in another sub-cluster than other com-

pared elements" An inaccurate, though descriptive, charact-

ertzatíon is that there is slippage wÍthin and between sub-

cl-usters.

This opens a number of options in terms of theory, but

it is expected that few of them would result in conversion"

Tn theory, it is possible that sub-clusters could be diss-

onant if one belief in each \À/ere absolutely contradictory,

and it Ís supposed this could cause conversion, but it ig-

nores earlier comments about the extreme unlikelihood about

beliefs being isolated. This is therefore eLiminated by

definition" At the other point of the contínuum is the

movement of the entire sub-clusters auray from each other.

Again, this ignores slippage, Tt is not probable that sub-

clusters can move as a bfock"

Between the end-points of this continuum, there exists

a range of possibilities, However, a definitive catalogue

witl not be made" It would be better to indÍcate some gener-

al observations. The first of these is that attitudes and

values differ along several dimensions: among them are the

imporlant considerations of strength, Senerality and defin-
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ition" Since not all attitudes and values are equal accord-

ing to these dimensions, and since attitudes and- values only

correlate with their opposite numbers, but do not correspond-,

it is evident that, by definj-tion, when dissonance occurs it
is described by a distinctly unequal relationship between

the elements of belief both within and withou.t the sub-clust-

ers. It is only on these terms that conversj-on causing

dissonance may be feasibly spoken of.

The observation which follows from the above is that
j-n spite of the range of possible combinations of dissonance,

this range has fairly well described limits. One boundary

would be the case where only a few elements withj_n a sub-

cl-uster are very dissonant with its associated elements with-
j-n the other sub-cluster. The other boundary is the instance

where most sub-cluster elements are somewhat di-ssonant with

their associated elements in the other sub-cluster. Suggest-

ive is the case where there may be mi-ld dissonance between

all the elements, but it woul-d not appear that this would

be sufficient for conversion.

This inlroduces the third observation concerning the

issue of threshold, that is, the amount of dissonance req-

ui-red for the onset of conversion. This must be described

and, if possible¡ sp€cified" An evidence search woul-d

appear to defy this" Tn the case of multiple element dis-

sonance, only weak assumptions about the cumul-ative nature
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of this dissonance can be mad-e" This i-s not because of a

lack of theory, rather, there are a number of complicating

factors which tend to confou"nd measurement, and these will

be briefly discussed below. Tentatively, it would appear

that multiple element dissonance tends to yield a mu.lti-
oplicative result./ Hence, the level of dissonance required

for conversion could be low for some people while high for

others. ft seems that the question of threshold can be

resolved only by empiricaf means.

This raises the fourth observation that conversion may

not be as clear cut as the above would appear" It will- be

recall-ed that the third component of conversion, experience,

also has an impact. If, for example, Value Code was some-

what dissonant with experience, World Image lvas very disson-

ant with experience and Value Code and World Tmage u/ere some-

what dissonant, it could be that the greater dissonance would

be the overriding influence. On the other hand, it is also

possible, in theory at l-east, that a person coul-d create a

novel and not easily categorized type of conversion. An

individual coufd also experience multiple conversions, fn

contrast to the notion that there is overrid'ìng dissonance,

it could be possible that there is state which can be termed

rrblendedrr dissonance " f n this, the stronger sub-clu-ster

would skew conversion rather than completely determining its
direction. fn view of the multiplying effect of multiple

element dissonance, it would appear that a skewed conversion
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lvould be dif f icult to detect 
"

Considered apart from actual conversion, it would seem

that the necessary conditions for conversion can occur with

reasonable frequency. Tf this is sor this returns us to the

question posed earlier: of the avaifable modes of dissonance

reduction, how does conversion come to be the favoured

resolution?

It was indicated above that there are a number of ways

of reducing dissonance, ranging from primitive modes such as

denial, to more complex modes such as transcendence. For

the pre-conversion individual other avenues of dissonance

reduction have been exhausted. Either the person has been

el-iminated by finding a simpler sol-ution, and this is likely
what will occur in the majority of casesr or alternatively,
these modes will have been found to be insufficient or ineff-
ective.

It can be posited lhat there is a hierarchy of modes

of dissonance reduction based on the complexily of response.

It can also be posited lhat conversion is a stage higher

than transcendence. Similar to transcendence, conversion

appears to introduce higher level constructs to the disson-

ant knowledge to foster some sort of unity. Unlike tra.ns-

cendelce ? conversion is distinguished by the strength of

resolulion. Tt is dif fici-ilt to delermine exactty what
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other types of resolutions are available at the higher levelsu

although withdrawal and mental illness would appear to be

cand-idates. tsoth of these have an important element of

denial. Yet, in common with conversicn, both withdrawal

and mental illness are strong and severe modes of reduction"

Suicide: âs well, may be ì-nterpreted as a high level resol--

ution based on the strength of response, but again, denial

is a significant faclor.

Conversj-on has been placed above transcendence in the

hierarchy for two reasons: conversion is more complex than

other types of dissonance reduction, and it is a stronger

response. However, a cautionary note should be added" The

categories of dissonance reduction are distinct from each

other in terms of strength of mode, funclion and what they

do" Conversion incorporates aspects of all three categories

of dissonance reduction, but the atlributes of complexity

and strength warrant conversionrs location in the hierarchy"

Conversion is d,j_stincl from the other high level dis-
sonance reduction methods because the element of denial is,
for the most part, absent" Conversion appears to introduce

higher fevel explanatory construcls, active theorizíng and

structuraf re-orderj,ng, while al the same time, not admit-

ting to denial" Therefore, conversion would appear to be

both positive and nol threatening in contra.st to other types

of dissonance redu-ction"
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This is precisely one rea-son why conversion shou.l,d be

the favoureC mcde of dissonance reduclion for some pecple.

Although there v¡ill likely be significant belief changes,

for the reasons outlined above, lhere is unliirely lo be

signif icant personalì-ty change. Se conC-ly e conversion as

a favoured mode may be altribu,ted to personality variables.

While an individual may possess the requis'i te dissonance,

thj-s, in itself , is no guarantee that conversion v¡ill occur"

The persona.Iity variabl-es whi ch parlially determine the

incíd.ence of conversion are as follows.

1 ) Justification The possibility of conversÍon is
enhanceC when ti:ere are perceived benefits, thal is, con-

version is advanta-geous for the individual. It is possible

that the notion of justification need not imply that this
decision is conscious. Justification could well involve

elements of defense" This means that justifÍcation does

not require a cost/benefit analysis" It could be advantag-

eous for the person if he is permi-tted to validly indulge

in excuse-making, rationaLízalion or projection of satis-
faction, For the political convert, it appears that justif-

icatÍon is easily done since a person has access to political

ideologies which will do this for him"

2) Competing Responses The

appears to be diminished when lhe

number of possibl-e responses. 1f

possibility of conversion

potential- convert has a

dissonance is ambiguous,
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it may be that conversion may never occur. Even so: the

dir'eclion of conversj-on is difficult to predict. This type

of problem arises when both sub-clusters a-re equallyr or

very nearly equally, dissonant from each other and experience.

If dissonance is ambiguous, il may be that the e>iternal sit-
u-ation r¡¡ill determine both the possibility and directlon of

conversion" For the pcltenlial political convert: âh active
religious sect may be as attractive as a political ideology,
especially if the religious sect promotes some political
opini ons "

3) Competing Dissonance This variable describes lhe

instance where dj-ssonance within two sub-clusters is mininal,

or at worst tolerable, but dissonance between sub-clusters
is an>:iety provoking and, in addition, both are equally or

nearly equally dir¡ergent from experience. However, it is
dÍstínguished from competi-ng responses by virtue that there

is little slippage within respective sub-clusters. For com-

peting dissonance, il is expecled that the anxiety prod.uced

is strongly felt. Again, it is difficult to pred.ict the

direction of conversi-on, but we may be more sure of its
occurrence"

Ð Learning ernd Memory Being a\¡/are that conversion

may be a viabre solution may be sufficient to call it forth
as a response" fn a similar fashion, being made aware that

conversion can reduce dissonance may be all that is needed"
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rn cornmon with other aspects of conversion, conscious aware-

ness may not be necessary. For example, a newly acquired

piece of knowledge may provide a monrent of "insightr', from

which an intuitive solution can be developed.

,) Other Drive States It was menti-oned above that
dissonance can arjse out of two conflicting cognitions which

only Ínteract within the context of other consÍstent cogn-

itions. This concept can be expanded to include other refe-
vant components" The additional components can either pro-

mote or inhibit dissonance reduction. such things as gui1t,
shame or sadness may encourage conversion while, in contrasl,
commitment, loyalty or strong attachment may prevent it from

o ccurring "

To answer the question about why conversi-on shourd be

the favoured mode of dissonance reduction: it is evÍdent

that conversion can be interpreted to be a positive resol-
ution based on severar counts" But this mode is subject to
mitigating considerations, which introduces the final quest-

ion: wÍth what is the convert striving to be consonant?

Having excfuded a number of possibre cases, for reasons

given above, it v/as indicated that there is a range within
which conversj-ons can be expected to occur. DÍscussions

have arso taken place about the direction of conversion,

however, this has not been adequately specified and described"
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]tr/e are now in a position lo do so.

It has been assumed that there j-s relative stability

in a personrs environment. If this is sor then political

conversion can range between two sub-types. As mentioned.

earlier, the first case is when Value Code Ís fairly consist-

ent with experience but dissonant with World Image. The

second. case would occur where \A/orld Image j-s fairly con-

sístent with experience, but is dissonant with Va1ue Code.

fn either instance, conversion involves the moving of one

sub-cluster closer bo the other in terms of congruity.

l,Ä/hile not necessarily involving change of content, beliefs
within the dissonant sub-cluster may be either emphasized

or díminished relative to previous levels: beliefs may be

differentiated between themselves to a greater degree than

before, single beliefs may be differentiated into multiple
beliefs, or single bel-lefs may be re-attached to different

beliefs in the associated sub-cluster.

The first question prompted from above is, what do

these converts look like? This involves a number of factors.

Some of them are: what is occurring in the pre-convert, what

the behavioral correlates are, and to what groups or ideology

the person is attracted.

To begin with¡ âh equal continuum cannot be conveniently

posited ranging from somewhat consonant Value Code-dissonant
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Il/orld Image to somewhat consonant Vl/orld Image-dÍssonant

Value Code. This means that it cannot be stated that there

is a mid-point at which there is relatÍve consonance in strict
schematic terms, Since attitudes in the World- Image category

seem to be more resistant to change tha:r values, a mutual

consonance mi-d-point appears shifted towards World Image.

This means that World Tmage apparently skews the distribution
of political conversion sub-types, which will be explained

momentarily. This means that it is much more likety that
when dissonance occurs it wiLl be of the Wor1d Image conson-

ant-Value Code dissonant variety. Hence, it is expected

that a majority of pol-itical conversions will involve changes

of values rather than attitudes.

This is supported by the conversion research done by

Robert Bock" Bock indicates it is the stabilÍty of attitudes
which facilitate value change" This means that a person

is not, in fact,rrmade overrrorrrborn againrr, but instead,

is in keeping with the individuals character. A person who

is hostile, suspicious and distrustful will remain so but

will seek an ideology to justify these feelings" i0

Since World Image somewhat consonant-Value Code disson-

ant ( or political value conversi-on) is likely to be more

common than the opposite case ( political image conversion) 
e

it shal-l be taken up first" EarLier, the pre-political value

converl was described as having a deep dislike for many
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aspects of the environment: events, ideologies or people"

These objects may be found to be incorrect, bad or immoral

and are perceived to be destructive instead of constructive

by the pre-converts non-objective stand-ards. For example,

a person of this sort coul-d view such things as long hair
on males, liberal government policy or strikes as against

tradÍtion, decency and propriety because they appear slrange,

and not because they may coincide with conservative opinions.

It seems that the objective things of dislike are

subjectively enlarged beyond their real significance. This

subjective enlargement appears to be twofold. First, the

signÍficance of the object of disagreement subjectively
possesses both real- and false attributes, which implies that

the object is understood in more verbaf terms and less

sensory terms than is usual-. Second, it seems that the

impact of the disagreeable object has a larger imagi_ned

effect on traditions or social values than is fact the case.

It appears not infequent that the things disagreed with are

the proper objective course" An example of this is the

acceptance of racism as a value while research shows that
it is very destructive ob jecti_vely 

"

Taking ELvis as an example, his Value Code is in severe

dissonance when values say that blacks should know their
place, but that they are taking advantage of trwhiteil money

through affirmative action programmes, being bussed to
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"white'r schools and are intermarrying wj-th whites" But this

alone may not be sufficient to cause conversion. To this

should be added the influ-ence of some dissonance withÍn

the World- Tmage sub-cluster" Elvis cou-ld view some of the

blacks he knows favourably, saying that he has black friends.

Hence, there is distinct stress in that there are calegories

to define the rrgoodrr and rrbadrr blacks.

Conversion provi-des the means by which the differences

and problems in apparent anomal-ou.s knowledge can be explained.

Once d"ealt with and resolved, the results of conversion may

be shared. The emphasis for the political value convert is
on an ideology rather than a group, although the group is
stil-l important because it helps to affirm the presumed

truth of the rrrlewrr beliefs. The convert finds termi-nal

worth in the ideology while the group is instrumental to the

acquisitJ-on of the newly structured Value Code.

These rrneurrr beliefs a.re a re-alignment whereby previous

knowledge j-s l-inked in a nerrv fashion, explained differently
or permì-tted to be knov¿n in a dif ferent context. Beliefs
here cannot be considered new knowledge" There is also a

moving of the 1,4/orld- Image sub-clu.ster towards Value Code

for the polì-tical value convert" This means that there will
be a different system of linkages in all lÍkelíhood, How

different is difficult to specify, although a few arguments

may be offered.
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To bring !\¡orld. Image into alignment with Valu-e Code,

it can be expected that there will be changes in World

Tmage" Alread,y ind-icated were the various mechanisms of

change and lhe relevant attitudes v¡ill be subject to these.

Part of the re-alignment process will be the linkage of

newly differentiated elements. Re-alignment wil-l probably

also involve the introduction of transcendence: ideology

likely is an important aspect of political value conversion.

It is hypothesized that the person susceptible to pol-.

itical value conversion could have had fairly strong rralues

prior to conversion. Further, it may be said that the indiv-
idual ha-d values which could be characLerized as rigid and

conservative. Ideo1ogical or political conservatism. is not

implied. Instead, it is meant that values are well defined

in terms of good and bad, correct or incorrect. However,

there is a relatively weak or absent social relatívity
awareness in additi-on.,

This is one reason why political conversion does not

necessarily directly d.eal with politics, but involves

broader colrective attachments as well-" some religious
conversions, for example: may well be more political than

religious, parti-cularily in some evangelical sects where

fairly elaborate social and political programmes are stressed.,

such as increased defense spending, anti-abortion lobbying

or decreased government influence. As of late, some of
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these groups have been cr'iticized for their distinct absence

of religiou.s articles, except those which d"eal u¡ith faith in

God and d-onations of money. ft is strongly suspected that

many political conversions wil-I occLÌr within the context

o f fundament¿1l religious groups 
"

The fina-l question to be considered, can conversions

of this type be deemed successful, as distinct from effective,
appears dependent on the group to which the convert is a-ttract-
ed, An effective conversion would seem to be the reduction

of dissonance whil-e a srlccessful one would entail the con-

tinuing happiness of the individual" Thì.s may be dependent

on group support, the explanatory pou/er of a ideology and,

perhaps, personal satisfaction, Success can also be inter-
preted. as an increased abiLity to und-erstand what is occur-

ring within society and hence, an increased ability to

function results" But this may not always be so' This is
said because a political value conversion, whil-e effective
in reducing dissonance, may not yield a successful set of

values which accord with society's generally. Therefore,

the degree of success can only be gauged on a comparative

empirical basis.

To be discussed is the second instance of political
conversion where Value Code is somewha.t consistent with

experience, but Vi/orld Tmage is dissonant (or political

image conversion). As has been discussed, there is reason
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to believe that attitudes are likely to be more stable and

resistant to change than values and therefore, political

i-mage conversion would seem to be a less 1ike1y event 
"

ft was stated previously that a person who experiences

d-issonance between ì,4/orld Image and the external- environment

would likely feel that things are no longer as dependable

or as predictable as they once were. The confounding

element which inhibits interpretation is that this phenomenon

ì.s mostly subjective in al-l probability. It was indicated

that this feeling of malaise felt by the person could well_

be an exclamative type of knowledge, lacking in precÍsion

or detail. Tn spite of thi-s, to consider this type of
dissonance as a form of mental- ilfness, however mi1d, may

be misleading.

A political image conversion would involve shifting
values to accord more closely with World Image attitudes.
A conversion of this type may yield a very unusual sort of
resolution since values would now be dependent on sets of
affects. If those affects are severely dissonant, it is
i-mplied that values are unlikely to exercise a signi-ficant
moderating infLuence. (gut they must have some influence,
by definition.) Tt may well be that if the Worl-d Image

sub-cluster i-s greatly askew values may be converted as well-.

The conversion may be effective, but unlikely to be successful.
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Earlier, conversion was said- to be the making consistent

of the sel-ected sub-clusters. However, there is no subseq-

uent demand that once this is accomplished that the now

consone-nt sub-cfusters must become consonant wÍth experience,

althou,gh they usually are" This is precisely where confus-

ion arises: there is a good possibility that for political
image conversion values could well- be consonant wíth exper-

ience to begin with, but because attitudes are hypothesized

to be less subject to change than values, it may be found

that previously consonant values have been sh'í fted away

from experience. Therefore, while it is more unlikely that
attitudes wil} become dissonant, when it occurs an element

of unpredictability is introduced which is not easily expl-

ained or accounted for. Thj-s is because a polítical i_mage

conversion which is not consistent with experÍence would

imply that the collective realm, with its attendant attach-
mentsr is subjectifiedo .

Although political image conversion deals with collect-
ive attachments, it does necessarily involve the other cate-

gories of attachment. rf subjectj-fication occurs, it concerns

such things as public objects, systems of authority or:symbols,
but i-t may not involve family life, religious belief or intetl--
ectual activity" But such pr,.rity would seem unlikely. while

reluctance has been registered to characterize political
image conversion as mental ilLness, one example of this sort

of person could be Hermann Goering who was, by repute, dnarm-
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ing, witty and intelligent, but sociopathic.

This j-ndicates one aspect of political image conversion,

that is, making value accord with Worli. Tmage" There would

appear to be a strong possibility that an ideology wil_l be

selected to facilitate the expression of conversion. If a

person had.high pou/er needs, it could be expected that he

would seek out an ideology or group with explicit power aims,

Possibly, the individual could join a group to exercise

poï/er. ft is strongly suspected that a given id.eology will
not be valued in itself, as is the case with the converts

aL the other boundary of the continuum. The relationship
between ideology and group would be reversed. The group

would be important, not for support, belongingness or affil-
iatÍon, but instead as a location where a person could extern-

alize World Image attitudes.

Since World Image j-s a number of measures deaÌing with

social-psychological- attitudes, it is reasonable to expect

that the subjectification of the environment to be complex

in one sense" But because these measures (to be discussed

in Chapter Four) do correlate, it is possible that a fairly
simple holistic image arises simirar to Adornots authoritar-
ian personality" The watchword is I'similarrr because the

politÍcal image convert does depart from Adornors stereo-

type in a few ways: the specificity of the convertrs attach-

ments as compared to the fairly extensive attachments envis-
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ioned by Adorno, conservatism as a measure of desire for

order as compared to conservatism as an ideology, and several

methodological and theoretical divislons, namely, Adornors

psychoanalytic perspective.

In spite of the differences, points of agreement may

be detected. In common with Adorno, it is expected that
the political ima,ge convert will share a number of psych-

ologi.cal attributes such as oveiigeneraLízaLion, a homogen-

eous view of the environment and the use of unsophistícated
1irogt_ c .

In terms of what a political image convert will look

like, the person may seek to force order on the social

realm, either by imagining it to exist or, less likely,
attempting to make order come about" It is unlikely that
the convert will be issue orientated, opting instead for
an intuitive or affective comprehension of the world"

Although the convert may express strong, simple political
or religious views, it cannot be said that he will rate

high on participation in terms of church going or politi_cal

activity. Interestingly, it may be proposed that a polit-
ical image convert will join numerous groups but may fÍnd
most, if not all, unsatisfactory"

In comparing the two range boundaries of political

conversion, ì-t can be seen that there is an underlying
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theme of certainty. Certainty can involve a large number

of interpretations, but from the viewpoint of this thesis

it would seem that certainty is something which is attrib-
uted by the individual to the worid, Actually, it is
unfair to suppose that the world is any more or less certain

than it has ever been, making exception for unusual or dis-
tressing short term events. Ultimately, this sentiment is
irrelevant because, for the convert, certainty is mostly

an internal thing, primitive for the political Ímage convert

and probably sophisticated for the political value convert.

However, distinguishing between primitive and sophist-

icated certainties is not sufficient. At first it would seem

that there is tittle difference between the two boundaries

of political conversion since the resulting conversions

have the major focus of attributed certainty" This is for
the most part correct, but it should be indicated that
political image conversion is likely to be the less success-

ful of the two. In this case, certainty is primarily a

matter of personal interpretation, something which would

give a clinical psychologist cause for concern" While

the subjectification of reality is occurring, v/e should be

cognizant that the process of political conversion does not

seem to greatly affect perceptionso This is a stabilizing
factor and why political conversion, particularily political
image conversion, cannot be characterized as mental illness.
WhÍIe stressÍng that conversion does not "greatly effectrl
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cognitions, there is hypothesized to be feedback. This

means that perceptions can change cognitive processes to

some d-egree, permitting subjectj-fication" In the final

analysis, conversj-on does involve changing some values,

attitudes and cognitive relationships, but overall, these

changes are sufficiently small to assure the stabílity of

the cognitive cluster and the resulting continuation of the

personality as a whole.

The continuatíon of the personality is, to a large

extent, one of the major reasons why conversíon can be hypo-

thesized at all. Without the anchor of the other clusters,

there would be the alternatives of small opinion change or

outright personality change. Because a person converts,

this does not imply any diminishing of abilities, loss of

memoríes or changes in the way many things are understood,

for those things are untouched by the conversion process"

The notion of the sub jectj-ficati-on of realíty within
the continuing personality returns earlier statements about

conversion possibly being an activity of choosing harmonious

realities. It may be that conversion is not so much a choice

of one reality over others, but is a process of jettisoning
discomforting ones instead" The seLection of a harmonious

reality need not be a consciously agreeable decision, but

subconsciously satisfying nevertheless" An example of thís
is the radical convert who finds counter-revolutíonaries
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wherever he chooses to look. This raises the obvious state-

ment that conversion may not be choosing a harmonious reality

per se: but instead is projecting a familiarizíng one to

make reality be understood in the way we wants. This recalls
an earlier discussion that conversion could well be vacuous

and tautological for some people,

Although the image of conversion appears mechanistic,

there i.s a possibility that actuaLization of conversion can

be subject to will or intent. Tt has been saÍd that the

conversion process is usually below a\,vareness, and thj-s is
maintained, but conversion involves choice to the extent that

it only makes sense within some sort of context of relation-
ships, poorly defined though they may be.

The dissonance described in this section assumes

greater possibility that conversion wj-ll occur given certain

circumstances, but in no way is conversion guaranteed. ft
is possible for an ind.ivudal to experience dissonance for a

very long time and never resolve it" The long period of
dissonance felt by some people can be the result of competing

responses, ambivalent dissonance and other personality
factors. Sometimes this understood by the pre-convert

through a search metaphor.

The metaphor of the search is a familar pattern lo

which some converts can respond, both in himself and others.
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The search metaphor i-s a common one and occurs with some

frequency in literature: Jesusrs forty days and nÍghts in
the desert, Odysseusrs ten years of wandering after the fall
of Troy, and more recently, Eslragonrs and Vladimirrs search

for determination are examples, Searching therefore Ís
something which people are acquainted with, whether Ín fact
or fiction" The convert can understand himself in this
fashÍon. They will say¡ "f am searchingr'e not "I am diss-
onantli,

Tn sum, pofitical conversion j_s an attempt to restore
order and predictability to the external world as it deals

with our collective altachments which are, admÍttedly,
wide and extensive. lt has been indicated that there

exÍsts a range of possible responses dependíng on the spec-

ific nature of the d.issonance experienced and on other
contributing factors.

Epistemological Conversion

Perhaps of the greatest interest to the acad.emic read-er

is the type of conversion which deals with changes in the

way a person thinks, From a research standpoÍnt, epístomo-

logical conversion is the most d.ifficult to describe, explain
and measureo rt wirl be found that many of the earlier
concepts have only a restricted and passi-ng application
to the Epistomological convert.
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It seems fev¡ people are av/are that they possess an

epist,emology, hov'iever simple or complex, and fewer yet are

suf ficiently aware of the stu.dy of epistemology to artaLyze

and understand their own, This element of self awareness

mea,ns that the epistemological convert is unlike tke others.

Too, epistemological conversj-on is unlike the other

types. Many of the concepts introduced earlíer simply do

not make sense in reference to somebody v,iho has dj_scovered

a novel modef of causality. Since thinking is a major part

of epistemological conversion, a.nd since thinking and its
results do not have to manifest themselves in actionr.
it becomes d-if ficult to determine the extent e.nd nature

of future possible behaviors. Hence, it is also difficult
to state what the epistemological convert. looks l_ike. Hotr-

ever, previous theoretical discussions provide the means by

which some limits of the phenomenon, and. the sorts of people

subject to epistemological conversion, may be described.

The epistemological convert will probably be an active
thinker, used to and will-ingly engaging in problem solving,
theory construction or careful observation. conversion

itself may be viewed as an exercise in problem solvj_ng,

rt is reasonabLe to assume that the epistemological convert

has a hi-story of intellectual challenges and, more import-
antly, a record of successes" This gives the convert some

element of familiarity wi-th the problems to be encountered
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and a degree of confidence.

It would further appear that the epistemological con-

vert will be knowledgeable. This extends past being in
possession of discomforting knowledge of the sort previously

described, The motivation of epistemological conversion

lies not in two conflicting cognitions, but within the

inability to rationally and logically reconcile two cog-

flicting cognitions within a theoretical framework. If
discomfort is feft, and this cannot be assumed, it is because

a theoretical- framework is inadequate and not because of
conflicting facts. But the problem would not likely arise
unless a person has a good number of pre-existing facts, some

or many of which could not be explained" Tn fact, it is
assumed that the potential convert would have a great deal

of contradictory knowledge, so much so that disagreeing or

non-explainable facts could not be justifiably jettisoned

or ignored because those facts are exceptional cases, too

specific to a situation or just do not fit into the Ínitial
epistemology.

EpistemoLogical conversion may ínvolve non-logical- ,

yet Ímaginative, factors, Epistemological conversion is
not solely marshalLing facts and lining them up: it could

include those moments when, in spite of the rules of logical
thought and common sense, the facts that need explaining
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seem to fall together. An example of this is the discovery

of the configur¿ition of DllA, envisioned- j-n e dream by

Patrick. Therefore, the earlier argument that different
levels of the mind interact seems bolstered by this, and

may be an integral part of epistemological conversion.

That only an intellectual or philosophical elite is
subject to epistemological conversion is not implied, bul

it is evident that potenti-al ccnverts should be conversant

in logÍcal and theoretical frameworks. Yet despite this,
there remains an intensive, thou.gh not extensÍve, population

with which to deal" Potential converts are likely people

who deal with relationships and facts over things and objects:
compu.ter programmers, statisticians and engineers,

fn its most primitive usage, epistemology refers to a

branch of philosophy which investigates human knowledge.

A more su.itable working interpretation is that epistemorogy

is a theory of information processing expanded to include

thinking, creativity and learning. This is how the word

is basically used for di_scussion"

Epistemological conversion involves the Cognitive

cluster, the Value Category sub-cluster and cultural
attachments. conversion is motivated by dissonance between

Cognitions and Value Categories. However, the word diss-
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onance is used guard-edly in this application for reasons

which will become evident.

Value Categories describe the way in whj_ch knowl-ed_ge

should be known, not necessari-ly how it is known. Within

the Value Category sub-cluster are the telic, ethical,
aesthetic, epistemological and economic categorÍes. The

epistemological value category should not be confused with
the conversion type: it is a specific construct and thÍs
will be detailed below.

The teric category refers to ultimate means and ends"

The word'rultimaterris the key here for it does not describe

folkways or social rules" Instead, it would appear that
the teric category infers an ability, or potential ability,
to explicate various courses of thought and actÍon to their
logical conclusion" rt would seem that the telic category

is not simply a question of B folIowíng A, but implies
that a person is able to explicate the steps which read.

from A to B. The telic category is therefore concerned

with the knowledge of relationships.

Because lhe telic category is found in the value cluster,
it is not implied that ultimate means and ends must refer
to human relationships. A conception of means and ends can

be equally used to understand arL, music or mathematics

appart from the artist, musician and the mathematician.
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The telic caiegory deals with the logic of sets.

The ethical valu-e category deals with notions of good

and evil" At first, this appears to be sÍmple because many

of our ideas on the subject are given to us duri-ng prì-mary

socialization" Looking at it more closely, a few things

become apparent. Notions of good and bad learned during

childhood tend to be control devices used by parents. Once

rrgoodrr and rrbadrr are eliminated as expressions of authoritat-
ive approval or disapproval, a great deal has been removed.

Explicit notions of good and bad tend- to change over time,

implying that the words are socially defined and have only

a small degree of absolute or moral meaning" fdeas dealing

wíth good and evil are contaminated in that the words I'good",

"right" and rrcorrectil may often be used interchangeablyr âs

can be rrevilrr , rrbadrr and I'u/rongr'. The result of thÍs is an

overlap oí meaning and lack of precision, and a person may

not be au/are of this. Good and evil sometimes carry an

implied reward or threat of punishment to be meted out by

an assumed superior agent. Tt may be that good and evil
become criteria for reward rather than standards. Tn add-

ition, notions of good and evil seem to have emotional

significance: lve should Love good and hate evil.

,SÍnce the ethical value category has a number o.f ancill-
ary concepts, and not always distinct and delineable, there

is a problem for the epistemological convert in deriving a
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criteri.on of good and evil,

The aesthetic value category defines beauty and ugli-
ness and this would appear to be mostly a personal opÍnion:

what is beautiful to one person is ugly to another. But

there may be a strong possibility that notions of beauty

are widely shared between people in spite of what seems

initially obvj-ous. Beauty has frequently been associated

with other qualities, or has been incorporated into a larger
concept" Beauty is seen as possessing, or being concurrent

withl good, harmony or correctness" Alternatively, ugliness

has been seen as being concurrent with assymmetry, imbalance

or discord" Therefore an image arises which may lead people

to believe that beauty j-s true, graced, or perfect while ugti-

ness is false, tainled or imperfect. This viewpoint is
explicitly made by Plato" ft seems that we have inherited
an emotional disposition to accompany these notÍons: beauty

pleases while ugli-ness of fends"

The epistemological value category deals with how truth
is to be known and how it is to be held. This rrhow truth is
to be knownrr contaj-ns teleological and tautological elements,

depending on how the phrase is accented"

The fÍrst way of accenting the phrase j_s I'how truth,
is to be knou/nrr. This way¡ the epistemological value

category is concerned with the status of the external realm
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and the objects of thought to be found in it. Atthough il
may be unlikely that a person would- question whether reality
really exists, serious issues are raised" The rrhow truth'l
component wouLd seem to oblige a person to determine the

validity of facts, contexts of observation and reliabitity
of measureso With this interpretation, truth is something

external to the individual, although additional I'truths"

or attributes may be given to an object. This is a pract-
ical concern for the person interested in epistemology.

In one way, it helps to assure a common reality by contín-
ually returning the convert to it and other people"

The second way of accenting the phrase, I'hor¡¡ truth is,
to be knownrr, requires a person to turn inward to anaLyze

questions concerning theorizing, truthfulness of perception

or logical relations, to question the internal realm. This

involves a person discovering his mental life: the way he

categorizes and crassifies objects and events, the effect
of previous learning on current endeavours, and many other
factors.

As a total phrase, it describes the statements of rel_at-

ions within the mind concerning both the internar and the

external realms" The internal is more important, however;

there are a number of processes occurring and, ultimalely,
the derivation of a statement about rrhow truth is to be

knownrr will depend on these, not on the external world.
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The economic category deals with definítions of both

preferences and the preferable in the realm of social exchange.

This category is distinguishable from ltreed-s, although it would

seem that the two overlap. WhiLe it correct that preferences

are subject to considerable personal interpretation, it is
probable that they are subject to the same processes as

other values: judgment, appraisal and evaluatÍon. This

means that what is preferable cannot be implied to be

synonymous with desires for things or relationships found in
the Need sub-cluster,

Tn contrast to Value Categories which describe how

knowledge should be known, the CognÍtive cluster describes

how knowledge is actualLy known and handled" The Cognitíve

cluster is hypothesized to consist of perceptive, memory

and defense mechanismso The cognitive sub-clusters are

somewhat more complex lhan the others: while Attitude and

Value sub-clusters are constructs based. on correlated, meas-

ures, the Cognitive sub-clusters are real and separate

mechanisms of the mind.

Within the perception sub-cluster, which is usually
designated as cognitions proper, a distinction is made bet-
rr/een information processing and thinking, which seem to

involve different levels of the mind. while information
processing is preconscious, thinking is conscious and deals

with more complex activítj-es such as concept learning, prob-
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lem solving and reasonÍng. However, there are several other

factors to make thinking distinctive: thinkÍng appears to

be subject to witl and intention; it involves symbols,

images and logic to a degree unknown in information process-

ing; and language definitely has a place in thinking, but

not necessarily in information processing" But of special

concern is the relationship between thinking and learning"

0n the most primitive level is rote learnÍng. The

word primitive is used carefully, for even rote learning

can be very complex. There appear to be four types of rote

learning: serial learning, paired associate learning, free

recall and recognition learning" Usually below awareness

are serial learning and paired associate learning, but they

can be considered preconscious in that we can attend to the

learning process if desired" It is evident that even this
type of learnÍng plays an important part in epistemological

conversion. This is because, for both types of rote learn-
ing, strong associations are built up within sequences and

between pairs of data, This may eventually entail leaps

of 1ogic, invalid reasoning because of step substitution
or false, though common, pairings.

Seríal and paired associate learning need not involve
only data association" There would seem to be no reason

why concepts, beliefs or perceptions could not also be

correctly or arbitrarily associated: for example, \Moman,
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kitchen, children and house could be paired, with sexism

possibly resu-lting. Rote learning may therefore invol_ve

stereotyping, which nay be generalized to become bias or
prejudice of which a person may not be aware. The interest-
ing aspect of serial and paired concepts j_s that there ca:n

be a lack of underlying theory. This could be discomforting

for a potential convert" If a theory can be said to exist,
it may be a justification or rationalization, or the theory

ma.y be rote learned as wefl merely because it is implÍcit.
There is a strong suggestion that any theory which may exist
does so because it is self-fulfilLing, circular or reinforced,
bu.t not necessarily correct. rn some instances, serial and.

paired- concepts may replace thJ_nking"

Free recal-l and recognition learning are more active
types of rote learning. Free recall deals with how a learner
organizes information, how cues are used and remembered, and

learning strategies. Recognition learning deals with both

the types of things which will be learned, and the ways in
which an individual discriminates between events, objects
and ideas. Presumablyr ân epistemological convert will
change the ways in v¡hich he recalls and recognizes inform-
ation according to the logicar structure of the new epist-
omology" Hou/ever, this is not certain"

Recognì-tion learning is a fruitful area of study because

a researcher can explica-te the elements of familiarity
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which link different objects, words or concepts. Problems

may be encountered when attempting to map the categories

of a novel- epistemoLogy. It can be assu-med that there will

be differing levels of categorization, and research would

become an effort to discern finer and fj-ner categories of

knowledge 
"

Recall and recognition, as an entire class of mechanisms,

range over several levels of awareness. Recall and recog-

nitÍon of familiar objects, images and norms seem to be

preconscious and subconscious, while complex concepts and

theories are more likely to be conscious, although not

entirely" The changes which might result from epístemolog-

ical conversion are difficult to gauge. It may be that

apperceptÍons will be unaffected except where directly
related to the conversion, In contrast, there would appear

to be consÍderable changes in symbol, image and relation
useo If epistemological conversÍon is mostly a conscious

event, then it will probably be restricted to the upper levels
of au/areness. However, this cannot be assured" If epistemo-

logical conversion ranges over all or mosl levels of aware-

ness, then this implies that j_nformation processing will
be significantly affected.

Problems of precision arise because it would appear

that even basic information processing is learnedr âs

di-stinct from being a learning and processing device,
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and since episternological conversion is a new learning

experience, it is strongly implied- that conversion effects

information processing.

The effect of conver'sion on information processing can

be speculated orr but only that since it is a,ssumed that

conversion is a personal matter. However, it may look like
this" Pairing increases the fikelihood that something wilt
be retained" Serial learning provides a context for each

element, thereby enhancing meaning. Recogni-tion permits

the coding of incoming data. Conversion could possibly

involve changes in retention, meaning that different facts
are learned; the context of learning could be changed

resulting in differing meanings; and due to changes in
recogni-tion, coding of data could mean that some facts could

be more easily remembered than before conversion and some

not.

Until now, some of the mechanisms have been described,

but this description serves no purpose if the dymanics of
learning are not indicated. For this three concepts are

introduced which have a significant impact on the epistom-

ological convert: clustering, subjective organization and

mental imagery"

Clustering occu-rs because elements have some amou.nt of

commonality wilh each other" Sì-mple clustering j-s identical
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to paired associales, but more complex clustering Ínvolves

the creation of' categories and classifications" Several

objects may be clustered differently on the basis of diff-
erent common criteria; therefore, clu-sters cut across each

o ther"

Subjective organization, and similar to it, coding,

are mechanisms which facilitate retention of information,

but becau-se they are active, they have an impact on conver-

sion" Subjective organization is a term applied to the

process of finding consistencies within data when no evident

order exists. Coding generally involves reorganizing d.ata

to facil-itate learning. The form of coding wh.ích interests
most is natural langua-ge mediation, fn natural language

mediation, data is i-ntegrated j_nto phrases or sentences

allhough th.e information organized may not be logically
related. Both subjective organization e.nd coding appear to

be active conscious affairs.

Clustering, subjective organization and coding all app-

ear to be actively involved with information processing, but

have little to d.o with thinking except as input. This is
not to suggest these processes do not affect thinking:
they can, significantly, if the codings and categories are

poorly or exceLlently arranged. Hov¡ever, an epÍstomolog-

ical convert will likely be working with pre-organized

bodies of data and systems of theory. ft Ís probable that
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the information influenced by coding and subjective organ-

ization are lower level- data, and therefore, probably not

part of the information deaft with in the conversion process"

The final type of information proces-sing, the term is
used guardedly because this appears to be the dívision
between j-nformation processing and thinking, is mental

imagery. Mental imagery is a powerful factor in verbal

learni4g. Mental images are self created pictorj-al represent-

ations a.nd arrangemenls. Some of these were discussed in
the first chapter in connection with mental- constructions.

The issue here is identical- both from the viewpoint

of the convert and thesis theory, Most of our learning is
apparently in the form of verbal images and it is improbable

that data is ever completely transformed, It may be reason-

ably assumed that there is some amount of personalization

involved, namely, perceptual distortion of socially derived

images, creation of images not in line with those of other

peopler or different structurings of images from differing
sets of images.

ff imagery analysis is a necessary part of epistemolog-

ical conversion, it may be that a potential epistomologicar

convert will stop short of a realignment of the Cognitive

cluster a1d the Value Category sub;cluster, Being aurare of

the shortcomings of personal images, and being a\rare that
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remedial aclion is needed meiy be al} that is sufficient.
What could occur is a lowering of priori-ty or elimínation

of some classes of images.

Thinking has a special place in epistemological conver-

sion. Thinking can include many activities: speculation,

concept learning, problem solving, decision making, and other

and necessarily conscious activites" All these appear in
epistomological conversion"

Following a hierarchical structure of argument by

agreement, concepts deal with sets of objects whÍch are

considered together because of some common property, real
or imagined" Concepts allow people to rise above the neces-

sity of having to deal with every object or idea they encoun-

ter as a separate entity. The i-mportance of concepts does

not reside in their useful-ness as a mechanisrn of idenlity
but rather, in their selectivity of appropriate objects ancr

rejection of inappropriate objects. By combining two objects
or attribu-tes which are categorized differently, a concept

is j-ntroduced to describe the relatj-onship between those

objects, attributes or concepts t,o create a third higher

concept.

concepts do not appear to be a clear, definitive break

from some of the simpler mechanisms of information processing.

At the simplest level-, it may be diffícuilt to distinguish
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between pairing and conceptualization. But e. concept at

least describes a functional or contextual relationship"
V/here concepts differ from information processing is in
the ability to synthesize and create additional categories

and concepts. This means that concepts are guided by rules.

Rule Name Verbal Description of Conce'pt

All X objects are examples of the
concept.

All objects which are X or Y or
both are example of the concept.

Affirmation

Con j unction AII objects which are X and Y are
examples of the concept.

Tnclusive
dis j unctive

Conditional If an ob ject i-s X, then it must be

Y to be an example of the concept.

Biconditional- X objects are examples of the concept
if and only if they are Y (12)

As it applies to the epistemological convert, attention
should be directed to the higher levels of conceptualization"
The word "higherlr is used in two lvays: first, concepts are

not typicarry two facts to one concept rel-ationships, rather,
they are many facts to a concept, and second, attention to

the combination of insubstantiaL objects is in order"

Concerning the first issuer. concepts are rarely the
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ccmbining of only two dífferently categorized objects" Even

a fair'ly si-mple concept, a dog, utilizes many different
single attributes" As well, the concept of a dog is part

of the larger conception of animals. The concepts to be

encountered in the convert are likeLy to be larger array

concepts, incorporating many elements.

Truth: âs an example of an insubstantial thing, can be

considered a concept: oot merely because people say sor but

because the concept of truth possesses those qualities,

attributes and relationships to make it so. The validity
of the notion of truth would not seem to depend on whether

it exists or not, but whether a person can establish the

idea of truth as a concept. (Truth as a cognitive concept

and truth as a value category are entirely different analyt-
ically.) The higher concepts emphasize the reLationships

between attributes more than the attributes themselves.

The epistemological convert is clearly dissatisfied
with some, if not many, of the concepts he holds" Tt would

not seem likely that conversion involves large increases of
informationr although conversion may need the acquisition
of a critical piece" Therefore, the abitity to recombine

attributes of objects, ideas or symbols in a new way indic-
ates that the individual is capable of jettisoning or demot-

ing attributes while retaining the relationship or rule
which originally connected them. l[/hile this would seem to
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be impossible if referring to everyday objects and events

it is difficult to imagine a dog as only a relationship
of non-attributes it would appear somewhat unlíkely that

this applies to such concepts as freedom, right or God-.

It may be that these are referring to completely vacuous

conceptsr âs evidenced by the comments about 'rGod is Loverr

earlier"

Concepts such as freedom, right or science, when used

as nouns, could be prima.rily relationships with attríbutes
being assigned. What appears to emerge, once some images,

symbols or myths are eLiminated, is that things such as

science are ilWhat T think isu o o'r or rrlt seems to uten ".rro
Tf this is correct, people can frequently generate personal

attributes to relate to each other" But agreement Ís poss-

ible due to the relative invariance between people on just
how these attributes shoufd be related to create the concepts

of freedom, right or scienceu Tt would seem that this would

be better irlustrated across cultures rather than across

i-ndividuals "

That higher }evel conceptualization is more concerned

with rules and relationships within the mind highlight
three points which must be dealt with by both theory and

a convert" These points cover the dimensions of positive
and negative conceptual-ization, relevant and irrelevant
Ínclusion of attributes, and an abstractness to concreteness
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continuum "

Taken as a whole, conceptualization may be said to
have two forms: positive and negative, Most of the concepts

l,ve learn and hold are positive: they are a combÍnation of

attributes and a connecting rule. However, it is also

the case that we possess negative concepts, but we make

little or no use of them. Negative concepts occur in two

modes: combination of contradictory or exclusive attributes,
or combination of attributes with a negalive rule. People

use negative concepts less frequently because there are a

very large number of them in comparison to positive concepts,

and are therefore less useful. Yet for the epistemological

convert, it can be hypothesized that there will be greater

use of negative concepts. One reason is that some of the

positive concepts are l-ess clear and useful than formerly.

Negative concepts seem to have important discrimination

value, particularily so with ambiguous or insubstantial
fact informati-on: defining freedom within the context of
not-free, for example" Although there may be a variety
of not-free concepts, they help to eliminate irrelevant,
useless or imprecise concepts"

Whether negative concepts represent a negatÍon of
positive concepts is open to dispute" For example, does

the negative concept of dishonesty inversely correspond

to the positive concept of honesty? Honesty and- d-ishonesty
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are commonly u"nderstood to be different states of the same

concepl " Sorne researchers disagree. It is more like-l-'

that the opposite of honesty is not-honest, while the

opposite of dishonesty is not-dishonest" Researchers have

found it necessary to create split scales to adequately

measure some social-psychological concepts and. attitude 
""12

Until nollr, it has been assumed that concepts and

conceptualization utilizes relevant data. This is not

always so" A concept can contaín two sorts of irrelevant
data: first, information which does not bear on the concept

is incl-uded, and second, irrelevant redundant attributes

are included. The first case can lead to a number of things,

some of which are concepts which are tangentalr -incoruect
or vague" The second j-nstance can be beneficial, redund-

ancy may help learning for many people depending on the

facts to be learned. In non-learning situations, redundancy

may be less beneficial, especially if it concerns complex

information not recognized as redundant, that is, one

attribute perfectly predi-cting other attributes,

The final di-mension, the concrete-abstract continuum,

is unremarkable. There is a continu.um of learning diffi-
culty which accompanies this d.imension. The more abstract

the concept, the more difficult it is to generate or l_earn.

This may be supplemented wj-th the suggestion that the more

abstract a concept is, the more difficult it ís to analyze
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and interpret.

In view of the above, it would appear that we need not

look to theorizing or problem solving to note that conversion

may be prompted by problems down in the hierarchy. Bringing

to bear faulty concepts may be as effective. People may

possess the correct elements of conceptuaLi_zaLi_on, but if
they were to be joined incorrectly or by an inappropriate

rule, then problems could arise when the concepts are

transferred up the hierarchy for theorizing.

This higher level theorizing is thinking. The notíon

of thinking has been troublesome to the social sciences.

Thinking cannot be observed, only inferred. As it is
commonly understoodr w€ think when we figure something out,
plan to do something, organíze a task or comment on an

issue" Tn all these cases, the outcome of thinkÍng is not

critical to the actual process of thinking. SÍmply under-

stood, thinking is primeirily problem solving which proceed.s

through several stages: recognition or attention, under-

standing, interpretation and analysis" 0nce this is accom-

plished, a person generates theories or postulates with
which to deal with the probrem. This process may be almost

instantaneous or may require a consid-erabl-e length of time.

rt is somewhat difficuLt to determine whether or not eval-

uation and judgment should also be j_ncluded as a thinking
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process, althou-gh aL first glance it would appear son 13

To be fair, thinking is not this simple, and should

also be distinguished from other mental activites. Think-

ing is an active process, but not all active mental processes

are thinking" Tt is therefore posited that there are three

mental processes: willing, judging and thlnking. Tt can

be seen that each of these hypothesized activities coruespond

to the three clusters: thinking with Cogni_tions, willing
with Attitude and judging with Values,

Thinking may be best expressed in the phrase often used

to begin a sentence, 'rf t appears to uteo u.tro Properly

speaking, thinking is distinguished from the lower levels
of mental activites by an element of consciousness not

necessarily present in them. To be sure, the learning of
concepts appears to be a conscious event, but lheir contin-
ued use does not" Expressed differently, we d.o not seem to
attend to our concepts or l-ower structured cognitions even

when we use them. But attending to something would seem to
be the first order of thinking"

Attending to somethi_ng implies at least two things,
First, the person attending has the requisite concepts and
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perceptual- abilities to recognize and understand the object

or symbol in question. Piagetrs research has addressed this
problem. For especially abstract symbols, as the epistomo-

logical convert is likely to encounter, it may be that a few

people are never able to perceive and understand them. As

a familiar example, it is often necessary to teach percept-

ual abilities before teaching more abstract information"

This is reflected in the attitude that university teaches

people to think. Teaching people to think involves the

second point: in order to attend to an object or symbol,

those objects and symbols must be able to become subjects.

It is not sufficient that an ob ject onl-y appear, and there

are a number of ways in which an object may appear, but it
mu-st be transformed into a verbal image.

The number of objects to be transformed are many and

varied" The objects can be immediate: this typewriter, this

table, this cup of coffee. Because of mediating instrument-

ation, things which appear can also be cel1s, el_ectrical

current or stars. Too, it seems, objects which for all-

intents and pu"rposes do not possess mass or a testable

existence may transformed into verbal images.

Verbal images are sometimes attributed. to our dependence

on biological sense-data" Where or when it j_s lacking we

create it. It is said that since this is the only way

that things can be perceived and und.erstood, anything we
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wish to understand must be mediated by this bÍo1ogica1 logi s.

Herrce, God becomes a great and powerful father. 0n a

les-ser level, a child will view a political figure a,s a

super-father while aL the same time being clearly unaware

of the notion of political office"

It is evident that attending to something is somewhat

more complex than merely looking at somethi-ng. Attending

requires that a person be more than a s'pectator" To be e

spectator, it would seem, it to not adequately understand

or perceive what is going orì¡ to be a minimal incorporation

of events into the self. To incorporate, to transform,

to internafize would seem to imply that the person has

become a participant"

To confuse the notion that objects are transforned

into verbal images v¡ith the subjectification of the external

realm would be mistaken. It is likely that a person ca,n

transform an object a.nd remain detached" The term for this
is subjective-objectivity, Complete subjectification
between people would necessarily preclude communication

between people, and this clearly has not happened. It seems

highly probable that the transforma.tions people make tend

to be simílar" Hence, it is aL this point that cul-tural

attachments become i-mportant.
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It wou,ld. be correct to say that cultural attachments

define the possibilities of knowing" Having a langu-age

lì-mits both the objects capable of being understood anC

the ways in v¡hich ob ject-data can be transformed into thou.ght-

images" This was attributed earlier to the problems of the

metaphor and our biologic understanding. This, of ccurse,

is not complete, but it will suffice.

That culture limits what is kriown should not be surpris-
ing" This j-s particularily evident in our sciences. At

a primitive level, lack of funding implies that a research

topic is deemed nol worthwhile by others, But on a higher

level, culture has descrlbed the l-imits of mental enterprise

as a string of verities, not truth.i4 Therefore, culture
also limits what is acceptable as an observation, a theory

or what is between.

The scientific method highlights this point: it is not

so much a method as a set of cultural referents. Among

other cultural attachments, it can be said that we have

inherited certain ideas concerning the way data i-s to be

manipulated. These ideas are termed as logic or rationality.
The scientific method appears to be a more organized way of
doing that which we would naturaLry do as a given of this
culture. In a. large wayr the scientifíc method is state-
ments which formally describe how transformations are to
carried oul. This is good in one regard because transform-
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ations can be specified and shared to an almost complete

d-egree" But we tend to confuse the method v,¡ith the trans-

formation" If a mental image is verifiable in method and

evidence, then it will no doubt be accepted, subject to
replication. ff the evidence is compelLing but the tech-

niques are "faultyrr or different, then both will appear

u/rong because a differÍng Iogical structure cannot handle

the needed transformations to verbal images. Hence, this
recalls the comment about science being a string of verities:
truth appears dependent on the logical system in use, and

not on appearances"

The problem with verbal images is that once held they

become attributes of the world. We therefore fÍnd that
these j-mages no longer seem to be of our own creation, but

a property of the object itself" To theorize about something,

to create a paradigm, would not seem completely possible

since to do so implies the creation of attendant images and

concepts, which for the majority of people, originate out-

side human endeavour. While it is perfectly correct that
there arises nerrr facts and evidences, they are unlikely to

differ in their method of discovery or the ways in which

they are transformed. Regardless of what we know, a fact
is still generalLy 'rthe tip of the icebergrr.

Arendt argues that this is a necessary thing. Attrib-

uting our verbal images to the object rather than ourselves
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obliges people to return to the real world and not to lose

sight of common sense" The notion of verbal images and the

issues of culture imply that these are essentially concerns

for the student of cognition" This is probably correct:

even the most rigorous scientist is not much worried.

whether transformations are part of an object or within

himself , his methods work and that is sufficient"l5Ho*"rr"r,

thi-s is a central concern for the epistemological convert.

It m¿y be thou-ght that once verbal images are fully

attributed to ourselves, whether individually or culturally,

there is a potential for epistemological conversion. Not

necessarily so: a person may not care that what is external

is mediated by verbal images, he still hurts when he fall-s

rlown" For the epist emological convert, the questioning of
reality is a trite affair" \Ã/hat he will doubt are the

theories and paradigms derived from his culture. This

j-ntroduces the idea that truth and meaning are dÍfferent"
White in itself the distinction has been debated ( to the

point of boredom), the convert may be compelled to search

for a solution.

The attribution of verbal images relates back to an

earlier discussion on concepts" There seems to be a tauto-

logical aspect to concepts in that some of the attributes
to be combined may be of ou"r ourn creation" Sometimes this

is not a problem: objects exist ancl confirm. However,
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in the case of non-physical objects, which may be nothing

more than a verbal image, the problem of circu-larity anC

tautology can be serious.

In sum, attenCing to something, as a first stage of
thought, is complexu It cannot be saíd- with any certainty
that attending is actually thinking, although it is necess-

ary. Thinking is considered to be a covert process, some-

thing which is inferred from activity, However, Íf activ-
ity ceases, thinking cannot be said to have ceased as well,
Therefore, behavior is not a good indicator of thought"

Using a restricted definj_tion of thinking, it may be that
it is possible to act without thinking" A preliminary

definition could ber: I'thinking refers to a class of covert

actj-vities that involve the manipulation of symbolsrr . 16

This manipulation mostly involves language and concepls"

The most apparent point about thinking is that this defin-
ition is not very good since it depends on describing one

of the few things of everyday life which does not appear,

Herein lies a difficulty.

It sometimes seems that thinking mitigates against

thinking about thinking, As circular as thal statement is,
it indicates the bootstrap problem to be overcome by the

epistemological convert" He may convert in terms of krrov¡-

ledge to be desired, in an au/areness of concepts and con-

ceptualization, and in the understanding he has of verbal_
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images and verbaLizaLíon, but he is presented with a dilemma

in connection with the way he manipulates what he knows.

This may be considered learning in some ways, and some of
the more fu-ndamental elements of thinking, attribution of
cause, awareness of relationships and the l_ike are learned.

as we1l. rf, however, these things are taken away there is
nothing left to think about. rt has been suggested that it
is possible to be completely introspective, to think without
reference to the externar worfd, mathematics is cited. as an

example, but concepts such as numbering systems and mathematic

operations are learned as well. ultimately, it would appear

that thinking depends on having an external world. But

thinking appears to be something we naturally do: we think
because we are human. when thinking becomes its own subject,
we seem to get bogged down.

To give a belter description of epistemological conver-
sion: it involves derivi-ng a new berief metaphysÍc, which

involves generating new verbal images, concepts and attrib-
utional combinations. conversion may mean a change in one

or all- of these things" These changes necessarily are

carried up to lhe higher levels of theorization and paradigm

formation, but are inilated because of the origj_na1 problems

at these higher levels. This means that conversion goes

from the top down in hierarchical terms.

This raises the immediate question, is it possible for
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thj-s structure of conversion to be reversed? Yes, but it
would. not be conversion. It would be relearning, not dis-
covering" This v,rould be a revoLulion, not a conversion.

The reason is that relearning does not involve the contra-

dictÍons described in the previous sections, although con-

flÍct may be part of learning a nelv epistemology.

The cognitive cluster also contains the sub-clusters

of memory and defense" It is not unreasonable to expect

changes to occur in these sub-clusters, but any change

would seem to be dependent on changes in the lower and

hígher levels of cognition" It is difficult to specify what

sort of changes will happen. As has been seen, epistemolog-

ical conversion may have any number of directions. Expans-

ion shall be brief.

Memory was discussed in connection wilh other types

of conversion, in particular, phenomena such as motivated

forgetting and remembering, and distortion" However, many

of the things usually associated with memory may not be

valid when appli-ed to epistemologicaL conversion. 0ne of
the reasons is that such things as motivated rememberÍng seem

to arise out of defense, anxiety or other affective factors.
It j-s difficult to i_magine these things being relevant to

epistemological conversion since it is essentially an intell-
ectual enterprise" I'or the most part, memories seem to

remain untouched: certainly, a change of a personts method
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of theory building should not change childhood memories"

But with this expectation is the accompanying one that

change will, in all probability, be limiled in scope, both

in terms of the extent of change and. the amount of knowledge

affected-"

The type of memory of most interest i-s long term memory"

fnterest in short term memory: or those dealíng with motor

tasks, is mini-mal. Three types of long term memory can be

identified: recall-r recognition and. savings" 17a In recall,
information is generally freely available to the individual.
Thi-s is accomplished by the person providing his orrvn cueso

In aided recall, the required cue provided by the context

or situation. An example of aided reca1l is remembering

a political theory, where a fact wil-l give the needed cue

for recalling the next fact in the theory, As far the con-

vert is concerned, it would seem that free recall woul_d

remain relatively unaffected except for previously unused

knowledge. Aided recall holds more promise since it is
dependent on external or explicit cues, Previous learning

could be elicted given an epistomological restructuring.
However, in both types of recall, what is remembered would

appear to be contingent on conversion rather than being an

j-mportant part of it. As stated above, the scope of what

is remembered ì.s likely to be small, restricted to those

things directly connected with the new epistemology"
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More central to the study of the epÍstemological convert

are recognition and savings" Recognition always requ-ires

a cue for remembering" Unlike aided recall, the previousJ_y

remembered item does not provide the needed cue and there-

fore a cue is required each time something is to be remembered.

The problem with recognition is that people can make so-called.
t'false-positive'r recognitions, that is, mistaking ne\Ãr learn-
ing for old" Although the question of false-positive recog-

nition j-s typically assocÍated with incentives in laboratory

experimentsu it is suspected that motivational factors may

be present" There may be a likilihood that for false-posi-
tive recognì-tion, there can be spurious cues, subliminal cues

or other factors operating" This woul_d mean that, in some

cases, a consistent bias could be introduced" This can

occur in several \,\rays: being overly lnclusive or exclusive,
consistently recalling irrelevant memories, or having set
probleûtso Tn contrast, there may be false-negative recog-

nitions. This may be interpreted to be several- things:

false-negative may mean that although the correct cue has

been given recognition will not occur, it may mean that when

a cue is provided the j_ncorrect recognition is elicted, or
a false-negative recognition may be interpreted to be ner,v

learning instead of o1d"

Savings refers to relearning something wÍth the presum-

ption that it becomes easier with each subsequent attempt"

Conversion may have a sígnificant impact on rapid relearn-
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ing certain information, making conversion appear relatively
sudden when in fact i-t may not be the case aL all. Long

forgotten facts, ideas or theories may all be re-acquired

easily and quickly. By itself, savings cannot explain con-

version, but it may help to explain the apparent speed with
which it may occur " 

17b

Overal-l, expect changes deaLing with memory to be

restricted to factual knowledge, not experiences" Changes

would also be restricted to areas directly touched by the

conversion process and would probably involve addi_ng new

knowledge or relearning old. rt would seem unlikely however

that changes woul-d involve eliminating memories. ff elimin-
ation does occur, it would probably be more correct to attrib-
ute this to normal decay" This is because forgetting for
the epistomological convert is unlikely to be motivated or

the result of defense.

Defense offers a challenging probt em" Defense is prop-

erly part of the Cognitive cluster but the changes to be

encountered do not seem to bear any similarity to other

types of conversion" To begin with, defense usually implies
a threat to the ego and distortions, repressions and pro-
jections result. Yet, it is hard to imagine that the

acquisition of a neu/ epistemology as threatening to the ego"

It may be true that a nevr epistomology may draw dÍssention

or even scorn, but this is after the fact and would be treated
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as any other threat. Hence, ego threatening situations are

not likely to arise as an integral part of conversion"

Tn spite of this, defenses are still part of the Cog-

nitive cluster" 0n1y a part of the entire system of defense

which does not deal with external threat or anxiety is
involved. As far as Ít can be understood, the chranges -in

the convert wift be generated from internal scources, poss-

ibty those involving self-esteêtitc

Tn the most basic interpretation, deríving a ne\r epist-
emology involves the expenditure of energy, Since energy,

called the libido, comprises a closed economy, derivation of

a ne\M epistomology necessarily entails the deflection of
libidinal- energy from lower pursuits to rrhigher'r ones, The

lower libido ob ject is typically the genitals, horivever,

beca-use of social pressures, explicit teaching or religious
values, the desire for sexual gratification as a primary

activity is discouraged. Therefore, in a closed economy

the required expression of the libido is transferred to

higher desires, such as being socially useful or a good

provj-der" fn most people, the urge for sexuaf gratification
ì.s sublimated and hence, a person replaces direct genital
gratification with indirect gratification"

This analysis of the convert does not appear adequa.te.

Staying within the psychoanalytic tradition, Wilhelm Reich
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disputes that there is a, fixed economy of energy" 0n the

contrary, he sees no conflict between higher activities
and more common ones" He argu.es that a person is more

likely to be creative if he has an active and fulfilling
sex lífe. The discovery of a new epistemology can be likened

to orgasm" According to this interpretation, the convert

has succeed.ed. in a creative and normal- endevour. 1B

Whether viewed as a positive or negative thing, conver-

sion arises out of cathe:<is between the libido and the

epistemological-object" Hotrvever, this may extend past the

point of normalacy. The dividing line between sublimation

and reaction forma-tion is a tenuous one. Although a person

with a sexual reaction formation would tend to direct his

energies against sex, it is aLso possible that a reaction

forma"tion can provide a means to escape from sex. Such a

person would not merely displace libidina-I energy, but

replace sex entirely. Therefore, in some instances, it
coufd be that developing a neril epistomofogy is evÍdence of
compulsive neurosis*

Cognitive dissonance theorists have a somewhat dis-
sÍmil-ar understanding of defense. The essential difference
is that the role of sex as a motivation of defense is absent.

However, both cognitive theorists and. psychoanalyists are

mostly in agreement on the sorts of things people will do

to protect their ego. In fact, conversion can be understood
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in this melnrier: political conversion, f or. example 5 possesses

many elements of isolation, sel ective and distorted percept-

ion and, sometimes, reaction formation" The identification
of different sources of defense, despite the common end, is
where a criti-cal distinction comes in and thís all-ov¿s for
a. slightly different commentary on defense.

A psychoanalytic approach to defense wil-l always mean

dealing with vrays to protect the ego" However, in cognitive

theory: protection of the self is incidental to the overall
aim of bal-ancing discrepant or conflicting knowledge, reduc-

ing anxiety or resolving other problems. This means that

it is possible to categorize defense in a few different wa.ys,

not in the monolythical systematic method of the psychoanal-

ysts. A cognitive d.issonance approach allows for the suggest-

ion that defense changes which occur in the epistemological

convert will- likely only a.f fect those defenses directly
connected with the new epistemology" This means, to be a

bit more clear, that the defenses utilized will likely be

used to defend the worthwhifeness, symmetry or excellence

of the epistemology. Since the epistemology stands separate

from the individual, criticism of it does not necessarily

imply a corresponding criticism of the person. In other

words, it possible that the epistemology is perceived as

detached and isolated, only in a psychological sense to be

sure, but the epistemology will- stand or fall on its own

merit..
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Extensive change cannot be expected j-n defenses. De-

fenses are primarily concerned with lhe ego and it is diff-

icult to imagine that an epistemology, which is essentially
a cognitive event, will be much connected with the ego. The

epistemology is apt to be isolated, and this ma,y be defensive,

bul that is about all.

The drive to seek a ne\ru epistemology is to be found within
the individual, as it is with the other types of conversion"

It is probably correct that external events can bring the

problem of ineffectiveness of an existing epistemology to

the attention of the person but the direct question of epist-
emological correctness is ultimalely an individual concern.

In the previous sections, it was stated that conversion

j-s due to the presence of a negative drive state: a person

holding two or more discrepant cognitions, which provokes

the perception of threat or anxiety, will seek to resolve

and reduce dissonance in a number of ways, given qualifying
factors already indicated. However, to apply thís under-

standing to the epistemological convert would be mistaken,

One of lhe big problems encountered by cognitive theor-
isls is the positing of dissonance as a motive" The concepts

work well if the dissonant state is thirst, hunger or other

experimentally controlled independent variables. As wel1,
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the theory works in explaining larger practical problems

such as smoking or over-eating" However, from the viewpoint

of this thesis cognitive dissonance theory experiences diff-

iculties in explaining motivation considered apart from

anxiety or deprivation. Hence, to remain consi-stent in terms

of theory some redefinitions and conjectures of theory ere

in order, although none invoLving contrad-ictions of prevail-

ing theory.

To attribute a negative drive state to the epistemolog-

ical convert would be incorrect and unworkable. Tt is hardly

fair to say that a new epistemology j.s derived because the

indivídual feels threatened, discomforted or anxious. In

fact, the opposite could be plausibly maintained: a person

would be predisposed to develop a rÌew epistemology if he

was relatively free from other worries. It would therefore

seem t,hat the epistemological convert is tikety lo be in a

state of consistency for most thì-ngs. But this introduces

a second set of problems for if an individual is consistent,

where is the motivation? Hence, it is necessary to bring

dissonance theory back into the discussion. It is this
dilemma which has caused some dissonance theorists to reapp-

raise their work"

The main object of question for cognitive variety theor-

ists, Salvatore Maddi being the major one, Ís: Can it be

that cognitive dissonance may be a beneficial drive: or
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dissonance always imply that a person is

of discomfort for which he strives to find
must cognitì-ve

in a condition

a resolution,

first option.

typically self-deceiving? Maddi prefers the

He expresses it this wayo

0n the face of it, the consistency position is
unassailably valid" To perceive somelhing different
than what one thought or expected is to have been
tvrong, and who can rest easy with that? To think
one u/ay and perceive yourself acting another way is
to be cowardly or inept, none of which would be very
acceptable. To harbor two descrepant thoughts or
beliefs at the same time is to be confused, and who

wants that? Inconsistency seems an unpleasant thing,
whether it be large or smalL, important or unimportant"
It certainly is not surprising that consistency theor-
ies arouse so much enthusiasm, and are so popular i_n

contemporary psychology. Actually, what is surprising
and intriguing is to find that the essentially opposite
point of view also has ardent adherents these days"
Let us call this opposite view the rrvariety" position"
Its essence is thal novelty, unexpectedness, change
and complexi-ty are pursued because they are inherently
satisfying" The defj-nition of novelty and unexpected-
ness must stress the difference between exj-sting cog-
ni-tj-ve content and curuent or future expectations,
and hence, the experience of variety is very likely
to also be the experience of inconsistency. 19

Could it be

ency? Empirical

introduce complex

that a person would purposely seek inconsist-
evidence shows that people will willfully
responses to simple tasks, intentì_onally
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bring in novel behaviors to routine activities and otherwise

add- variety to day to day affairs. This indicates precisely

what is hypothesized: j-t is possible, if not common, to exper-

ience dissonance without an accompanying feeling of discom-

fort or anxiety, Quite the opposite, it is entirely possible

to experience dissonance as a pleasurable thing; how else

can cognitive dissonance theory explain humour, for example?

This can be termed as a posj-tj-ve drive state"

To add precision, a slight addition to vocabulary is

in order. Inconsistency which is accompanied with anxiety

or threat is termed dissonance, and is defined as a negative

drive state. In contrast, inconsistency which is not assoc-

iated with threat or anxiety can be considered conflict,

and is defined as a positive drive state. Neither of the

terms conflict or positive drive state are properly part

of the cognitive dissonance nomenclature, but they are

theoretically permissible 
"

Within the traditional understanding of cognitive diss-
onance, novelty, curiosity or creativity are considered to

be methods of reducing dissonance. A person will pursue

novel or creative thoughts in order that he may seek a

resolution that is not to be found in the current Ínventory.

Novelty and creafivity are painful to people, who prefer

statis, but they are preferrable to protracted dissonance.

Variety and novelty are mechanisms whereby a person can
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explore unusual or unfamiliar averrues of' dissonance resolut-
ion and¡ âs a result, familiari_ze himself with alternate

resolutions, Hence, dissonance is redu-ced or eliminated,

However, there appeerr to be problems v/ith this concept.

The first, and perhaps major problem? is that for diss-
onance a person holds two or more opposíng cognitions which

result in negative feelings" Nole the terminology: two

opposing cognitions" Words can be substituted, opposi-ng for

inconsistent, dissonant or contradictory. Always, two or

more cognitions stand in some form of opposition to one

another. There is disagreement that this must alvrays be

SOc

Although the rivariety" school cannot be properly said

to existr âs indicated above, its theorists have a tendency

to view dissonance in larger terms than has been the case "

According to them, dissonance need not mean that two cogn-

itions stand in opposition to one a.nother and. cause nega-tive

feeling in order that sone sort of change come about. This

is vrhy the term conflict lvas introduced. The usefulness

of the conflict model is that it admits to both mainstream

cognitive dissonance theory and the variety position"

There are three models which attempt to reconcile the

two positj-ons. The 11""t theorizes that people, instead

to attempting to reduce dissonance to an absolute minimum,
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are accu.stomed- to a certain level of tensÍon" f f there is

not sufficient tension, then a person may feel bored or

listless and try to restore previoris levels of tension by

introducing complexity, novelty or multiple options instead

of binary options" 0f cou.rse, if tension is too high, then

the inC,ividual will attempt to reduce Ít in the usual manner"

Every person has two drives according to this theory: a

negative drive state which strives to reduce dissonance if
it is too high, and a posi.tive dri ve state which seeks to

increase dissonance if it is too l-ow.

Termed a.ctivation theory, it was first developed by

Helen Peak. There are tv¡o points of departure from tradit-
ional cognitive dissonance theories. First, although it may

be perfectly true that individuals can hold two opposing

cognitions, she took issue with the accompanying theory

that this mL..st always be associated with discomfort. In

order for something to be dissonant, she says, the opposing

cognì-tions mu.st involve some element of goal directed act-
ivity" Hence, rather than talk about negative and positive
drive states, Peak prefers to speak of goal drives, with

affect being a peripherial concer4" Positing goal drive as

a motive, she defines it as disparate psychological events"

This ¡ àccording to her, means that not only behaviors

typically considered by dissonance theory may be und-erstood,

but underlying psychological states may be understood as

well: su-rprise, humour or fear.
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Activation results from d.isparate psychological states

and ceases when a goal is attained" However, the important

poi-nt is that the presence of an object is not sufficient

for activation to occur" An object must possess psycholog-

ical properties ( Oiscussed earlier) to which a person ma,y

j-dentify. An example of this is a chil-d looking for a toy.

For him or her, the toy is not an object viewed to be a toy,

it is an object viewed as a plaything. While this distinct-
ion is smal-l, the difference is that a toy as a plaything

is relevant to the child because the concept i-ncludes a

defined activity which is absent from the toy as an objecL.2O

Although activation theory is somewhat more complex

than outlined, it does indicate that the epistemological

convert can be underrstood as an individual who is attempting

to establish his surroundings in terms of its relatedness

to him" Epistemological conversion may be viewed as a
detached person who is trying to organize events, objects

and ideas around himsel-f, If activation is a state which

arises out of strivings to acquire personally meaningful

objects, in this case a psychological state of explanation,

then the convert has no choice but to develop a ner,\r epistem-

ology: or at least persist in the attempt. This is not to

suggest that the individual is an existential cripple for
he has the aLternative of deciding that the goal is not

worthwhile and may adopt a live and let live posture.
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A second. reconciliation of the cognitive dissonance

theories and the variety position centers around the notion

that some people are disposed to desire consistency while

others desire variety" This type of analysis would posit

that there are personality types which differ from each

other in terms of expectancies. Although Maddi is not alvare

of any written piece dealing with this possible reconciliat-

ion, he presumes that a person who viewed novelties and

differences as natural would seek situations in which these

would arise. The problem of positing that there are variety

seekers and consistency seekers i-s that it probably yields

a false image of what people are really like" More pla-us-

ible would be the notion that people are a combination of

both types, wanting variety in some places of their lives

and wanting consistency in others.21 The motive here would

be the enjoyment of diversity, but a person would be secure

in the consistencies of home life or roles, for example.

The fj-nal reconciliation between the two positi-ons

involves,

elaborating the relationship between them" This
position accepts that both variety and consistency
are sought after and satisfying, but attempts to
relate them to each other in such a uray that their
positive properties are partially dependent on each

other. Vari-ety and consistency, in the absence of
each other, are considered to have positive but
rather trivial effects" To experience variety alone
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may be entertalning, and to experience consj-stency alone
may be reassu.ring, but the most profou.nd psychological
effects are reserved for a particular combination of
the two ooo we find a work of art, say a piece of music,
a.esthetically worthwhj-le in a formal sense when, whether
ï/e reaLize it precisely or not, it first surprises us

by díscomfirmimg expectations it built up or tve had

anyway, and then provides the basis for a new, more

comprehensive expectation that incorporates the events
that were surprising. Tt is a new consistency that
produces the subsequent experience of insight and deeper
meaning. The total experience is a little like being
stretched to a new height. It j-s the experience of
growth. And the experience of growth clearly satis-
fying requires this particular combination of variety
and consistency " 22

The variety
logical convert.

two cognitions need

Although it may at

may possess a good

opposed because of

to be opposite from one

cognition. Cognitive dissonance

demonstrated that tlvo'ropposing'r

believe that

ano ther "

theory has not adequately

cognitions must necessarily

position deals directly with the epistemo-

There is little reason to

first appear so: two rropposing'r cognitions

degree of latent relatedness, they may be

previous associations, not because of

content or functionr or they may be opposed because of
personality varj-ables" 0n closer analysis, the potential

convert may discover that two cognitions are not properly

dissonant aL all, or that some deeper relationship between

the two cognitions will give rj-se to a third and better
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entail negative affect or that this opposition reaches any

deeper than a manifest level"

To return to the question which began the discussion:

where is the motive? The positive drive state arises from

conflict which only involves affect as a spurious factor.
The positive drive state may be an urge to variety, a desire

to know or an activation to place oneself in the environment"

Epistomological conversion origJ-nates in a conflict between

the Cognitive cluster and the Value Category sub-cluster.

But nowhere has the major affective cluster of Attitude

been brought ino Epistemological conversion does not 1ike1y

involve elements of self-crisis or self-doubt, it is an

intelfectual enterprise. Epistemological conversion j-s

reconcj-ling how truth is to be known, how beauty is to be

judged, how right and wrong are to be acted in accordance

with, and how these things are actually known" This is
discovered by the prosaic activity of thi_nking, and the

less easy task of knowing oneself"

Finally, once the conditions are right, once the

thinking has been accomplished, once self-discovery has

been achieved, to what will the person convert and what wj_ll

he look like? There is no single answer for this here,

the convert must be asked" No doubt, he or she will be

quite explicit on the matter"
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Religious Conversion

0f the six types of belief conversion, significant

restructuring centered on religious themes may be the rarest

and by far the most difficult to define. A large part of

this is due to the recent revival of "religionil generally

and of fundamental Protestant sects in particular. The

recent phenomenon of reducing the Christian religion down

to a few personality centered allegiances has tended to

contaminate meaningful discussj-on of many religÍous issues

and the idea of religeosity itself" Quizical persons

who have turned their attention to these new religious

directions may be dismissed as evil, ignorant or communist

by the practitioners. Given the timeliness of the issue

of religious conversion, it is necessary to be cognizant

of the emotional factors involved-, This prompted the

earlier comment that most I're-Iigious" conversion are more

likely to be political than properly religious.

These I'religiousrr conversions are dismissed because of

the lack of some distinctive religious factors, and because

the rrnewrr religions essentially deal with collective attach-

ments: high defense spending, conservative political postures

and, not unexpectedly, voting for the candidate of someone

elsers choice. This interpretation is not unduly harsh,

as vi.ewing early morni-ng television will attest.
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Religiou.s and pol-itical conversion do have some shared-

factors, Both religious and political conversions involve

theory, although of an entirely different sort, rituals,

imagesr r€cruitment systems and many other things. What

would appear to separate the two is the general direction

of their actions" This is not to suggesl that political
conversion is strictly this world and religious conversj-on

is next worl-d orientated" Rather, a tentative distinction
is to be found in their respective cosmologies, although

it often seems that political-religious converts do not

possess one, except perhaps, a most primitíve one focusing

on good and evil causesc To distinguish the two types of
converts who are nominally identified as religious, it is
necessary to introduce a notation. Real religious converts,

to whom this section is addressed, shall be known simply

as religious converts. But to distinguish awkwardly termed

religious-political converts the term poligious shall be

used.

Excluding one case by no means defines anothero A

religious conversion can involve aspects of deity, but this
puts a dj-stinct ü/estern bias into the analysis, and this is
hesitated at. Tt wou-Ld be better to state that religion
d.ea1s with a set of universal rtlau/srr or cognitive claims

whi-ch are meant to be applied to everyday life by their
creators" In the West, these u-niversal statements are

personified in the form of God, a being of apparent human
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invention" Too, religion possesses a strong and rÍch myth-

ology" The mythology of \Ãlestern religions place great store

in historical characters, instances of intervention by

superior forces for usually good or great purposes beyond

the comprehension of men, Iaws concerning behavior and

explanations for individual existence"

As well as laws intended to guide life and the under-

standing of the environment, established religions make

fairly strong truth claims. These claims concern a number

of things, some which seem verifiable and some not. But

verifiable claims are sometimes attached to those which

are not. For example, the evidence appears good that Jesus

actually existed, but whether he was graced or a very good

practical psychologist remains disputed. This point is
tangentially acknowledged: missionaries ask if a person

accepts Jesus as a savior, and therefore a graced person,

but not whether he was a real historical personality.

This idea that Jesus was graced raises the significant

element of imagery and symbolism in religion. Tt was stated

earlier that images are powerful ì.n that they fami-liarize

ideas and principles" In the example of the Christian

religion, the notion of good incLudes more than doing good

works, obeying laws or practicing ritualn Good is also a

state of consciousness and may be characterized by the

rroceanic'r feeling described earlj-er, This, it appears,
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is a difficult thing to teach" However, imagery translates

this notion of a Chrislian state of consciousness into some-

thing more easily dealt with: a beacon of light falling on

the believer, a flock of doves ftitting overheadr oI crowds

of happy children waiting for an inspired word. No doubt

these images are manufacturede and are Sometimes unintent-

ì-onally humourous, but they are easily accessible for some

people.

To add precision, the following can be stated about

religion" First, Western religions typically make cognit-

i.ve truth claims. This is to say that religion is generally

understood to be a set of factual or near factual proposit-

ions to which the reli-gious person assents.23 Of these

claims, there appear to be two major ones:

a) a personal god exists in some \May ontologicalty

d.ifferent from the way men or other rrnatural" things

exist "

b) this god i.s benevolent toward all- or some of mankind,

no matter how difficul-t it is to verify this assert-

ion empirically. 24

Second, there appears to be a phenomenon termed the

Christian experience (or religious experience) which has

been variously described as an oceanic feeling or as a

state of consciousness somehow different from other types

of consciousness. Although this feeling may differ from
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person to person, it can be assumed that this experience

involves the individ-ualr s u-niversal attachments, and may be

interpreted to be a generalization of affect: positive affect

in the case of God and good, negative affect in lhe case of

Satan and evil. To d-escribe this as proiection may be ext-

reme but there are certainly aspects of this Ínvolved"

Third, laws a.nd dogma appear to play a central- role in

religion, although not necessarily in belief. Within the

category of dogma, it is reasonabl-e to include ritual and

ceremony. Finally, according to Alastair McKinnonr the

religious person possesses disti.nctive religious utterences,

which are presumably indicative of belief" Religíous utter-

ences are separate from a vocabulary or frequently used

phrases 
"

Real religious conversi-on, as distinct from poligious

conversi-on, involves universal attachments, the Cognitive

cluster and the Attitude cluster. Since the two clusters

have been discussed in detail, the d,iscussion urill- not be

repeated" However, universal attachments were only briefly
mentioned.

One of the major components of universal a,ttachments

are archetypes " Typically a.n identity, an a.rchetype is an

original point of identification" One of the most common

of these ís the twofold earth-mother and the sky-god-father.

Too, tLre notion of trinities appears to be an archetype,
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and ís sometimes interpreted to have phallic symbolism"

To the archetypes a specific cultural mark is ad-ded called

a signature, Thi.s provides a cultural- referent in addition

to the nebulous, but powerful, universal referent" An example

of thís is the idea of father, son and holy ghost"

Archetypes also include events and behaviors usually

great in scope" For example, most societies possess a

punishment myth leveled against a rrsinful'r past by a great

and terrible father, and. then the restoration of the earth

by an earth mother symbol. A familiar tale is the flood

depicted in Genesis"

The notion of an earth-mother and a sky-god-father is
a recurring onee The earth-mother, it would seem, always

appears as a nurturing entity, having the theme of birth
and renewal. 0n the other hand, the sky-god-father is
generally concerned with discipline and authoritative action,
with whom people will frequently struggle. fsÍs and Mary

are good examples of the earth-mother while Jacobrs fÍght
with God is an example of the sky-god-father case. It is
interesting to speculate j-f the divi-sion between Roman

Catholics and Protestants could be due to the corresponding

archetypal division. The Roman Catholic church can be

und-erstood as an earth*mother symbol, emphasízíng as it does

nurturing activities, good works, charity and helping others,

Protestants, in contrast, emphasize obedience to the command-
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ments, faith and allegiance, This may be one possíble

explanatÍon of New Right poligious activity: these religious

demands have been transferred to the political real-m.

The idea of earth-mother and sky-god-father raj ses the

more general question of whether they themselves may be

signatures on a duality" Such ideas as heaven and earth,

good and bad, or God and man may be examples, but the

duality of archetypes appears to be organized around the

existence of two sexes. Therefore, earth-mother and sky-

god-father seem to be legitimate archetypes"

As evidenced from above, many archetypes seem to be

centered around the reproduction of the species" 0f course,

the mother and father images are present, but olhers enter

into the argument, such as humankinC- needing to be nurtured

and looked after on one hand, disciplined and controlled

for his own good on the other. In some current literature,

man is notrrbornrr until he leaves the planet (ttre mother)

and inherits the stars from the father. Some religious
people object to space research because they feel man is

irnpinging on Godts domain" Tn contrast, some people cultivate

a'rback to the land'r attitude where all will be safer secure

and plentiful. This can be lnterpreted as a renu.nciation

of weaning and a symbolic return to the breast. Too, on

communes, members will often refer to each other as brothers

and sisters, creating an artificial extended family. it
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seems that there are instances to be fou-nd wherever one

chooses to look: birth is considered as an act of creation

on the part of the mother and independ.ence for the child;
dualities possess attributes based on some imagined quality
of the sexes; and people are told to love each other as

brothers and. sisters as if all humans had common parents.

lf there is considerable signa.ture assigned to reprod-

uction, so too for death. Tt is quite obvious that in order

for renewal to occur something mu.sl pass atvay. Death as an

archetype has a number of guises: the dark presence, cold

or satan" The symbology of death appears to count signi-fi-
cantly in any analysis of religious conversion. rt is saj-d

that a part of the self withers in order that a convert may

d-evelop new components of the personality" The symbolic

death-rebirth is a powerful image based on biorogÍcar
understanding and psychological efficacy.

Archetypes are a major component of universal attachments,
wkrich in turn have been described as a generatization of
affective images. Tf this is plausible, then su-ch images

as earth-mother and the attendant interpretations are a

valid point of view from which to understand the religious
convert. conversion may be anaryzed as the generalizaLion

of affect, mediated by cognitions, to objects viewed as

hierarchically greater than the person. yet, religion
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and religiou"s_ conversion would seem to be more than this"

By this, the religious experience is being referred to"

The religious experience appears to be an intense per-

sonal event wherein a person comes to a profound cosmolog-

ical insight, and this experience continues to be reaffirmed

throughout Iife. The religious experience seems to involve

not only answering the ageless question of who aÍr I?, but

also where am I?, with whom? and how so? The religious
experience establishes the space and the pieces within
which a person moves, establishing a location to which and

from which the individual- orientates himself. This is
1íke1y the best characterizai-i'on of religious experience

that may be developed given its personal nature,

One aspect of the religious experience is that it
separates the momentarily poligious convert from the true

religious convert. The religious experience means different
things at different points in a persons life. This means

that it is not somethj-ng which is felt just once in a moment

of peak experience: rather, it is something whích is repeated

and reaffj-rmed, prompting McKinnon to state that religion
is a personal i-nterpretative rrsciencerr, science in the

sense that a cosmology occurs and from it theories and

pred.ictions arise" 25
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The discussion of religious conversion usually intro-

duces a number of contentious issues and there is no pretense

that they do not exist" The mere notion that religious

conversj-on is prompted by the need for somethi-ng, and that

religion is ultimately illusionary t is bound to be found

offensive by some people. 0f courser a good deal depends

on how deity is defined: when Carl Sagan says that God is

the total sum of physical laws, this sounds entirely reason-

able. If religion is itself desire, thÍs introduces teleo-

logical elements. Therefore, it is one matter to describe

the factors of religious conversion and quite another to

speak of whal it is.

Earlier, it was said that religious conversion involves

the Attitude cluster, the Cognitive cluster and universal

attachments. As can be seen, this deals with how a person

sees the cosmos and how he feels about it. Although relig-

ious conversion may bear some simi.larity to epistomological

conversion, in the sense of how a person desires to view

what is I'out thererr, the role of af fect gives rise to a

completely different, and perhaps richer, conversion.

fn terms of dissonance theory, religious conversion

is simply the resolution of contradiction between what one

understands and views the cosmos âs¡ and a desire to have

this explained in terms of personal self image. This Ís

not to say that the individual consciously disregards
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reality, but the cause of events is not adequ_ately explained

by prevailing theory" \n/hat is i-mplied is that a potential
convert is faced with a regression of rlhowsrr. While a

convert may be wílling to accept that \,var, for example, is
the result of a number of economic, political or culturar-

factors, he finds these theories to be wanting simply on

lhe basis of the question of I'How can people be this way?'r.

rt has been said that infinity bothers people and that they

are not emotionalry able to deal with it. How comforting

it ís that there is a cosmic cause beyond the jurisdiction
of Man! The introduction of deity allows people to reduce

infinity to a singularity. Examples of this abound: when

Pierre simon, the Marquis de Laplace, presented his Mecanique

celeste to Napoleon during his EgpytÍan campaign, Napoleon

was disturbed that God had not been mentioned for the planets
would. have no reason to move otherwis""26

Religious conversion is the shifting of perceived

reality towards the direction of self-rmage" This means,

ln other words, that the person forms a causal scheme accord-
ing to his needs. what this entairs is that the individuar
is able to comfortabty identify cause, and to determine both

his position and his functi-on within the cosmos. This is
important to the person for it wilt indicate, to him, the

direction of personal and worldly events, and it suggesls

approved courses of action.
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Such conversions have been described, by Durkheim and

others, as primitive. This labe1 seems fitting. Primitive

does not mean that religious belief is an artifact from

childhood: this would be incorrect, but it does Ímply that

religious f eeli-ng ori-ginates f rom the primal experience,

and. is therefore common to most people.*

In view of the above, it ís tempting to state that the

drive state required for rel-igious conversion is found in
the act of birth. Hov/ever, while religious sentiment may be

treated this way: it woul-d appear to be a mistake to say

the same for the drive state. The drive state should be

rightly identified with actual life experiences. In common

with other types of conversion, the drive state results from

dissonance, not some mystical potentiality derived from

birth.

Religious conversion can follow from a personally trau-
matic experience, such as the loss of a l-oved one, severe

x Even where such influences are not identified as relig-
i-ousr psychologists are noïu di-scovering that primal exper-
iences are important in all others in life. Recent research
has indicated that many of the behavioral correlates assoc-
iated with people of normal birth are absent in those who

were delivered by Caesarean section. This implies that the
source of religious feeling is to be found in natural biolog-
ical processes and is natural to most people"
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injury or prolonged loss of occupation" This seems reason-

able and will not be dispuied, but the question remains if

it only occLirs uiith these events" Some popular images of'

conversion present the situation of an isolated person

quietly searching for enlightenment within the confines of

the mind, that conversion arises out of an intense inner

dialogue. This may be so; however, it was stated that there

are subliminal factors to be accounted for, and religious
conversion may well be a latent affair, something which is
resolved below the level of consciousness. This therefore

indicates that identifying the catalyst of relÍgious conver-

sion is somewhat more difficnlt than the other types"

There are several possible reasons why this should be

so " One plausible reason is that religious affiliation is
often seen as a method of resolving problems, and- is pro-

moted. as such by some religious bodies. These solutions

range from the simple comradeshj,p to be found within a group

of believers, to the wanteQ curing of physical ills" There-

fore, it is meaningful to speak of a sociology of religion,
i-ncluding such aspects as belonging, sharing of symbols or

the establishment of location. To a person who is not

a\Mare or uncertain of these factors, belonging to a relig-
ious group could be an effective way of satisfying these

needs. A second plausible factor is that religion supplies

ideas and theories of why the world operates as it does,

providing prescriptions and remedies.
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It is evident that there is no simple answer" Religious

conversion appears to be dependent on the índividual and the

group for the possible direction and course of conversion"

It can be said that it is generally successful, partly
because it seems permanent. Although a person may not stay

explicitly religious, it has also been said that religious
feeling is a process of continual affirmation that is pursued

during life" The sort of religion spoken of here ís not

necessarily making a show of piety: instead, it would seem

that religious sentiment is a. quiet assurance that one knows

how things work, and is a!\rare of his place j.n the cosmoso
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ConcLusi.on

The utility of theoreticaf statements increases in
direct relation to the provision for application" Numerou_s

expectations and statements concerning the convert have been

made, Conversion cannot be examinec'l in detail unless it is
possible to measure change" This necessarily implies that
conversion can only be examined empirically if il is expressed

as a behaviors or set of behaviors: a neu/ or different life-
style, proselytizing or a reneu/ed commitment" Too, these

correlates of conversion are required to distinguish conver-

sion from other related belief modifications, su_ch as atti-
tude and opínion change" For epistomological and religious
conversion, the ex'pectation that these will be evident in
daily behavior is quite low, Neverthel_ess, epístomological

and religious conversion may be apparent in more personal or

detached activities such as writì.ng, either for public or

private consumption, or in the novelty of speech and explan-

ation" The study of conversÍon therefore relies on the

assumption that the distinctive belief modification of con-

version is reflected in behavior, The relevant behavior may

not always be public; but when measurable, it is sufficiently
different from the sorts of changes associated with attitude
and opinion change so as to be distinct"

Behavior has as a function the affirming or reaffirming of
beliefs; and showing that they may be shared, integrating the
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person into a target object and its meanings" The target

objecl is typically society or groups, but such objects as

meaning, nature or a mystic whole may also be included-.

Therefore, behavior has the obvious quality of indicating

beliefs, externalizing them and making beliefs appear that

much more real. Because thì.s is sor the study of conversion

is a valid area of study for social science. As an area

of study, the convert can be viewed from the perspective of

the group, when relevant, and as a person.

It is expected that group related behaviors will undergo

changes, with the possi.ble exception of the epistomological

convert. However, even for the epistomological convert, it

may be found that social activities which lvere once considered

legitimate could" norv be deemed inappropriate, unsuitable or

otherwise undesirable. tr'or some religious ancl political

converts, there may be rejection of family and friends because

they are now viewed as contaminated and tainted; and they may

prefer to become entrenched in a ne\M group, seeming to Cevelop

a strong sense of who is to be associated with and who is not.

Many converts are likely to be strongly committed to the

nev/ group and new beliefs. This j-s important because the new

beliefs are anchored in the grouprs community of belief" As

a community of believers, the group or ideological collective
is likely to j-nfuse their thoughts and rituals with spiritual

or teleological- value: some conversions are not only good
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for people, but eventually they must because an external

authority witls it. Some converts, it is expected, will state

to the effect that conversj-on was not of their own doing and

thal consciou.s choice had littLe to do wilh it" Since author-

ity may be identified as originating outside any specified

person or group, it may be that an el-ement of mysticism will

be injected. ff, in fact, authority j-s not identifiable with

any one object, theory or symbol, it may be simple for the

convert to envision that he may, can or has reached some

condition of communion or direct interaction with a superior

authority.

Viewed as a person, there have been extensive expecta-

tj-ons concerning the convert. A major expectationr âs evidenced

from above, is that the convert will project a significant

amount of authority to an assumed higher level-: the group for

spurious and political image converts, and to theory for

epistomological, religious and political value converts.

tr'or individual- and, nominal converts: pro jection C-ue to conv-

ersj-on cannot be expected in the sense spoken of here" In the

event of strong disagreement, a convert can be expected to

di-savow the group with, again, the possi-ble exception of

political image and spurious converts. However, converts

are people and as such have affiliation needs, therefore, it

may be that rejection can be sel-ective, focused on the dis-

agreeable object, or it may mean a reduction of commitment

without a formal rejection of the group"
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In 1;enns of the convertrs inner life, he is likely to

view hirnself as a successful person¡ or as a person capable

of success" As examples, Malcolm Muggeridge, who became

religious, and Charles Templeton, who converted away from

religion, can be cited. The convert may conceive of himself

in positive terms: able to deal- more effectively with others,
better able to understanc the social environment, or possess-

ing greater control over events and others. There is no doubt

that there will be individual dlfferences i_n addition to

type variations, bu,t the convert wílI probably feel greater
persona,l satisfaction. Holvever, an increase in self directed
positive affect and an increase in noveI, effective inventories
of behaviors and cognitions are two distinct matters" An

inrproved self image and world image is no guarantee that the

convert will be more successful- in tife: this could be illus-
ionary from an external perspective. Yet, this will not be

an issue for the convert for it is he who will- have to live
with himself; and if the convert feels happier ancL more

successful after conversion, this may constitute a partial
validation for the new beliefs" The way in whj-ch a convert

will feel happy, content or satisfied is conjectural, but

predictions can be made" The religious convert may feel a

mystical happiness, a connection with a larger whole" The

epistomological convert could feel an intellectual or aesthetic
satisfactj-on, a knowledge or assurance that there is a perceiv-

able order" The political convertrs happiness may derive from

the knowledge lhat¡ âs an actor and possessor of theory, he is
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able to understand, and subsequently to enforce or promote,

an articulatible vieu¡"

Since conversion deals with the uray people are attached

to objects, symbols and others, the study of it appeals to

all the disciplines of the socj-al sciences, While spurious

and political- conversion would be of interest to political

scientists, anthropologists and philosophers of science would

likely find epistomological conversion attractive" Individual

conversion is squarely in Psychologyrs field of study, and

social psychologists and sociologists could study nominal,

spurious and political conversions.



Appendix

When this thesis was originally conceived, it was organ-

ized with a view to empirical examination of some of the pre-

d-ictions and expectations in Chapter Three" Fiowever, it soon

became evident that in order to present a complete theory of

conversion, empiri-ca} verification would add unacceptable

page length and time to an already extended work. Nevertheless,

some preparatory work was done and is reported here.

It v/as thought that a survey would be developed and

admj-nistered to self designated converts, with the exception

of epistomological converts" Since it was assumed that epist-

omological converts are f ew and dif ficul-t to identi-fy, the

indicated strategy lrras to read and analyze the works of aca-

demics who had characterized themselves as converts " The survey

itself reached the planning stage. Most of the items would be

drawn from various personality and values inventories, with

some supplemental questions supplied by the researcher" The

difficulties with this approach were: a) the survey would take

a relatively long time to carry to completion, in the range

of a year; b) the survey itself would have requì-red testing

and valid,ation itself ; and, c) needed funds u/ere not available"

The research design was left fairly undeveloped in order

that examination of the subjects could be adjusted according

to needs and problems as they aroseo It was not known what
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the population of converts looked like exactly" It was

therefore proper to be cognizant that problems could and

would arise. Some of these were:

a) The only practical method of convert identÍfication
is self report and this can be very misleading. As indicated

i-n lhe text, it is predicted thal the most vocal of converts

are the poligious and spurious types, in whom there is little
interest. Political and epistomologi-cal converts are less

visible and are correspondingly more dj,fficult to find,
b) Since a real conversion is an J-nlensely personal

experience, there is a possibility that a set and rigid
survey would have reliability and va1ídity problems" It may

be that some converts cannot describe or communicate this
experi-ence.

c) There is the generar issue of what to ask the convert"

While questions dealing with personal happiness are easily

done, it appears less easy to gauge the psychological dynamics

as experiences even assuming good recoll_ecti_on by the

convert "

It was decided that the design with the best chance of
success is the judgmental design" With lhis method, subjects

are selected in such a v/ay that they yield wide variances

between each other" As preliminary research, it was deemed

desirable to sharpen the differences between conversion

experiences 
"
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